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Resumo

As redes de transporte estiveram presentes no desenvolvimento da humanidade e
desempenharam um papel importante. No inı́cio da civilizac¸ão uma das maiores
necessidades residia no transporte de água para fins de irrigação e bem estar. No
presente, com a globalização, existe a necessidade de transportar matérias-primas
ou produtos manufacturados desde a fonte até ao local de consumo. Apesar de
as redes de transporte poderem surgir em domı́nios diferentes, todas as redes
partilham o mesmo objectivo: entregar produtos no local acordado, no tempo
indicado e na quantidade desejada. Os elementos de uma rede de transporte, nós e
ligações, podem pertencer a entidades distintas com objectivos contraditórios. A
estrutura organizacional da rede de transporte bem como as relações entre com-
ponentes são constrangimentos à livre troca de informação limitando a obtenção
de um desempenho óptimo.

Esta tese propõe uma perspectiva baseada em fluxos para proceder à
modelação, diagnóstico de falhas e controlo de operaç˜oes em redes de transporte.
A tese propõe uma abordagem genérica para modelar e gerir operações usando
uma perspectiva global, capturando as propriedades dos nós e das ligações, tendo
possibilidade de lidar com mercadorias classificadas de acordo com propriedades
variantes no tempo. A gestão de operações de redes de transporte é também abor-
dada segundo a perspectiva do nó, tomando em consideração as relações entre o
nó e a sua vizinhança.

Palavras-chave: redes de transporte, cadeias de abastecimento, redes de trans-
porte de água, modelação, diagnóstico de falhas, monitorização, controlo predi-
tivo, agentes, controlo distribuı́do.
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Abstract

Transportation networks have long been present and play an important role in the
development of mankind. In the beginning of civilization, the main transportation
demand focused on water, for irrigation and welfare. At present, with the glob-
alization, a transport demand to move raw materials or manufactured goods from
the source to the final destination is present. Although transportation networks
can arise in different application domains they all share the same goal: deliver
commodities at the agreed location at the agreed time and at the agreed quantity.
The components of transportation networks, nodes and links, can be owned by
different companies leading to conflicting objectives. Thestructural layout and
relations among the components of a transportation networkare constraints to a
free share of information among components towards an optimal performance.

This thesis proposes a flow perspective to address the modeling, fault diag-
nosis and control of transportation networks. A generic framework to model and
manage operations of transportation networks from a macroscopic perspective is
proposed. The framework captures nodes and links properties, and can handle
either time unvarying or time-varying commodities. Operations management of
transportation networks are also addressed from the node perspective taking into
consideration the existing relations between each node andits surroundings.

Key-words: transportation networks, supply chains, water conveyancesystems,
modeling, fault diagnosis, monitoring, model predictive control, agents, dis-
tributed control.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This Chapter presents the motivation for the research addressed in this thesis. In
Section 1.1 transportation networks are introduced using aunified perspective for
different types of flows. In particular, the similarities amongst different trans-
portation networks following a graph perspective are addressed. In Section 1.2,
more details for generic continuous-time and discrete-time flow networks are pre-
sented. Section 1.3 addresses the scientific domains covered throughout the the-
sis, namely: modeling techniques in Section 1.3.1, agents in Section 1.3.2, Model
Predictive Control (MPC) in Section 1.3.3, and monitoring and fault diagnosis in
Section 1.3.4. The Chapter concludes with an overview of thethesis including a
road map and a list of contributions in Section 1.4.

1.1 Motivation

Transportation networks have long been a regular element inhuman civiliza-
tion (Rodrigue et al., 2009). A typical example is the water transportation net-
work developed by the roman civilization (753 BC –476 AD) to bring fresh water
into their cities improving their life quality and health (see Figure 1.1(a)). Today,
similar structures are still present as water conveyance networks where water is
transported through canals in a free-surface flow (Akan, 2006). Due to water qual-
ity requirements these networks are now providing water forirrigation. Another
important historical moment in transportation was the discovery of the maritime
way to India (Vasco da Gama in1498, see Figure 1.1(b)). With a maritime al-
ternative to the traditional land transport for goods, an opportunity for generating
wealth was created by the Portuguese sailors.

Usually, the origin (source node) of a resource is usually located far away from
the consumption location (end node):

“God must have been a ship owner. He placed the raw materials far from

1
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(a) Roman aqueduct Pont du Gard in France.(b) Vasco da Gama route toÍndia in 1498.

Figure 1.1: Historical achievements with impact in transportation networks.

where they are needed and covered two thirds of the world withwater.” (Bill
Moses)

To connect source and end nodes a transportation network is needed and can
assume many formats (Hall, 2003; Ioannou, 2008). With the economy global-
ization (1970) some of these networks have become worldwide (Steger, 2009).
The transport phenomena is typical of flow transportation networks for instance:
power networks, gas and oil pipeline networks, traffic networks, logistic networks
and intermodal transportation networks. Although belonging to different applica-
tion domains, from a flow perspective, all these networks share common proper-
ties: storage capacity in specific locations and the transport delay between differ-
ent storage areas.

Transportation networks are complex systems, composed of elements that may
belong to different companies, cooperating, in some degree, to deliver commodi-
ties at the agreed time, at the agreed location and with the right quantity (Rodrigue
et al., 2009). Transportation networks are competitive markets where many part-
ners are present. This sector is dominated by a lack of confidence between partners
where usually only a few information is shared believing that this behavior will
avoid losing their client for other competitors (Blois, 1999). At present, also au-
thority policies have to be added (OECD, 2010). So partners should work in order
to satisfy client demands while at meantime reducing costs and obey to authority
policies (see Figure 1.2).

The increase in international commerce and more demanding clients are cre-
ating a pressure on the existing transportation networks. To overcome this phe-
nomena there are two options: the development of new infrastructures or a better
use of the existing ones. Politicians and economist are aware of this latter option,
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Figure 1.2: Competitive objectives in transportation networks.

“Não é tempo de desenvolver infraestruturas mas sim serviços emcima
de infraestruturas.” (Augusto Mateus, free translation“It is not time to de-
velop infrastructures, it is time to develop services on topof infrastructures.”
in Mateus (2013)1.)

The motivation to work on the development of intelligent infrastructures rather
than creating new infrastructures cames from two constraints:

1. new infrastructures requires a high investment;

2. in some regions of the world (Europe, North America), where the need for
better infrastructuresis more sensible, land is not available near the existing
infrastructures to proceed with the necessary expansions.

1.1.1 Analogies Between Transportation Networks

Transportation networks are complex systems spatially distributed with a modular
structure that can be represented by a graphG = (V, E) where nodesV represent
centers or intersections and arcsE represent the existing connections between
nodes (Ahuja et al., 1993). Figure 1.3 shows a general transportation network
where nodes are represented by circles or squares and arcs are represented by
arrows between nodes. The transport need is indicated by arrows with an edge on
a node and no tail.

Due to the existence of a transport demand, transportation networks can be
found in several distinct situations, for instance:

• supply natural resources (water, oil, gas, iron ore, coal) that can be available
far away from the consumers (factories, cities, power production facilities,
farms);

1Former economic minister of Portugal between March 1996 andNovember 1997 and a
renowned economist.
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Figure 1.3: Graphical representation of a transportation network (circles represent
source and end nodes, squares represent interior nodes, arrows represent connec-
tions between nodes).

• transport processed goods (electricity, food, high-technology products) to
final costumers that can be single individuals;

• transport general cargo (containers, dry or liquid bulk, postal cards) between
a source and an end node;

• transport passengers from a start point to a final destination (Carmona
Benı́tez, 2012);

• handling baggage in airports from the check-in area to the departure gate,
from the arrival area to the baggage-claim area, and move bags from one
gate to another during transfers (Black and Vyatkin, 2010);

• store and dispatch cargo at warehouses integrated or not in logistic
chains (Roodbergen, 2001; Roodbergen and Vis, 2009)

• handling of dry and liquid bulk materials at bulk terminals,between the
storage area to the loading/unloading area (Pang and Lodewijks, 2005; Wu,
2012).

The mentioned transport demands came from very distinct application domains.
Each application has its own particular features which are studied in different
scientific domains as supply chains, manufacturing chains,freight transportation
networks, public transportation networks, airline networks, and traffic networks.
Typical associations for nodes, arcs and flows for some transportation networks
are indicated in Table 1.1. Different transportation networks can be related. From
a traffic manager perspective the flow can be cars, busses, andtrucks running on
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Applications
Physical Analogy

Flow
nodes arcs

Free Surface Flow
gates canal pools

waterreservoirs rivers
lakes channels

Pressurized Flows

pumps

pipelines

water
reservoirs oil
compressors gas
valves

Supply Chains

suppliers trucks raw materials
factories trains finished goods
distribution Centers ships food
retailers airplane
customers barges

Traffic

Intersections highways trucks
Parks roads trains
Light Signals cars, buses, taxis

motorcycles

Public Transport

intersections busses

passengers
parks taxis
light Signals boats
stations

Cargo Transport

terminals ships containers
seaports barges general cargo
hubs trains dry bulk material
airports trucks liquid bulk material

airplanes
Dry Bulk Material switches conveyor belts coal, iron ore
Luggage Transport switches conveyor belts baggage

Table 1.1: Analogies between transportation networks.

roads and highways. These flows are transport modalities used as arcs for other
transportation networks such as supply chains (truck), public transport (busses
and taxis), and general cargo transport (trucks). In case ofa bad traffic manage-
ment, leading to jams and congestions on roads, disruption will happen on the the
arcs of the supply chain, public transport and cargo transport with impact on the
transportation network behavior.

Concerning what is transported through the network a major division can be
made (Rodrigue et al., 2009):

Passenger Transport: passengers are able to get on/off board without assistance.
They are able to analyze information and based on it execute choices be-
tween available transport modalities although these choices are often not
rational. Issues as comfort and security are critical (see Figure 1.4(a));
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(a) Passengers making a transport choice at the
Grand Central Terminal (source: Brian Wein-
berg).

(b) Containers waiting at the CTA Hamburg ter-
minal (source: www.railwayinsider.eu).

Figure 1.4: Overview on the nodes of a passenger and a cargo transportation net-
works.

Commodity Transport: commodities move over the transportation network, can
be temporarily stored at some locations, before proceedingto the final des-
tination. The information is available for the transportation network man-
agers and they try to make the most rational choice to fulfill the transport
demand (see Figure 1.4(b)).

This thesis focus on commodity transport, where decisions are taken solely by
transportation network managers. A generic framework for addressing transporta-
tion networks regardless the application field is intended.In general terms, the
transport demand can arise:

At the Upstream Nodes: in this case the transport demand arises in the form of a
need to delivercommodities to the final destination. Examples are the postal
service, freight cargo, and drainage water. In this case, the transportation
network has topushthe cargo in a coordinated way such that it is delivered
to the agreed location (an individual house, a final costumeror a lake);

At the Downstream Nodes: in this case the transport demand arises at the down-
stream nodes in the form of aconsumption requirement(water needed for
irrigation, electricity, food at supermarkets, and technological products at
stores). The transport demand has the effect ofpulling commodities from
the transportation network;

Simultaneously at Both Ends: this case happens whenever a node is simultane-
ously an end node (for an upstream transport demand) and at the same time
a source node (able to accept a transport demand). A hinterland cargo net-
work is an example of such a situation. Cargo is being placed at a node to
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be shipped to the final destination and at the same time there are cargo that
arrives at that node to be delivered to the final client.

A transportation network can be of a single commodity (water, waste water,
oil, gas, electricity), or have multiple commodities at thesame time. Commodities
can be categorized in respect to different classes:

Time Unvarying Classes: such as the type of cargo (water, container, dry bulk,
liquid bulk), the volume (container of 20, 40 or 45 feet, a pallet, a given box
or volume), the final client, the client priority, the weight, hazards materials,
the temperature of transport;

Time-Varying Classes: are essentially related to the time a commodity has to fill
the transport demand. For an upstream transport demand the time-varying
property is related to the due time to deliver the commodity at the final
destination. In case of a downstream transport demand, as infood supply
chains, products can have an expiration date after which they are no longer
admissible for consumption.

In general, commodities can be categorized for either time unvarying and a time-
varying properties simultaneously.

1.1.2 Transportation Network Levels

A transportation network can be seen as a multiple layer system (see Figure 1.5):

Strategic Layer: in this layer the objective is to think ahead about the develop-
ment and consolidation of the existing transportation network. It is impor-
tant to plan measures in order to face forecasts concerning the transport
demands (Armstrong, 2006; Carmona Benı́tez et al., 2013). The time scale
is the slowest of the different layers and is typically around several months,
depending on the application domain;

Tactic Layer: in this layer the objective is to guarantee the coordinationof dif-
ferent flows inside the network to fulfill the transport demand. The time
scale is faster than the one of the strategic layer. Nodes andlinks inside the
transportation network should cooperate, regarding storage and transport
capacity, to solve daily transport demands;

Operational Layer: in this layer the objective is to control the hardware equip-
ment responsible for guaranteeing the desired flows. The fastest dynamics
existing in the transportation network are in this layer. Itis closely related
to the hardware equipment itself and the knowledge is limited to the task
addressed.
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Operational Layer
(fast dynamics)

Tactic Layer
(average dynamics)

Strategic Layer
(slow dynamics)

✻

❄
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Figure 1.5: Multiple layers in a transportation network.

The perspective taken when addressing a transportation network is related to
one or more of these layers. In a water conveyance system for instance: the opera-
tional layer is focused on controlling the flow at a node usingthe available infras-
tructure; the tactic layer is focused on the interactions with the neighbor compo-
nents; and the strategic layer addresses, if possible, all information regarding the
transportation network and available forecasts aiming to an optimal coordination
of the whole network.

1.1.3 Transportation Network Structural Organization

Depending on the structural organization, a transportation network can be seen
from different perspectives:

Network Perspective: in this case the whole system is taken into account when
decisions are being evaluated. This is a common configuration whenever no
trust issues are present at a transportation network. In case of a vertically
integration, it is likely that information can be shared freely. All available
information is taken into account when addressing the transport demand;

Node Perspective:in this case the knowledge is limited to the node state and
the surroundings. The node component has partial responsibility on the
fulfilment of the transport demand, it should cooperate withthe remaining
components such that the transport demand is fulfilled;

Link Perspective: in this case the transport provider or infrastructure ownerper-
spective is taken. These components are responsible to connect the existing
nodes of the transportation network providing a transport capacity that can
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fulfil the transport demand. Although, they should cooperate to the fulfil-
ment of the transport demand their major concern is to make anefficient use
of the transport capacity or infrastructure they own.

The major concern for cooperation over the transportation network is related
to the structure of the network and to what kind of economicalrelations it as-
sures. This can be a constraint to a freely information exchange. More detailed
and accurate information can support wiser decisions. A centralized approach,
considering all information available at the transportation network, can achieve
an optimal solution according to some criteria. However, a centralized approach
can only happen if all network components belong to the same company or no
trust issues are present. In the case of horizontal integration, all components can
be economical distinct units having their own objectives. As a consequence, con-
flicting objectives can be present between direct competitors or between different
types of components. Sometimes it is possible to have an hybrid situation, when-
ever some components of the transportation network form a so-called alliance.
Airline companies have formed alliances, splitting resources and taking advan-
tage of the stronger points each entity has. In shipping in line a similar strategy is
also a standard.

1.2 Transportation Networks

1.2.1 Continuous-Time Flow Networks

In continuous-time flow networks only one commodity is considered to be trans-
ported. The transport phenomena happening along the arcs can be modeled by
partial differential equations (PDE) of hyperbolic type concerning conservation
laws (Stepheson, 1986; LeVeque, 1992). In one dimension these equations take
the general homogenous form,

∂u(x, t)

∂t
+

∂f (u (x, t))

∂x
= 0 (1.1)

wheret is the continuous time,x is a space dimension, andu is an m-dimensional
vector of conserved quantities, or state variables, such asmass, momentum and
energy. Although an analytical solution is not known, numerical methods can
be used to solve the hyperbolic system for non-stationary configurations. Some
systems show an interesting phenomena: the formation of shock waves.

This thesis also addresses water conveyance networks whichcan be found in
nature, such as river networks, or be human made either for irrigation or drainage
purposes. The objective is to convey water for irrigation, waste water to a proper
location where it can be treated, or convey storm water to prevent floods. The
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flow is assured to be continuous in time and the system can be controlled using
hydraulic gate structures placed along the network.

Water Conveyance Systems

Water is an essential resource for all life species, in particular human life. From
agricultural to industrial applications or simple domestic activities, an efficient
water conveyance network is a key factor for a sustainable development, social
stability and welfare. The efficiency of water consumption is primordial for a sus-
tainable development in the future. As the water source is not always near the end
users there exist the need to create an efficient system, or network, for water con-
veyance. The water transportation problem is not exclusively dedicated to deliver
water to users. Water has also to be transported to safety locations rendering the
management of water systems a complex task. Complex water conveyance net-
works span from small-scale to large distributed systems, as is the case of large
rivers that often cross different countries. Water transportation systems may be
divided into the following categories (Negenborn et al., 2009):

Irrigation Canals: are responsible for conveying water often from a long dis-
tance source, to the end users. The objective is to deliver the specified
amount of water that is normally accomplished by controlling the water
depth at the extraction localization (Schuurmans et al., 1999b);

Sewer Networks: these systems are responsible for transporting the waste wa-
ter (from houses or due to rain) to treatment plants (Martinez, 2007). The
objective is to avoid water contamination and also execute flood control;

Large Multi-Purpose Reservoirs: the course of natural rivers (Zhuan et al.,
2009) are controlled by large dams in order to create a large water stor-
age capacity that can be used for different objectives as power produc-
tion (Nabona, 1993; Glanzmann et al., 2005), irrigation andflood con-
trol (Breckpot et al., 2010), and navigation (Ackermann et al., 2000).

These systems have usually great complexity from an automatic control point
of view, since they are generally large spatially distributed systems with strong
nonlinearities, physical constraints, and time delays, while their operation typi-
cally requires the compatibility of multiple competing objectives. Many of the
currently existing water distribution networks are still manually operated. Only
a few have monitoring equipment to support human decision, such as Supervi-
sory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems. In orderto improve the
efficiency on water use it is necessary to incorporate modernautomatic control
systems which are able to account for water flow deviations atsome point in the
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water network (Malaterre and Baume, 1998; Schuurmans et al., 1999a; Litrico
et al., 2003; Weyer, 2008; Igreja et al., 2011; Lemos and Pinto, 2012). Usually,
canals interact with end users through their physical offtakes. For simplicity and
economic purposes, in most of the irrigation systems water is supplied by gravity
(see Figure 1.6). The problem of supplying a given flow is converted into control-
ling the water depth at the offtake location. As the canal is composed of several
pools separated by gates, the offtake is normally immediately upstream the gate
with a water depth sensor associated.

1.2.2 Discrete-Time Flow Networks

In discrete-time flow networks, different commodities can be bundled to form a
bigger volume of cargo before being loaded to a transport that will deliver it to
the final destination. A particular case is the intermodal container terminal net-
work. The use of containers has its origins around1950 in the USA (Levinson,
2006). Moving cargo in containers allows the use of standardhandling equipment
leading to a reduction in the time required for loading and unloading cargo (van
Ham and Rijsenbrij, 2012). The amount of containers is usually measured in
TEU – twenty-foot equivalent unit. No special attention is made concerning the
cargo inside the container. The flows are discrete over time and depend on many
economic partners as: terminal operators, shippers, carriers, merchants, and in-
frastructure owners. The cargo transportation is an important sector in economy.
It is responsible for connecting the goods source to the demand location.

As mentioned in Section 1.1, a transportation network can becomposed of
different partners with conflicting objectives and above all with a lack of trust.
This is of capital importance to the type of information thatis available for each
partner concerning the cargo to be moved leading to different transport paradigms:

Merchant Haulage: in which the shipper or forwarder bears the responsibility;

Carrier Haulage: in which the transport provider organizes the land transport;

Terminal Haulage: in which the terminal co-determines the land transport.

Cargo transported in predefined volumes is identified by a code for all partners.
However, for some partners only partial information is provided: details such as
the final destination and due time can be omitted. In container networks, the
merchant and carrier haulage are the most common paradigms used.

Concerning the type of transport modalities used to executethe transport of
cargo (from a source node A, to an end node C, passing through node B) there are
three options:
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(a) Infrastructure overview.

(b) Motorized gate. (c) Monitorized AMP140 hydraulic gate.

Figure 1.6: Water delivery infrastructure owned by theAssociaç̃ao de Ben-
eficiários do Mira in the Southern West of Portugal.
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Intermodal Transport: transport is made from A to B using solely one transport
modality (inland shipping or rail) and from B to C (the last mile) by truck;

Co-modal Transport: in A the shipper has the choice between inland shipping,
rail, feeder and road;

Synchromodal Transport: the choice of different transport modalities is flexible
and is available in A, but also in B, and, in the case of return cargo, in C.

The Container Terminal Node

A container terminal can be located at a coast line, called a deep-sea terminal
where the large container ships can berth, or located inlandwhere barges and
eventually feeders can berth if an inland waterway is available (Steenken et al.,
2004; Stahlbock and Voß, 2008). A container terminal can store containers at the
Central Yard while they wait to be piked up by a transport modality such as train,
truck, barge and vessels towards its final destination (see Figure 1.7). A con-
tainer terminal is a complex system where solutions to different problems have
to be integrated, like berth scheduling and resource allocation (Kim and Günther,
2007). Different scientific communities, such as operationresearch and more re-
cently control systems, have devoted attention to the optimization of operations
inside the container terminal, in particular those container terminals located at
the sea (Alessandri et al., 2009). The main approach for optimizing container
terminal operations is based on finding an optimal handling resource allocation
that can increase the terminal throughput (Gambardella et al., 2004). However, in
some works only part of the terminal operations are considered: serving vessels,
transfer between the quay and the yard (Vis et al., 2005). Allthese approaches
are common in the sense that they consider containers as undistinguish units and
therefore they lack a basis to support strategic planning ina transportation net-
work. Distinguishing containers can be extremely useful for developing measures
at a strategic level to increase the network performance.

Transport regulators are currently interested in imposinga transport modal
split to container terminals motivated simultaneously by environmental and effi-
ciency reasons (Jong et al., 2011). However, the transport modal split at container
terminals is not a free choice between transport modalities. The final destination
plays a decisive role on the transport modality choice. In the case of Port of Rot-
terdam in2007, a share of93% of the containers distribution to/from the port had
as destination/source either in The Netherlands, Germany or Belgium (OECD,
2010). The relatively short distance motivates the use of the road modality which
is leading to traffic congestions at present. The expected growth in international
commerce will put more pressure to increase the efficiency ofexisting facilities.
The Port Authority of Rotterdam is focused on increasing theshares on inland
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(a) Overview of the terminal.

(b) Schematics of the terminal.

Figure 1.7: Overview of ECT Delta terminal in Port of Rotterdam (source:http:
//www.ect.nl/ on 03/07/2013).
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transport that is carried on inland waterways and rail transport (OECD, 2010).
The modal split in2007 was30%, 11%, and59% for inland shipping, rail and
road, respectively, and the target for2035 is 45%, 20%, and35%, respectively.
One practical measure has been the signing of contracts between the Port Author-
ity of Rotterdam and the terminal operators on the new Maasvlakte 2, where a
commitment to increase the inland waterway and rail shares at the cost of the road
share is accepted by the terminal operators.

The Seaport Node

Seaports are known to be competitive markets where many partners are
present (merchants, forwarders, terminal managers, shippers, infrastructure own-
ers...) (Steenken et al., 2004; Stahlbock and Voß, 2008; Visser et al., 2008; Ro-
drigue et al., 2009; Notteboom et al., 2012). Besides the competition and lack
of trust among partners, also authority policies (OECD, 2010) have to be added.
Recently a sustainable environment has become political priority.

In 2005 the seaports located at the Hamburg-Le Havre handleda total of31.10
millions of TEU, while in 2011 a total of39.90 millions of TEU were handled.
This represents an increase of28.3% in just 6 years. Similar increase is expected
in the next years due to the increase in the international freight commerce. These
seaports are gateways for the hinterland commerce and compete directly among
each other for a bigger transport share into/from the hinterland. The rapid increase
in the throughput at seaports is pushing the existing infrastructure to its limits.
Planning a port expansion is not easy due to the lack of space at the seaport vicin-
ity. For example, the expansion of Port of Rotterdam, project Maasvlakte 2, is
being “conquered” from the North Sea (see Figure 1.8). However, just creating
more infrastructure is not the solution. It is also necessary to, more than before,
benefit from the flexibility in the physical infrastructure that is already available.

Currently, transport inside the seaport is far from optimaldue to conges-
tion (Pielage et al., 2007; Konings, 2007). It is common to have empty trucks
arriving/departing at/from the seaport, which means that there are significantly
more truck flow at the seaport than container flow. Barge modality is known to
call multiple terminals at a seaport with an average call of35 TEU when the most
common barge class (Jowi class) has a capacity of208 TEU. This increases the
transit of barges inside the seaport, leading to an increasein waiting times. Some
barges wait until72 hours to be served at a given terminal. This clearly shows
that the way transport capacity is being used at the seaport to ship cargo into the
hinterland is not optimal. A possible solution is not bringing more transport ca-
pacity into the seaport but use the available one in a coordinated way amongst all
terminals.
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Figure 1.8: Overview of Port of Rotterdam (source:http://www.
portofrotterdam.com/ on 03/07/2013).

Hinterland Container Terminal Network

A hinterland container terminal networks is composed of several terminals lo-
cated in the continent (with access by road, rail and eventually by waterways) and
connected to seaports which act as gateways between the oversea and the inland
transport (van der Horst and De Langen, 2008). The Hamburg-La Havre range,
with a coastline of500 sea miles, counts with six seaports with a throughput above
1 million TEU/year: Rotterdam, Hamburg, Antwerp, Bremen/Bremerhaven, Zee-
brugge and Le Havre. Despite the current economic situation, on the mid to long-
term time, the transportation of goods over water and trucksis expected to in-
crease (Baird, 2006). The Port of Rotterdam (the sixth largest container port in
the world and the largest container port of Europe in TEU transhipped in2007)
expects doubling the number of full and empty containers in2030, and in addition
aims at an increase of the modal split in favor of inland shipping from30% to 45%
in 2030. Currently major deep sea terminals (also outside The Netherlands) are
reaching their maximum capacity.

According to Notteboom and Winkelmans (2004) inland transportation ac-
counts for a considerable part of the total cost for container shipping, between
40% to 80%. It is common for a container to take as many days to be transported
by deep sea from the sea ports in China than by using the inlandtransport net-
work in Europe from the seaport until the final client. Therefore, the hinterland
transport is taking a big share on the transport of a container. The so-calledEu-
ropean Gateway Services(EGS) promoted by theECT Terminalsfrom the Port
of Rotterdam is a network of container terminals (see Figure1.9). This new ser-
vice provided by theECT Terminalsaims at implementing a terminal haulage: the
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Figure 1.9: European Gateway Service. (orange – deep sea terminals,
black – inland terminals, gray – extended terminals, source: http://www.
europeangatewayservices.com/ on 3/07/2013).

ECT Terminalstake the responsibility of moving cargo from the deep-sea terminal
towards the hinterland. Using the EGS theECT Terminalscan execute a pushing
of containers towards the hinterland decreasing the volumeof containers waiting
at the deep-sea terminals with benefits in container handling and increasing the
seaport throughput.

Supply Chains and Manufacturing Supply Chains

Supply chains (SC) and manufacturing supply chains (MSC) are complex sys-
tems in which multiple organizations (suppliers, manufacturers, retailers, and cus-
tomers) are contributing to move commodities or services from a source node to
an end node (Ballou, 2004; Sarimveis et al., 2008). The strong coupling between
organizations restricts achieving optimal performance ofthe whole system. The
challenges posed to operations management at (manufacturing) supply chains are
increasing in complexity with the spatial distribution of the network (see Fig-
ure 1.10). Having suppliers, production units and final consumers far away re-
quires new methodologies to support decisions towards an effective cooperation
amongst all organizations present at the (manufacturing) supply chain such that
commodities are delivered at the right quantity, at the agreed location, and at the
agreed time. Cooperation relies on information exchange between partners. Dif-
ferent policies for information exchange are possible depending on the relations
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Figure 1.10: Worldwide supply chain (source: http://
projectnorielblog.wordpress.com/ on 22/07/2013).
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between the economical partners at the (manufacturing) supply chain. In a ver-
tical integration, all components are owned by the same company and therefore
the information can be shared freely. In horizontal integration, different compo-
nent are owned by different companies with possibly conflicting objectives and
competitive issues, making the exchange of information more restricted.

1.3 Scientific Domains

1.3.1 Modeling

Water Conveyance Systems

Water conveyance models are mainly divided into physical principle models and
data driven models (Zhuan and Xia, 2007). Physical principle models are based
on the process knowledge. For water conveyance networks, Saint-Venant equa-
tions and geometrical and hydraulic system descriptions are typically used (Akan,
2006). The model performance is dependent on the system parameters accuracy.
Models are also useful for providing physical insight in thecontrol engineering
design phase. Data driven models are based on identificationtools leading to grey
or black box models (Weyer, 2001). These methods require thephysical existence
of the canal but can produce a model with a high level of accuracy.

Hydraulic structures along the canal, such as gates for instance, can be mod-
eled by static relations between upstream, downstream water depths and gates ele-
vation. Through the integration of all components it is possible to create and sim-
ulate a given canal network. Hydraulic simulation models are useful for studying
flow routing in canal networks. Many hydraulic simulation models have been de-
veloped to study the flow behavior in canal networks based on numerical methods
as finite difference or finite elements (Akan and Yen, 1981; Nguyen and Kawano,
1995; Szymkiewicz, 2010).

For model-based controller design it is necessary to have a model able to cap-
ture the main system dynamics. A simple analytical model wasproposed in Schu-
urmans et al. (1995) the so-called integrator delay (ID) model whose simplic-
ity made it popular for canal modeling (see Figure 1.11(a)) (Schuurmans et al.,
1999b,a). Although being a simple model, controller designusing this type of
model is still a current research topic (van Overloop, 2006;Negenborn et al.,
2009). Whenever more accuracy is needed, the Saint-Venant equations are com-
monly used to model the water flow dynamics in open water channels. These
equations are hard to be handled and so typically a linearized version around
an equilibrium point is used for simulation and control purposes (Litrico and
Fromion, 2002). In Litrico and Fromion (2009) it is shown howan infinite di-
mension model described as an Input-Output transfer function relating inflows to
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Figure 1.11: Mass balance schematics for transportation networks.

water depths for an open water pool is obtained. This model isspecially suitable
for H∞ frequency analysis.

Discrete-Time Flow Networks

In discrete-time flow networks commodities are bundled intovolumes aiming to a
better and more sustainable transport between nodes, either in economical or en-
vironmental terms. The volume of cargo in a node can only change over time due
to the arrival of new cargo or the departure of existent cargo(see Figure 1.11(b)).
This behavior is well captured by the mass balance principle(Subramanian, 2012).

There are two flows crossing the network: amaterial flowfrom upstream to
downstream consisting of commodities, and aninformation flowfrom downstream
to upstream consisting of transport demand or information.The input for the in-
formation flow is related to the transport demand applied at the network down-
stream nodes. For the remaining nodes, the information flow is considered in
terms of orders placed by the immediately downstream node. According to Bea-
mon (1998), models for supply chains can be categorized intofour classes: de-
terministic models where all the parameters are known, stochastic models with at
least one unknown parameter (typically the demand) that follows a known proba-
bility distribution, economic game theory based models, orsimulation based mod-
els. The majority of these models are steady-state models based on average per-
formance or characteristics, hence are unsuitable to modeldynamic effects such
as demand fluctuations, lead-time delays, and sales forecasting. One phenomena
that can happen in supply chains is the Bullwhip effect, consisting on the ampli-
fication of the demand variability while moving from a downstream node to an
upstream node (Forrester, 1961). The bullwhip effect is mainly due to (Lee et al.,
1997):

• demand forecasting which is often performed independentlyat each node
of the supply chain considering local information;

• batching of orders to reduce processing and transportationcosts;
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• price fluctuations due to special promotions;

• supply shortages, which lead to artificial demands.

First applications of classical control to supply chains consisted on modeling the
nodes as linear systems using either Laplace and Z-transforms. The inventory and
order based production control system (IOBPCS) in the form of a block diagram
was proposed in Towill (1982). The model for the node, considering a single
commodity, was composed of two integrators to capture the dynamics of inventory
and backorders. The manipulated variable was the order rate. The model also
included disturbances to the system (market demand) and time delays. A stability
analysis for the family of IOBPCS models is presented in Disney et al. (2006).
Extensive reviews of classical control approaches to supply chains design and
operation can be found in Ortega and Lin (2004) and in Sarimveis et al. (2008).

In Borrelli et al. (2009) the inventory control problem at a network node is
addressed considering decoupled integrators and additivedisturbances for each
buffer. Results for multi-stage and multi-item productionnetworks taking a net-
work perspective can be found in Hennet (2003, 2009).

1.3.2 Agent and Multi-Agent Systems

Transportation networks are, by nature, complex systems composed of multiple
partners (Rodrigue et al., 2009). Decisions taken by these partners can, in some
degree, be the responsibility of a given agent. Hence, an agent acts on behalf of a
given partner in the transportation network. For a more detailed definition of an
agent, consider:

“An agentis a computer system that is situated in some environment, and is
capable of autonomous actions in this environment in order to meet its design
objectives.” (Wooldridge, 2002)

An agent has the ability to sense the environment with which it interacts and
is able to take decisions regarding either control or diagnosis issues (see Fig-
ure 1.12). In case of control decisions, the agent directly changes the state of the
system. The classical feedback control (aiming at the control of a single system)
can be categorized as an agent. A multi-agent system consists of a certain num-
ber of agents, interacting with each other, typically by exchanging information.
In order to perform successfully a task, different agents should interact based on
hierarchies or through negotiations such that cooperationis achieved. Multi-agent
systems are applied to a wide variety of application domainsand problems such
as transportation networks (Negenborn et al., 2008).

The current trend of society is to build interconnected systems forming a net-
work composed of spatially distributed subsystems. Transportation networks have
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Figure 1.12: Agent schematics.

a modular structure and are composed of distinct components. Intuitively, the
whole system can be broken down into smaller subsystems or components. An
agent is assigned to each subsystem to proceed with the decision making process
in a similar way a human would execute it. A centralized perspective is no longer
an option for spatially distributed systems such as transportation networks:

• different nodes may belong to different economical partners, therefore not
only privacy issues arises regarding information exchangeamongst partners
but also conflicting objectives can be present;

• sharing information over a spatially distributed system may not be perfect,
due to the existing delays and in the case a fault is affectingthe communi-
cations;

• a centralized approach requires a huge amount of information to be trans-
mitted to a single point and in case of a failure all operations for the trans-
portation network are compromised.

The transportation structural organization can be easily represented using a multi-
agent approach. In case subsystems are owned by the same partner, agents can
share information freely and have knowledge about the future behavior of other
agents.

1.3.3 Model Predictive Control

Model Predictive Control (MPC) is a widespread feedback control technique (Ca-
macho and Bordons, 1995; Maciejowski, 2002). The MPC controller at each time
step formulates and solves on-line optimization problem. First the controller ob-
tains the current state of the system to be controlled (see Figure 1.13). Then, an
optimization problem is formulated, taken into account multiple information: the
desired goals, the system dynamics, existing constraints,disturbances, and pre-
diction information if available (Boyd and Vandenberghe, 2004). After solving
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Figure 1.13: Model predictive control structure.

the optimization problem the solution is applied to system.All the procedure is
repeated at the next time step in a receding horizon fashion.See Mayne et al.
(2000) for an overview about stability and optimality of constrained MPC.

Model Predictive Control has shown successful applications in the process in-
dustry (Maciejowski, 2002). Now is gaining increasing attention in fields like
supply chains (Wang and Rivera, 2008; Maestre et al., 2009; Alessandri et al.,
2011), power networks (Geyer et al., 2003), water distribution networks (Negen-
born et al., 2009), conveyor belts (Shirong, 2010), baggagehandling systems (Ta-
rau et al., 2010), and road traffic networks (Hegyi et al., 2005). The reason for the
increasing popularity of MPC cames from the ability to deal with hard constraints,
multiple-input-multiple-output systems, and the inclusion of general optimization
criteria into the feedback design. The general optimization criteria can be used to
include interactions with other subsystems and/or includean economic perspec-
tive (Ferramosca et al., 2010; Angeli et al., 2012).

At present, process plants, manufacturing systems and transportation networks
are complex systems composed of many interacting subsystems. These large-
scale systems can be difficult to control using a centralizedcontrol structure. Main
challenges are the inherent computational complexity, robustness and reliability
issues, and limited communication bandwidth. For these reasons, distributed con-
trol structures have been an active research field. It is worth mentioning com-
pletely decentralized structures, distributed control systems with exchange of in-
formation among local controllers and hierarchical structures (Scattolini, 2009,
and references therein). In these control structures, a control agent is assigned to
each subsystem and is responsible for determining decisions (e.g. flows assign-
ment) over time. The control agent will solve an optimization problem at each
time step in accordance to the MPC strategy. By using mathematical models to
describe the flows inside transportation networks it is possible to make predictions
about the future behavior or state of the system. In transportation networks, costs
can be associated to flows and quantities of stored commodities. The control agent
running an MPC controller can determine which actions (e.g.flows) to apply at a
given time step, in order to obtain the best performance.
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The possibility to include prediction information in the optimization prob-
lem motivates the selection of this control strategy for distributed systems such
as transportation networks. Through this mechanism different control agents can
exchange information about their current and future decisions increasing their co-
operation by avoiding multiple agents to answer to the same transport need.

1.3.4 Fault Diagnosis and Monitoring

The necessity for better system performance, product quality and productivity
lead to a continuous increase of technical process complexity. Therefore, safety
and reliability become important system requirements. In order to perform with
accuracy all these objectives the process control should involve sophisticated com-
ponents. The complexity of these components increases whenthe fault probability
increases.

A system that includes the capability of detecting, isolating and identifying
faults is called a Fault Diagnosis and Isolation (FDI) system (Chen and Patton,
1999; Blanke et al., 2006). Different approaches have been developed in FDI.
One of the first was thefailure detection filter, which is applied to linear sys-
tems (Beard, 1971). After that, different methods and approaches were devel-
oped such as the application of identification methods to thefault detection of
jet engines (Rault et al., 1971) and the correlation methodsapplied to leak de-
tection (Siebert and Isermann, 1976). Some years later, Isermann (1984) intro-
duced process fault detection methods based on modeling parameters and state
estimations. Model-based methods for fault detection and diagnosis applied to
chemical processes were presented in Himmelblau (1978), the first book about
this approach. In frequency domain, FDI is applied using thefrequency spectra as
criterion to isolate the faults (Ding and Frank, 1990). Other FDI approaches are
based on residual generators, including physical or hardware redundancy meth-
ods, or analytical or functional redundancy methods (Chen and Patton, 1999):

Physical or Hardware Redundancy Methods: a traditional approach to fault
diagnosis which uses multiple sensors, actuators and components to mea-
sure and control a particular variable. The major problems encountered with
these methods are the extra equipment and maintenance cost,as well as the
additional space required to accommodate these equipments. This disad-
vantage increases the necessity of using other methods, easier to use and
with smaller costs;

Analytical or Functional Redundancy Methods: these methods use redundant
analytical relationships among various measured variables of the monitored
system (Kinnaert, 2003). In the analytical redundancy scheme, the result-
ing difference generated from the comparison of different variables is called
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residualor symptom signal. These variables are measured signals with esti-
mated values, generated by a mathematical model of the considered system.
When the system is in normal operation the residual should bezero, and
when the fault occurs the residual should be different from zero. This prop-
erty of the residual is used to determine whether or not faults have occurred.

After the fault indication by FDI, the system can then be reconfigured or re-
structured. The use of Fault Detection and Isolation in Fault Tolerant Control
(FTC) is very important in the active way of achieving fault-tolerance, by detect
and isolate the faults (Isermann, 2011).

1.4 Overview of This Thesis

Understanding the elementary components of a transportation network, and the
relations amongst neighbor components, is the inspirationto find procedures to
solve locally a transportation challenge which can after beeasily scaled to a
large-scale transportation network.

This was the adopted perspective while developing this thesis as it becomes
clear in the following topics:

Modeling:

• concerning water conveyance systems, efforts were developed to in-
clude boundary conditions of flow or water depth type in the model
proposed. This feature allows the construction of simulators for typi-
cal configurations: irrigation or drainage networks;

• concerning the transportation of cargo, each node inside the network
has information about cargo properties within it. This information can
be used to support a wise cargo assignment to the available transport
capacity at its disposal such that the overall goal of the transportation
network – deliver commodities at the agreed time and at the agree
location and at the right quantity – is fulfilled;

Fault Diagnosis: if the variation of thestoredamount of commodities along the
link can be neglected, when commodities are being transported between
nodes, then what leaves the source node should be delivered at the end node.
If this statement does not hold then commodities are being delivered to the
surroundings along the link or the information regarding the system state is
wrong due to the presence of sensor faults;
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Network Operations: transportation networks move commodities to respond to
some transport need, that can be posed as a consumption demand (e.g. water
supply or final goods) or as a service to be provided (move cargo, deliver
mail). In each case, for a vertically integrated network, links are used to
move commodities to respond to the transport need. A wise choice con-
cerning the sequence of links to move commodities offers a heuristic, with
low computational effort, that can fulfil the transport need;

Node Operations: transportation networks problems can also be seen from a
node perspective. This is the case whenever a horizontal integration is
present, that is to say, economical agents are owned by different compa-
nies. The node, a static component of the network, can have anactive role
if it possess information regarding the cargo, final destination and due time,
for example. With this information, the node can assign cargo in advance
to the transport capacity in what is called apushof cargo towards the final
destination instead of waiting for some partner topull the cargo out of the
node.

The road map for reading this thesis is presented in Figure 1.14. It is suggested
to read first Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 related to modeling transportation networks.
Chapter 4, dedicated to fault diagnosis, can be read as a firstchapter for readers fa-
miliar with transportation networks, in particular water conveyance networks. Op-
erations management methodologies presented in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 should
be read after Chapter 3. Conclusions and future research directions are addressed
in Chapter 7.

1.4.1 Thesis Outline

• In Chapter 2a discrete-time state-space model able to capture the dynamics
of water flow in canal pools is proposed. The model has as particular feature
the ability to use either flow or water depth boundary conditions. The model
ability in capturing the backwater, transport delay, and flow acceleration
has been validated using real data from an experimental canal. The model
is the basic component to support the construction of simulators for water
conveyance systems such as irrigation and drainage networks.

• In Chapter 3 models for capturing the dynamics of discrete-time flow net-
works are proposed based on volume conservation per commodity. The
chosen perspective is from a manager perspective, either for the whole net-
work or the node, leading to the interest on working with average values
per unit time, that is to say average flows. Cargo is categorized taking into
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Figure 1.14: Road map for reading the thesis.

account time unvarying and time-varying properties, such as final destina-
tion and due time to destination, respectively. For generaltransportation
networks a decomposition scheme based on flows to obtain smaller subsys-
tems is proposed.

• In Chapter 4 a multi-agent architecture for fault diagnosis in transportation
networks is proposed. The main system is broken down into smaller sub-
systems. An agent is assigned to each subsystem, running theDistributed
Fault Isolation (DFI) algorithm to proceed with fault diagnosis. For water
conveyance systems the Sensor Fault Isolation (SFI) algorithm for fault di-
agnosis of water depth sensors is proposed. The water conveyance system
is broken down to smaller subsystems composed of a canal pooland the
downstream gate. An agent is assigned to each subsystem, running the DFI
and SFI algorithms, for fault diagnosis. The multi-agent architecture for
fault diagnosis in water conveyance systems was tested successfully with
data from an experimental canal.

• In Chapter 5 a multi-agent heuristic for operations management at trans-
portation networks following apush-pullflow perspective is proposed. A
control agent is assigned to each subsystem of the network. The order by
which control agents solve their problems depends on the exogenous input
location and the structural layout of the network. Contracted commodi-
ties sets are proposed to reduce the computational complexity when several
commodity classes are present.
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• In Chapter 6 operations management at transportation networks are ad-
dressed from a node perspective. The node objective is to assign cargo to
the transport capacity available such that cargo can arriveat the final des-
tination at the agreed time. Transport capacity is offered using different
transport modalities. First, an MPC scheme for sustainabletransport modal
split is proposed. Then, a constrained MPC to follow a desired transport
modal split is proposed. The cooperation amongst nodes in terms of using
the available transport capacity is also addressed.

• Chapter 7 summarizes the results of this thesis and outlines directions for
future research and work;

• Appendix A presents a brief description of the canal networks library de-
veloped for project PTDC/EEACRO/102102/2008 - AQUANET supported
by the Portuguese Government, through Fundação para a Ciˆencia e a Tec-
nologia.

1.4.2 Thesis Contributions

The thesis contributions are divided in three main areas: i)modeling; ii) fault
diagnosis and monitoring; iii) and operations management.

Modeling

The contributions of the research described in this thesis in respect to modeling
transportation networks are the following:

• a discrete-time state-space model based on the linearization and discretiza-
tion of Saint-Venant equations has been proposed in Nabais and Botto
(2013) (see Chapter 2).

• a flexible and scalable framework for modeling large-scale water transporta-
tion networks has been discussed in Nabais et al. (2011). Application to
the simulation of large scale drainage and irrigation networks has been dis-
cussed in Nabais et al. (2012) (see Chapter 2).

• a systematic and scalable framework for modeling discrete-time flow
transportation networks following a flow perspective has been proposed
in Nabais et al. (2012c) (see Chapter 3).

• the code developed for modeling water conveyance networks has been or-
ganized into a library in Nabais and Botto (2010) (see Appendix A).
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Fault Diagnosis and Monitoring

With respect to fault diagnosis and monitoring the following contributions result:

• a multi-agent architecture for fault diagnosis in transportation networks able
to isolate either an outflow to the surroundings or a fault with impact on flow
estimation is proposed (see Chapter 4).

• a multi-agent architecture for fault diagnosis in water conveyance networks
able to isolate lateral outflows, gate obstructions and downstream water
depth sensor faults has been proposed in Nabais et al. (2013b) (see Chap-
ter 4).

• a fault accommodation framework for a downstream water depth sensor in
water conveyance networks has been proposed in (Nabais et al., 2012a) (see
Chapter 4).

Operations Management in Transportation Networks

The contributions of this thesis in respect to operations management in transporta-
tion networks are the following:

• a multi-agent heuristic following apush-pullperspective for transportation
networks has been proposed in Nabais et al. (2013a) (see Chapter 5).

• a constrained MPC scheme to achieve a desired transport modal split at
intermodal hubs bas been proposed in Nabais et al. (2013e) (see Chapter 6).

• a multi-agent system to support cooperative relations among terminals at a
seaport has been proposed in Nabais et al. (2013f) (see Chapter 6).
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Chapter 2

Modeling Continuous-Time Flow
Networks

This Chapter considers continuous-time flow networks. In Section 2.1 a quick
overview of the transport phenomena with application to gas, traffic, and pres-
surized water networks is presented. The case of water conveyance networks by
gravity is discussed in detail in Section 2.2. The main components of a water con-
veyance network, canal pools and node structures, are presented in Section 2.2.1
and in Section 2.2.2. Initialization algorithms for steadystate configurations are
given in Section 2.2.3. The discrete-time state-space model with the ability to ac-
cept either flow or water depth boundary conditions is proposed in Section 2.2.4.
The model is validated using experimental data from a canal in Section 2.3. Sim-
ulation studies, concerning storm water and tides impact, for an irrigation and
drainage network configurations are presented in Section 2.4.

Parts of this chapter have been published in Nabais et al. (2011, 2012) and
in Nabais and Botto (2013).

2.1 Transport Phenomena

Many of the physical processes and events in Nature can be described using func-
tions with two to four independent variables – typically three space variablesx,
y, andz, and a time variablet1. Consequently, any relation between a function
f(x, y, z, t) and its derivatives with respect to any of the independent variables
will lead to a partial differential equation (Stepheson, 1986). Many of the par-
tial differential equations, when only two independent variables are present, are

1For the sake of interpretation, in this Section the common notation in the different application
domains is used. Some overlapping notation coexist with other sections of this thesis, the notation
presented in Section 2.1 is only valid within it.

31
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special cases of the general linear homogeneous equation ofsecond-order, namely

a
∂2f

∂x2
+ 2b

∂2f

∂x∂y
+ c

∂2f

∂y2
+ 2d

∂f

∂x
+ 2e

∂f

∂y
+ hf = 0 (2.1)

wherea, b, c, d, e, andh can be constants or functions ofx andy. Note that the
form of (2.1) resembles that of a general conic section,

ax2 + 2bxy + cy2 + 2dx+ 2ey + h = 0 (2.2)

There is a similar classification for the partial differential equation (2.1) and say
that it is of:

Elliptic Type: whenac− b2 > 0;

Parabolic Type: whenac− b2 = 0;

Hyperbolic Type: whenac− b2 < 0.

Conservation laws arise from physical principles. Letx be the distance along
an axis,ρ(x, t) the density at pointx and timet, v(x, t) the velocity at pointx at
time t, andE(x, t) the energy at pointx at timet. Commonly, conservation laws
are expressed as partial differential equations:

Mass Conservation:

∂ρ

∂t
+

∂ (ρv)

∂x
= 0 (2.3)

Momentum Conservation:

∂ (ρv)

∂t
+

∂ (ρv2 + p)

∂x
= 0 (2.4)

Energy Conservation:

∂E

∂t
+

∂v(E + p)

∂x
= 0 (2.5)

Note that these equations include the pressurep, which must be defined as a func-
tion of ρ, ρv, andE in order that the fluxes are well defined functions of the
conserved quantities. Consider the vectoru ∈ ℜ3,

u(x, t) =





ρ(x, t)
ρ(x, t)v(x, t)

E(x, t)



 =





u1

u2

u3



 (2.6)
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then equations (2.3)–(2.5) can be written compactly as,

∂u

∂t
+

∂f(u)

∂x
= 0 (2.7)

where

f(u) =





ρv
ρv2 + p
v(E + p)



 =





u2

u2
2/u1 + p(u)

u2 (u3 + p(u)) /u1



 (2.8)

The mathematical representation of a physical phenomena bya partial differ-
ential equation and a set of boundary conditions is said to bewell-posed or well
formulated provided two criteria are satisfied (Stepheson,1986):

• the solution should be unique, since the experience from nature is such that
a given set of circumstances leads to just one outcome;

• the solution obtained should be stable, in other words, a small change in
the given boundary conditions should produce only a corresponding small
change in the solution.

2.1.1 Traffic Networks

Consider the flow of cars on a highway. Letρ denote the density of cars (in
vehicles per mile, say) andv the velocity. In this application,ρ is restricted to a
certain range,0 ≤ ρ ≤ ρmax, whereρmax is the value at which cars are bumper to
bumper. Since cars are conserved, the density and velocity must be related by the
continuity equation (LeVeque, 1992),

∂ρ

∂t
+

∂ (ρv)

∂x
= 0 (2.9)

In order to obtain a scalar conservation law forρ alone, it is assumed thatv is a
given function ofρ. On a highway, cars can be driven at the speed limitvmax,
but in heavy traffic they slow down, with velocity decreasingas density increases.
The simplest model is the linear relation

v(ρ) = vmax (1− ρ/ρmax) (2.10)

At zero density (an empty road) the speed isvmax, but decreases to zero asρ
approachesρmax. Using this in (2.9) gives

∂ρ

∂t
+

∂f(ρ)

∂x
= 0 (2.11)

where
f(ρ) = ρvmax(1− ρ/ρmax) (2.12)
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2.1.2 Gas Networks

The gas flow in a pipe is governed by the Euler equations supplemented by a suit-
able equation of state. Letρ denote the gas density,v the flow velocity, andp
the pressure of the gas. In several situations, it can be assumed a nearly constant
temperatureT = T̄ of the gas (e.g. if pipes are beneath the ground). In such a
situation, an isothermal flow is an appropriate model. Assuming ideal gas behav-
ior, the Euler equations reduce to the continuity and the momentum equation. The
flow on each pipe of the network is modeled as (Fügenschuh et al., 2009)

∂ρ

∂t
+

∂ (ρv)

∂x
= 0 (2.13)

∂ (ρv)

∂t
+

∂ (ρv2)

∂x
+

∂p

∂x
= −gp

∂h

∂x
− λ

2D
ρ|v||v| (2.14)

The two terms on the right-hand side of (2.14) describe the influence of gravity
and friction. Here,g is the acceleration constant,∂h

∂x
is the slope of the pipe,λ

is the pipe friction value,D is the diameter of the pipe. The friction factorλ is
implicitly given by the Prandtl-Colebrook law,

1√
λ
= −2 log10

(
2.51

Re
√
λ
+

z

3.71D

)

(2.15)

with the Reynolds numberRe = Dρ|v|/η, whereη is the dynamic viscosity of
the gas, andz is the roughness of the pipe.

This system of partial differential equations has to be completed by initial,
boundary and coupling conditions across the whole network.The objective func-
tion can be the minimization of fuel gas consumption of the compressors, which
in turn are described by further highly nonlinear functions.

2.1.3 Pressurized Water Networks

Commonly water supply networks refers to pressurized waternetworks. Due to
the incompressibility of water, pressurep can equivalently be expressed as an
elevation difference (Fügenschuh et al., 2009)

∆h =
p

gρ
(2.16)

whereg is the gravity constant andρ is the water density. In water management,
pressure is therefore often measured by the elevation abovesea level, called the
headh, which is the sum of the actual geodetic height and the elevation difference
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corresponding to the hydraulic pressure. For this kind of network, the governing
equations in all pipes are the so-called Water Hammer equations,

∂h

∂t
+

c2s
gA

∂qc
∂x

= 0 (2.17)

∂qc
∂t

+ gA
∂h

∂x
= −λ

qc|qc|
2DA

(2.18)

where(h, qc) is the state vector consisting of the piezometric head and the flow,
cs is the speed of sound in the pipe,A andD are the cross-sectional area and the
diameter of the pipe. The term on the right-side of (2.18) models the friction. As
for gas networks, the friction coefficientλ is implicitly given by (2.15).

Analogously to other networks, conservation of mass and consistency of the
pressure head are the coupling conditions. The objective function can be related
to the minimization of energy consumption of the pumps and fulfilling the client
demands.

2.2 Free Surface Water Flow

Since water source is not always close to the end users, thereis the need to create
an efficient system, or network, to execute the water conveyance. For energy
reasons the water flow is provided by gravity. Water conveyance networks are
complex systems spatially distributed. As other networks,also water conveyance
systems can be represented as a graphG = (V, E), whereV stands for nodes and
E stands for links (Ahuja et al., 1993). The nodes establish the interaction among
different links and can be for example reservoirs, gates or acombination of both.
The link between nodes is accomplish by the water transportation element – the
canal pool.

2.2.1 Canal Pool Dynamics

The mathematical model of the water canal is derived based onfirst principles
physical relations applied to an hydraulic control volume (see Figure 2.1). The
derived set of equations is known as the Saint-Venant equations (Akan, 2006),

∂Q(x, t)

∂x
+B(x, t)

∂Y (x, t)

∂t
= 0 (2.19)

∂Q(x, t)

∂t
+

∂

∂x

(
Q2(x, t)

A(x, t)

)

+ g · A(x, t) · (Sf(x, t)− S0(x)) = 0 (2.20)

whereQ(x, t) is the flow,Y (x, t) the water depth,B(x, t) the wetted cross-section
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Figure 2.1: Free surface water flow on a canal pool.

top width,A(x, t) the wetted cross-section area,g the gravity acceleration,x the
longitudinal abscissa in the flow direction,t the continuous time,S0(x) the bed
slope andSf(x, t) the energy gradient slope that can be accurately approximated
by the following Manning-Strickler empirical formula,

J(x, t) =
P (x, t)

4/3

K2A(x, t)
10/3

Q(x, t) |Q(x, t)| (2.21)

whereK is the Manning-Strickler coefficient andP (x, t) is the wetted perime-
ter. The Saint-Venant equations are partial differential equations of hyperbolic
type with unknown analytical solution. The equations are known for being able
to capture the process physics, namely: backwater, wave translation, wave attenu-
ation and flow acceleration. To solve the hyperbolic problemit is required to use
additional information imposed at its limits. These conditions are divided into:

Initial Conditions: provide information about the flow and water depth functions
at the initial timet0. The flow can be categorized as:

• uniform flow, when parameters do not vary along canal axis, nonuni-
form when parameters vary in space;

• steady flow, when parameters do not vary in time, and unsteadywhen
parameters vary in time.

In this work, nonuniform unsteady flowis assumed. An interesting situa-
tion is to considergradually varied flow. This is characterized for steady
conditions, which means that all time derivatives are zero,∂

∂t
f(t) = 0. In

this case the Saint-Venant equations are reduced to an ordinary differential
equation,

dQ(x)

dx
= 0
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dY (x)

dx
=

S0(x)− Sf(x)

1− F 2
r (x)

(2.22)

whereFr is the Froude number. The Froude number captures the ratio be-

tween inertial and gravity forces,Fr =
Vf

C
with the wave celerityC =

√

gA
B

and average flow velocity across sectionVf . If also uniform flow is to
be imposed, no variations along canal axis, it is only necessary to solve
Sf(x) = S0(x). The water depth found is also known as the normal depth
YN. For different downstream water depth conditions, different backwaters
are generated (see Figure 2.2);

Boundary Conditions: provide information imposed at physical boundaries of
the considered domain of solution. For canal pools it corresponds to the up-
stream and downstream ends of the canal pool. Partial differential equations
of hyperbolic type describe the transport phenomena by capturing the two
waves present in the pool dynamics whose velocities areVf +C andVf −C.
Depending on the relation between the dynamical and inertial velocities,
captured by the Froude number, the flow can be categorized as:

• subcritical flow: forFr < 1, this type of flow designated as fluvial is
characterized by relatively large water depths and small flows and can
be found at the river downstream. The wave celerity exceeds the flow
velocity, so any flow disturbance at the considered canal pool travels
both directions;

• critical flow: for Fr = 1;

• supercritical flow: forFr > 1, this type of flow designated as torrential
is characterized by relatively small depths and large flows and can
be found at the river upstream. The flow velocity exceeds the wave
celerity, so any flow disturbance at the considered canal pool travels in
one direction solely: downstream.

In this thesis, only subcritical flow is considered, that is to sayFr < 1.
The characteristics present in the partial differential equations of hyper-
bolic type can help in defining the boundary conditions needed to solve
the problem and the following rule is valid: “at every boundary of the con-
sidered solution domain it is necessary to impose as many additional con-
ditions as many characteristics enter the solution domain from this bound-
ary” (Szymkiewicz, 2010). For a canal pool with subcriticalflow it is nec-
essary to impose one condition at each end. The boundary condition can be
imposed either in flow or in water depth. The water depth boundary condi-
tion is associated with a connection to a big water reservoir, for example a
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Figure 2.2:Backwater for some downstream water depths with a nominal flow of Q0 =
0.020 m3/s.

lake at upstream or the ocean at downstream. The flow boundarycondition
is associated to hydraulic structures, for example a gate ora water pump.

2.2.2 Nodes

Modeling Junctions

Hydraulic conditions at a network junction can be describedby equations of mass
and energy conservation. Assuming no change in the volume ofwater stored
within the junction, the continuity equation at a junction formed by the parent
canali and the branchesj andk can be written as (Sen and Garg, 2002),

Qi = Qj +Qk (2.23)

and if the flows in all branches joining at the junction are subcritical, the equa-
tion of energy conservation can be approximated by the kinematic compatibility
condition (Akan and Yen, 1981),

Yi = Yj = Yk. (2.24)

Gates

The water depth and flow in water conveyance networks is usually controlled by
hydraulic structures known as gates. Gates can be categorized as overshot gates,
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with the flow over the gate, or undershoot gates, with the flow under the gate (see
Figure 2.3). Only considering free flow conditions for the first type and submerged
flow conditions for the last one the gate flows are respectively (Chaudry, 2008),

Qg = cg · Lg ·
√

2g (Yu − Yg)
3
2 (2.25)

Qg = cg · Ag ·
√

2g
√

Yu − Yd (2.26)

wherecg is the gate flow coefficient,Ag is the gate submerged orifice,Lg is the
gate top width,Yu, Yd andYg mean upstream water depth, downstream water
depths2, and gate elevation respectively.
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(a) Overshot gate.
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(b) Undershot gate.

Figure 2.3: Typical gate configurations used in water conveyance networks.

Reservoirs

Reservoirs are a type of conection between links when considerable storage ca-
pacity is available at a location of the water conveyance network. They exhibit
an integral behavior and the water depthh at the reservoir can be modeled by the
following difference equation (Ogata, 1995),

h(k + 1) = h(k) +
ts
As

qi(k)−
ts
As

qo(k) (2.27)

wherets means the sample time,As the superficial area,qi the inflow andqo the
outflow. An improvement is to consider that the integration constantAs is time-
varying, more specifically it is a function of the water depth. In practice, this is the
case of a river being partially blocked by an hydraulic structure and the superficial
area rises with the increase of water depth. In this case, thewater depth at the
node is given by

h(k + 1) = h(k) +
ts

As(h(k))
qi(k)−

ts
As(h(k))

qo(k). (2.28)

2Here upstream and downstream are relative to the gate.
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2.2.3 Initialization Algorithms

In a steady configuration, with no time derivatives, the Saint-Venant equations are
simplified to the ordinary differential equation (2.22), which corresponds to the
gradually varied flow. The backwaterY (x) can be obtained from (2.22) if the
nominal flowQ0 = Q(L, 0) and downstream water depthY0(L) = Y (L, 0) are
given (whereL is the canal pool length).

The steady-state parameters over the network have to be determined from the
known boundary conditions. The complexity of this task depends on the network
configuration. Typically the upstream inflow and downstreamwater depths are
known for the entire network:

• for a single canal without hydraulic structures, the problem is solved
straightforward from downstream to upstream intercalating the pool back-
water (2.22) with mass (2.23) and energy (2.24) conservation equations;

• for a single canal with hydraulic structures used to separate canal pools,
instead of (2.24) equations (2.25) and (2.26) are used. Additional informa-
tion is required, either the gate elevation or the water depth immediately
upstream the hydraulic structure;

• for drainage networks the flow in each canal is known due to thenetwork
convergent nature and the procedure is similar to a single canal approach.
Iterations are needed if some loop is present in the network;

• for irrigation networks, it is more challenging to determine the steady-state
parameters due to the divergent nature of the network. The flow along the
network is unknown and the solution is achieved through a complex iterative
procedure.

The backwater computation in a canal pool is categorized into one of two
categories (Naidu et al., 1997),

Initial Value Problem (IVP): refers to the solution of (2.22) using(Q0, Y0(L));

Boundary Value Problem (BVP): refers to the solution of (2.22) using speci-
fied upstream and downstream water depths(Y0(0), Y0(L)). The shooting
method can be used to overcome this problem. Using this method the BVP
is solved as an IVP with iterations until the upstream water depth is inside a
predefined tolerance. The flow updateQk+1 is done using a simple extrap-
olation,

Qk+1 = Qk +
Y0(0)− Y k(0)

Y k−1(0)− Y k(0)

(
Qk−1 −Qk

)
(2.29)
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The network nodes can be categorized as type I or type II (Naidu et al., 1997):

Type I Node: requires the solution of a BVP after the determination of a IVP;

Type II Node: whenever the BVP requires the solution of a group of canals.

The Boundary Value Problem for a Group of Canals (BVPGC) starts with the
solution of a IVP for a given canal that defines the upstream water depth. This
value will be used to solve the BVP of the canal sharing the same upstream node.
After the solution of the BVP the canal flow is determined and by continuity
conservation the node inflow is computed. Then the IVP can be applied to the
node upstream canal. The procedure continues until a node oftype II is found,
where typically the energy equation should be verified.

The node classification is uniquely determined across the network and plays
an important role in terms of computation efficiency. A good path to determine the
steady-state configuration over the network should be determined before starting
computations in particular the starting node. Parameters as the number of canal
pools in the network, number of longitudinal sections into which a canal pool is
divided, the number of type II nodes and the number of loops inthe algorithm
for computing the solution affects the computational effort. For a given node
the number of nodes of type I and II on the right and left side are counted. The
solution should start from the side with the higher number oftype II nodes, and
in case of a draw the side with more type I nodes should be chosen (Naidu et al.,
1997).

2.2.4 Discrete Time Model

In the case of nonuniform unsteady flow, solving numericallythe partial differ-
ential equation requires a time and space discretization. Two approaches are
valid (Litrico and Fromion, 2009):

Hydraulic Approach: in this classical approach the equations are first dis-
cretized and then the nonlinear terms are approximated. This leads to a
time-varying representation for the system and requires the resolution of
a set of algebraic equations, for instance through the generalized Newton
method;

Control Approach: in this approach the equations are first linearized around a
stationary configuration(Q0, Y0(L)). After this, equations are discretized in
time and space leading to a linear time invariant state-space representation.

For control purposes it is recommended to work around a steady-state with
a linear model. To accomplish this the Saint-Venant equations are first lin-
earized around an equilibrium point and only then discretized. Equations (2.19)–
(2.20) are linearized around a nonuniform steady-state configuration defined by
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Figure 2.4: Interpolation using thebox scheme.

(Q0, Y0(L)). It is convenient to introduce deviation variablesq andy from a ref-
erence value for flow and water depths, respectively:

Q(x, t) = Q(x, 0) + q(x, t) (2.30)

Y (x, t) = Y (x, 0) + y(x, t) (2.31)

To help future analysis it is useful to consider the cross area deviation asa(x, t) =
B0(x)y(x, t) and the state-space vectorχ(x, t) =

[
q(x, t) a(x, t)

]T
. The lin-

earized Saint-Venant equations can be expressed in the state-space form as fol-
lows,

Ā
∂

∂t
χ(x, t) + B̄(x)

∂

∂x
χ(x, t) + C̄(x)χ(x, t) = 0 (2.32)

where matrices̄A, B̄(x) andC̄(x) are defined in Litrico and Fromion (2009).
The Saint-Venant equations discretization is done over a grid of spaced lines,

horizontal for time and vertical for space, where∆x is the spatial mesh dimension,
∆t is the time step,θ andφ are weighting parameters ranging from0 to 1, k is the
time step index andi is the cross-section index (see Figure 2.4). A function value
f and its partial derivatives inside a grid square are calculated from the square
node values according to,

f(x, t) = θ
[
φfk+1

i+1 + (1− φ) fk+1
i

]
+ (1− θ)

[
φfk

i+1 + (1− φ) fk
i

]
(2.33)

∂f

∂x
(x, t) = θ

fk+1
i+1 − fk+1

i

∆x
+ (1− θ)

fk
i+1 − fk

i

∆x
(2.34)

∂f

∂t
(x, t) = φ

fk+1
i+1 − fk

i+1

∆t
+ (1− φ)

fk+1
i − fk

i

∆t
(2.35)

Forφ = 0.5 it corresponds to the Preissmann method. Changingθ means moving
the evaluation point in time. The state vector for two consecutive sections is fourth
dimension with both upstream and downstream flow and area deviation,x(k) =
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[
qki aki qki+1 aki+1

]T
. Applying (2.33)–(2.35) to equation (2.32), after some

manipulations, the following matrix representation is obtained,






a11 a21
a12 a22
a13 a23
a14 a24







T 





qk+1
i

ak+1
i

qk+1
i+1

ak+1
i+1






+







b11 b21
b12 b22
b13 b23
b14 b24







T 





qki
aki
qki+1

aki+1






=

[
w11 w21

w12 w22

]T [
qki,off
qk+1
i,off

]

(2.36)

whereaij , bij , ωij are corresponding scalars andqki,off is the lateral outflow be-
tween sectionsi andi+1 at time stepk. The state-space representation describes
the pool dynamics between two adjacent sections. To obtain the model corre-
sponding to a canal pool divided intoN reaches it is necessary to useN + 1
sections leading to2(N + 1) variables. The state-space vector for a canal pool is,

x(k) =
[
q1(k) a1(k) q2(k) a2(k) . . .

. . . qN(k) aN (k) qN+1(k) aN+1(k)
]

(2.37)

and has dimension2(N + 1). The first two and the last two equations are related
to the upstream and downstream boundary conditions, respectively. As the flow
is considered subcritical, one boundary condition for eachend is introduced. The
boundary conditions imposed to a canal pool are related to the node the canal pool
is linked to. Three boundary conditions are possible:

Flow Boundary: the water flow is imposed by a hydraulic structure typically
a gate or a pump. The boundary condition can be written asu = qk+1

which means the model command signal is the next flow value. Inmatrix
description this is equivalent to,

[
1 0

]
[
qk+1
i

ak+1
i

]

+
[
0 0

]
[
qki
aki

]

= u (2.38)

Water Depth Boundary: a similar approach is done for the water depth bound-
ary condition written asu = yk+1, so the model command signal is the next
water depth value. In matrix description this is equivalentto,

[
0 1

]
[
qk+1
i

ak+1
i

]

+
[
0 0

]
[
qki
aki

]

= Biu (2.39)

Hydraulic Structure Boundary: is used when there is an interest in obtaining
a linear model for the subsystem composed of a canal pool and gates. For
steady-flow conditions, the gate equation can be generically written as,

Qg = f (Yu, Yd, Yg) (2.40)
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A linearized version of (2.40) is,

q = kuyu − kdyd + kgyg (2.41)

the lower case means deviation variables and the numerical coefficient are
defined asku = ∂f

∂Yu
, kd = ∂f

∂Yd
andkg = ∂f

∂Yg
. Discretizing in time and

writing for sectioni,

[
1 − ku

Bi

]
[
qk+1
i

ak+1
i

]

+
[
−1 ku

Bi

]
[
qki
aki

]

= −kd∆yd + kg∆yg (2.42)

where∆yd = yk+1
d − ykd and∆yg = yk+1

g − ykg .

After adding the boundary conditions, the linear discrete-time state-space
model is given as,

x(k + 1) = Ax(k) +Buu(k) +Bdd(k, k − 1) (2.43)

y(k) = Cx(k) (2.44)

wherex is the state-space vector,y is the output,u is the model input,d is the
state-space disturbance in flow or lateral outflows,A, Bu, Bd, andC are state-
space matrices.

Parameter Analysis

The model is dependent on the discretization parameters used. The use of numer-
ical methods for simulation can introduce numerical oscillations and diffusion,
which at the worst case, can lead to instability. Numerical methods are also known
for introducing non physical dynamics which are similar to the process dynam-
ics. Understanding the physical process and the discretization technique is vital
to identify nonphysical behavior in the solution (Szymkiewicz, 2010).

The canal pool model for proceeding with parameter analysiswas built with
the following nominal parameters:L = 35 m, N = 20, ∆x = L

N
, φ = 0.5 and

θ = 0.5, ∆t is such thatCr ≈ 1, whereCr means the Courant number defined as,

Cr = (C0 + V0)
∆t

∆x
(2.45)

whereV0 is the nominal flow velocity. The Courant number can be seen asthe
ratio between kinematic and numerical velocities.

Time Step: the time step,∆t, is one of the grid dimension parameters. Reducing
it means that the numerical solution is calculated faster than the dynamical
velocity. As a consequence the Courant number is reduced. Figure 2.5
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(b) Downstream positive flow step.

Figure 2.5: Wave propagation for different time steps.

shows the water deviation along the canal pool at a given timestep after
applying a positive flow step as a boundary condition. The different Courant
numbers tested are,Cr =

[
1 1.22 1.5

]
, equivalently with time step

∆t =
[
0.835 1.02 1.25

]
. The system exhibits nonphysical oscillations

that are not damped when changing the sample time. Time step should
not be used as a tunable parameter. It must be chosen to keep the Courant
number close to unity in order to have similar resolution in time and space.
Reducing the time step does not improve the numerical solution;

Preissmann Parameters:a centered scheme in space is used, which meansφ =
0.5. Only the interpolation parameter in timeθ is changed. The centered
scheme is known to be unconditionally stable forθ ≥ 0.5 (Szymkiewicz,
2010). The following values were testedθ =

[
0.5 0.6 0.8

]
. Figure 2.6

shows the wave propagation when a positive flow step is applied at the pool
upstream and downstream ends, respectively. The effect of increasing the
θ parameter is similar: numerical oscillations are eliminated at the cost of
introducing numerical diffusion. This interpretation canbe confirmed in the
frequency response for the upstream flow input (see Figure 2.7). The first
natural frequency is kept almost unchanged while the higherfrequencies
are damped. Although this parameter allows the eliminationof numerical
oscillations, it can introduce too much diffusion in the model. Figure 2.8
and Figure 2.9 shows the water depth and flow profiles after applying an
initial condition in water depth at half pool length;

Space Step:the space step,∆x, is related to the number of reachesN considered
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(a) Upstream positive flow step.
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(b) Downstream positive flow step.

Figure 2.6: Wave propagation for differentθ values.
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(a) Upstream inflow to upstream water depth.
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Figure 2.7: Frequency response for differentθ values.
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(b) Water depth profile atk = 5.

Figure 2.8: Water depth response to an initial condition.
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Figure 2.9: Flow response to an initial condition.
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(a) Upstream positive flow step.
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(b) Downstream positive flow step.

Figure 2.10: Wave propagation for differentN values.

in a canal pool. Assuming an uniform space step parameter, itis practical
to use∆x = L

N
. If more resolution in the canal pool is desired this is the

parameter to change, through the increase in the number of reaches. The
space step is a constraint to the capacity of representing smaller waves as
well as more abrupt changes in water profile. Figure 2.10 shows the wave
propagation when a positive flow step is applied at the downstream and
upstream pool ends. Establishing theN parameter is a tradeoff between
model accuracy and model complexity.

Discrete-Time State-Space Model Summary

The main guidelines to tune the canal pool model parameters are presented bellow:

• the time step should be tuned to maintain the Courant numberCr = α ∆t
∆x

close to unity. This is the same to say that the space and time resolution
should be equivalent;

• for the Preissmann parameters,φ = 0.5 is imposed following the centered
scheme that is known to be unconditionally stable forθ ≥ 0.5. In particular,
θ should be chosenθ > 0.5 to introduce numerical diffusion to eliminate
numerical oscillations introduced by the numerical methodused. A com-
mon value isθ = 0.6;

• the number of cross sections consideredN sets the dimension of the space
step and should be a compromise between computation effort and model
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(b) Space and time evolution.

Figure 2.11: A canal pool with negative step flows at both ends.

accuracy. It is important to be aware that the minimum wave captured is
equal to twice the space step;

• the Manning hydraulic coefficient can be defined using experimental data if
available.

Using the same parameters for a canal pool, Figure 2.11 showsthe time evolution
of the upstream and downstream water depth deviations (see Figure 2.11(a)) and
the overall water depth deviation over time for the canal pool (see Figure 2.11(b))
when negative flow steps are applied simultaneously at both ends.

2.3 Experimental Results in Free Surface Flow

2.3.1 NuHCC Canal

The experimental automatic canal property of Hydraulics and Canal Control Cen-
ter (NuHCC) from theÉvora University in Portugal is located in Mitra near
Évora (Rijo, 2003). The canal is built with trapezoidal section (with 0.15 m bot-
tom width b and 1 : 0.15 side slopem), a maximum height of0.9 m, 145 m
length and an average longitudinal bottom slope about0.0015 (see Table 2.1 and
Figure 2.12). The canal works in closed loop to avoid water spillage, and the
return flow to the reservoir is secured by a second canal. The water is pumped
from the lower reservoir to the higher reservoir by two pumps. The canal inflow
is controlled by an electrical MONOVAR valve located downstream the higher
reservoir. The facility was designed for a maximum flow of0.090 m3/s.
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Figure 2.12: NuHCC water canal property ofÉvora University.
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Figure 2.13: Schematics of the NuHCC water canal.
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Parameter Pool 1 Pool 2 Pool 3 Pool 4
L [m] 40.7 35 35 35.2
S0 0.0016 0.0014 0.0019 0.0004
n [m−1/3s] 0.015 0.015 0.015 0.015
b [m] 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15
1 : m [m] 1:0.15 1:0.15 1:0.15 1:0.15

Table 2.1: NuHCC canal parameters (L means the pool length, andn is the Man-
ning roughness coefficient).

The automatic canal is divided into four pools by three undershot gates and
an overshot gate (vertical), this one located at the downstream canal pool (see
Figure 2.13). The experimental canal can be used in different structural configu-
rations if the undershot gates are totally opened. This way,it is possible to interact
with the facility using a canal composed of a single pool, twopools or four pools.
Upstream each gate there exist an offtake, equipped with a flow meter and an
electrical butterfly, to allow water user extraction, and discharges into the return
traditional canal. Float and counter-weight level sensorsare distributed along the
canal axis, three in each pool, allowing for water depth monitoring. The interac-
tion with the canal is made by imposing the infloẇmin, four gate positionsUi,
and four offtakesdi at each canal pool end. The outputs can be the downstream
water depths per canal poolYi.

The experimental facility is monitored and controlled through a network of
6 PLC (Programmable Logic Controller): five local PLC (one pergate and one
for the inflow) and one central master PLC. Data acquisition and digital-to-analog
conversion are executed locally at each PLC. The local PLC assigned to gatei re-
ceives information from the center and downstream water depths at pooli and the
upstream water depth at pooli+1. All local PLC are connected through a MOD-
BUS network (RS485) to the master PLC which communicates to the SCADA
computer using a serial port RS232 interface. Recently, a SCADA-Controller
Interface application allowing interaction with the facility through different envi-
ronments as MatLab, C/C++ and GNU Prolog has been developed in Duarte et al.
(2011).

2.3.2 Experimental Considerations

For model validation two configurations are used:

1 Pool Configuration: to emphasize the ability of the discrete-time model in
monitoring water depths the canal is set to one pool solely with 145.9 m
length, all intermediate gates are opened (see Figure 2.14(a)). The
model used for describing the system has multiple inputs andoutputs (see
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Fig. 2.15(a)). The system is excited by two manipulated variables (the
upstream inflowṁin and the gate elevationU1), by the downstream off-
take (considered as a perturbationd1), and by lateral outflows (ω1 to ω3).
The output is the downstream water depthY4 plus three intermediate water
depths from upstream to downstream,Y1 to Y3. The discrete-time state-
space model was constructed consideringN = 10, θ = 0.6, φ = 0.5 and a
Courant number close to one. The following scenarios were considered:

TestA1: inflow sequence, about8300 s long;

TestA2: gate elevation sequence, about8000 s long;

TestA3: inflow and gate elevation sequence, about7500 s long;

TestA4: sequence of lateral outflows for two different inflows, about
9200 s long;

TestA5: sequence of inflow and gate position, about4200 s long;

TestA6: sequence of inflow, gate position, and lateral outflows, about
6800 s long.

2 Pools Configuration: in this configuration the canal was considered divided
into two pools, which is equivalent to say that gate1 and gate3 are totally
opened (see Figure 2.14(b)). Each pool has a length ofL1 = 75.7 m and
L2 = 70.2 m, respectively. It is possible to execute water withdrawals in
each canal pool. The interaction with the canal is done through 7 inputs
namely: three manipulated variables (the upstream inflowṁin, gate eleva-
tion for the upstream poolU1, and the gate elevation for the downstream
poolU2), two offtakes (offtake located downstream the first poold1, offtake
located downstream the second poold2), and lateral outflows (w1 outflow
at the upstream pool center,w2 outflow at the downstream pool center) (see
Figure 2.15(b)). Accordingly to the sensor capacity installed, the following
outputs were chosen: water depth at the upstream pool centerY1(L1/2, t),
water depth at the upstream pool endY2(L1, t), water depth at the down-
stream pool centerY3(L2/2, t), and water depth at the downstream pool end
Y4(L2, t) . The discrete-time state-space model was built for each canal pool
with the following numerical parameters,N = 10, θ = 0.6, φ = 0.5, and
Courant number close to one. The following scenarios were considered:

TestB1: step sequence iṅmin, about1800 s long;

TestB2: step sequence inU1, about1800 s long;

TestB3: step sequence inU2, about1800 s long;

TestB4 sequence witḣmin, U1 andU2, about2700 s long;
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Figure 2.14: Canal schematics for both test configurations.
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Figure 2.15: Block diagram for both test configurations.

TestB5: step sequence inw1 andw3, about3240 s long;

TestB6: short sequence with all inputs, about6000 s long;

TestB7: long sequence with all inputs, about26000 s long.

The performance of the discrete-time model is evaluated using the following
criteria for the difference in water depths provided by eachcanal pool modelYi

and the water depth readingsYri from the canal:

• Variance Accounted For3

VAF =
1− var (Yri − Yi)

var(Yri)
× 100 [%] (2.46)

• Mean Absolute Error

MAE =

∑N
i |Yri − Yi|

N
(2.47)

• Root Mean Square Error

RMSE =

√
∑N

i (Yri − Yi)
2

N
(2.48)

3var(x) stands for variance ofx.
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ṁin [m3/s] U1 [m] Y4 [m] ωi or di [m3/s] length [s]

min max min max min max min max

A1 0.030 0.045 0.431 0.431 0.556 0.595 0.000 0.000 8320

A2 0.045 0.045 0.330 0.481 0.496 0.645 0.000 0.000 8300

A3 0.030 0.045 0.330 0.481 0.470 0.645 0.000 0.000 7820

A4 0.020 0.030 0.530 0.530 0.531 0.659 0.000 0.023 9300

A5 0.040 0.050 0.397 0.600 0.558 0.765 0.000 0.000 4200

A6 0.030 0.041 0.327 0.430 0.484 0.577 0.000 0.021 6800

Time 51840

Table 2.2: Signal amplitude for 1 pool configuration.
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Figure 2.16:Downstream water depthY4 for 1 pool configuration.

2.3.3 1 Pool Configuration

The range of variation for the inflow and gate position for theconsidered tests
are indicated in Table 2.2. For the gate elevation the interval [0.330; 0.480] m is
used leading to a maximum deviation of23% relative toY0(L). The downstream
water depth is represented in Figure 2.16 for testsA1 andA3. It is important to
note that while in testA1 the water depth amplitude varies0.030 m in testA3, due
to the gate movement, a water depth variation of0.170 m is observed, which is
significant when compared with the nominal downstream waterdepth. Figure 2.17
shows the model ability in monitoring water depths along thecanal axis for test
A5.

In Table 2.3 the error criteria for the downstream water depth as well for the
intermediate points is presented. A change in the flow input causes small variation
in the downstream water depth while a change in the gate elevation has a higher
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(a) Water depthY1.
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(b) Water depthY2.
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(c) Water depthY3.
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Figure 2.17: Water depths along the canal for testA5.

VAF [%] MAE [m] RMSE [m]

Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4

A1 93.40 87.43 91.73 80.39 0.020 0.014 0.015 0.013 0.005 0.006 0.006 0.005

A2 99.09 99.58 99.61 91.14 0.012 0.013 0.025 0.029 0.003 0.002 0.005 0.011

A3 98.37 98.50 99.29 91.97 0.021 0.021 0.027 0.034 0.008 0.008 0.009 0.014

A4 65.79 81.70 94.72 84.44 0.070 0.043 0.034 0.042 0.026 0.015 0.008 0.011

A5 97.42 98.62 99.54 93.83 0.026 0.024 0.018 0.026 0.009 0.007 0.005 0.012

A6 80.81 80.50 95.11 85.82 0.026 0.036 0.023 0.018 0.007 0.009 0.007 0.007

Table 2.3: Error criteria for 1 pool configuration.
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ṁin [m3/s] U1 [m] U2 [m] ωi or di [m3/s]

min max min max min max min max

B1 0.030 0.050 0.280 0.280 0.400 0.400 0.000 0.000

B2 0.040 0.040 0.230 0.330 0.400 0.400 0.000 0.000

B3 0.040 0.040 0.280 0.280 0.300 0.500 0.000 0.000

B4 0.040 0.050 0.200 0.280 0.300 0.400 0.000 0.000

B5 0.050 0.050 0.200 0.200 0.500 0.500 0.000 0.021

B6 0.040 0.050 0.180 0.250 0.395 0.500 0.000 0.013

B7 0.040 0.050 0.190 0.250 0.400 0.500 0.000 0.023

Table 2.4: Input amplitude for 2 pools configuration.

impact in the downstream water depth. The lowest fit occurs atthe downstream
end, which can be explained by the experimental canal construction. The canal
ends with a final reach of7 m length with rectangular section and0.7 m width.
This is different from the nominal parameters considered and changes the down-
stream reservoir capacity. When traveling upstream the water depth tends to the
normal depth which justifies the good model fit.

2.3.4 2 Pools Configuration

The range of variation for the inputs in each canal pool for the considered tests is
indicated in Table 2.4, the range for the downstream water depths is indicated in
Table 2.5. The performance criteria for the different testsis indicated in Table 2.6.
Figure 2.18 shows the water depths for testB7. This is the longest and more
complex test, with all inputs varying over time.

The best water depth VAF corresponds to center pool locations. Upstream
each gate the observed VAF decrease is due to the gate flow accuracy, in particular
at the downstream overshot gate. The water depth error is attenuated when moving
upstream as the water depth is tending to the normal depth in each canal pool. The
lower VAF is obtained in testB2 for the downstream pool water depths. This can
be explained by the fact that the water depth variation during the test is quite
small, in fact it has the same order as the water level sensor quantization. This
means that the relation noise–signal is high justifying thelower VAF obtained.
The signal fitting for the downstream pool is represented in Figure 2.19.

This canal configuration is particular severe for the model.The gate con-
necting both pools is of undershot type leading to a both directional coupling,
which means that downstream water depths errors can propagate upstream. Canal
configurations using overshot gates are less challenging asthe coupling is from
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(c) Water depthY3.
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Figure 2.18: Water depths for testB7.
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Y2 [m] Y4 [m] length [s]

min max min max

B1 0.490 0.589 0.527 0.576 1800

B2 0.529 0.554 0.546 0.556 1800

B3 0.462 0.610 0.453 0.556 1800

B4 0.517 0.641 0.480 0.576 2700

B5 0.615 0.725 0.636 0.677 3240

B6 0.541 0.747 0.549 0.676 6000

B7 0.499 0.735 0.515 0.687 26610

Time 43950

Table 2.5: Output range and time length for 2 pools configuration.

VAF MAE RMSE

Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4

B1 98.03 96.54 93.18 92.15 0.027 0.016 0.010 0.009 0.006 0.006 0.004 0.004

B2 94.68 94.23 66.25 71.54 0.007 0.005 0.008 0.004 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.001

B3 97.94 88.63 98.56 93.90 0.017 0.026 0.030 0.025 0.006 0.013 0.007 0.013

B4 87.77 75.35 97.48 93.71 0.033 0.035 0.014 0.021 0.014 0.014 0.005 0.008

B5 92.83 89.86 83.26 73.14 0.027 0.031 0.016 0.017 0.009 0.011 0.005 0.006

B6 95.37 88.89 98.06 87.15 0.028 0.043 0.021 0.032 0.009 0.014 0.005 0.012

B7 97.25 91.29 97.19 88.63 0.044 0.048 0.027 0.039 0.014 0.015 0.007 0.015

Table 2.6: Error criteria for 2 pools configuration.
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(a) Center water depth at the downstream pool,
Y3.
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Figure 2.19: Water depths at the downstream pool for TestB2.
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TestB2

VAF

Time [s] Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4

N = 10 2.5 94.67 94.23 66.29 71.59

N = 20 14.0 92.62 94.18 62.65 71.57

N = 30 41.0 91.77 94.15 60.75 71.55

Table 2.7: Analysis of the space step effect in TestB2.

upstream to downstream. This can be seen in Figure 2.20 for timet = 500 s and
t = 2200 s, where the biggest difference between water depths of the canal and
the model for the upstream pool occurs.

It is important to keep a good tradeoff between computational cost and model
accuracy. The finite difference methods are usually seen as requiring a high space
resolution to guarantee a good performance. For the model proposed is equivalent
to say that the number of sections considered inside a pool,N + 1, should grow.
Different number of sections per canal pool were consideredfor test purposes,
N =

[
10 20 30

]
. The performance comparison is done for TestB2, this is the

test with a lower VAF for the water depths along he downstreamcanal pool (see
Table 2.7). The computation time increases with the increase in space resolution
but the model performance using the VAF criteria is almost constant.

2.4 Simulation Results in Free Surface Flow

Water conveyance networks are found in different domain as:irrigation, drainage,
sewers, and rivers. Basically these systems can be categorized into two differ-
ent classes: drainage or irrigation networks. Using elementary blocks for canal
pools and nodes, a simulator can be constructed for these different type of net-
works (Nabais et al., 2011). The discrete-time state-spacemodel ability to use
flow boundary conditions is useful for creating a simulator of an irrigation net-
work, while the water depth boundary condition is useful forcreating a simulator
of a drainage network (Nabais et al., 2012). With the simulator it is possible to
analyze how disturbances propagate along the network. Performance is measured
using the following error criteria:

• Mean Absolute Error (MAE, see equation (2.47) on page 53)

• Maximum Absolute Error

MXAE = max |Yri − Yi| (2.49)
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(c) Water depthY3.
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(d) Water depthY4.
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Figure 2.20: Model validation for TestB5 underw1 andw2.
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Figure 2.21: Drainage network.

• Mean Absolute Relative Error

MARE =
1

N

N∑

i

|Yri − Yi|
Yri

(2.50)

• Maximum Relative Error

MXRE = max
|Yri − Yi|

Yri

(2.51)

2.4.1 Drainage Network

Drainage networks are characterized by the convergence of branches into a big-
ger main canal pool that can have as final destination a large reservoir such as a
lake or the ocean. For illustration purposes the drainage network presented in Ad-
lul Islam and Sen (2005) is used. This network is composed of14 canal pools and
14 nodes containing a loop with a total length of29300 m and a nominal flow of
70 m3/s (see Figure 2.21). Canal network parameters are presented in Table 2.8
(see page 62), weren is the Manning roughness coefficient. The general proce-
dure for computing the steady-state for the drainage network has been presented
in Section 2.2.3 and is detailed in Algorithm1 (see page 62), Boundary condi-
tions are presented in Table 2.9 (see page 62) and the steady-state configuration is
presented in Table 2.10 (see page 63).
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Pool L [m] b [m] m S0 n N

1 1500 10 1 0.00027 0.022 20
2 1500 10 1 0.00027 0.022 20
3 3000 10 1 0.00047 0.025 40
4 3000 10 1 0.00047 0.025 40
5 2000 10 1 0.00030 0.022 25
6 2000 10 1 0.00030 0.022 25
7 2000 10 1 0.00030 0.022 25
8 1500 10 1 0.00027 0.022 18
9 1500 10 1 0.00027 0.022 18
10 2000 10 1 0.00030 0.022 22
11 1200 10 0 0.00033 0.022 14
12 3600 20 0 0.00025 0.022 38
13 2000 30 0 0.00025 0.022 21
14 2500 40 0 0.00016 0.022 25

Table 2.8: Drainage network parameters.

Algorithm 1 Drainage network steady-state
1: Solve continuity equation (2.23) for all nodes to setQi

2: IVP for canal [14]
3: repeat
4: AssumeQ11

5: Apply continuity equation (2.23) for node [11] and [12]
6: IVP for canal [13]
7: IVP for canal [11]
8: IVP for canal [12]
9: until Energy equation (2.24) is verified at node 11

10: IVP for canal [8] and [9]
11: IVP for canal [10]
12: IVP for canal [1] and [2]
13: IVP for canal [3] and [4]
14: IVP for canal [5,6] and [7]

Node Flow [m3/s] Node Flow [m3/s] Level [m]

1 10.0 5 10.0 –
2 10.0 6 10.0 –
3 10.0 7 10.0 –
4 10.0 14 – 2.5

Table 2.9: Drainage network boundary conditions.
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Pool Flow [m3/s]
Water depths [m]

Upstream Downstream

1 10.0000 1.5870 1.8773
2 10.0000 1.5870 1.8773
3 10.0000 1.1393 1.8773
4 10.0000 1.1393 1.8773
5 10.0000 1.7360 2.2392
6 10.0000 1.7360 2.2392
7 10.0000 1.7360 2.2392
8 20.0000 1.8773 1.9525
9 20.0000 1.8773 1.9525
10 30.0000 2.2392 2.2713
11 10.1710 1.9525 2.2713
12 29.8290 1.9525 2.4849
13 40.1710 2.2713 2.4849
14 70.0000 2.4849 2.5000

Table 2.10: Drainage network steady-state parameters.

Steady-State Analysis

The simulator accuracy is tested for different steady-state configurations. Starting
from the initial steady-state a positive step flow is applied, to canal pools1 to 7,
changing the upstream boundary condition from10 m3/s to

[
12 14 16

]
m3/s.

A maximum flow deviation of60% is imposed. The simulator accuracy in con-
verging to the new steady-state configuration is evaluated for each canal in re-
spect to the nominal flow, upstream water depth and downstream water depth (see
Table 2.11). The reference values for computing the new steady-state error are
obtained by solving Algorithm 1 with the new steady-state inputs. The simulator
ability to converge to the new final steady-state is confirmedby the low MARE.
Only for a boundary flow deviation of60% the MARE rises above1% in water
depths. MXAE values grow in respect to the boundary flow deviation increase
and are bellow70 mm in water depth for all scenarios.

Storm Water and Tides Impact

Two meaningful situations are used:

• storm impact: the ability to drain storm water can be analyzed by raising
the upstream boundary condition (60% on the network inflow for nodes1
to 7);

• tides impact: tides can be imposed at the downstream water depth, modeled
as a sine wave of amplitude0.5 m (relative deviation of40%) and period14
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MAE MXAE MARE MXRE

12 m3/s

Flow 0.0054 0.0238 0.0002 0.0016

Upstream water depth 0.0050 0.0082 0.0025 0.0042

Downstream water depth 0.0045 0.0082 0.0020 0.0034

14 m3/s

Flow 0.0163 0.0747 0.0006 0.0050

Upstream water depth 0.0190 0.03100.0087 0.0143

Downstream water depth 0.0170 0.03100.0069 0.0116

16 m3/s

Flow 0.0323 0.1490 0.0010 0.0091

Upstream water depth 0.0406 0.0656 0.0172 0.0277

Downstream water depth 0.0362 0.0656 0.0136 0.0229

Table 2.11: Drainage network error criteria for different steady-state configura-
tions.
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Figure 2.22: Storm water and tides impact for the end nodes ofcanal pool14.

hours.

Figure 2.22 shows the variations of water depth and flow for nodes13 and14.
Figure 2.23 shows the water depths along the canal axis for canal pool10 for
different times: the initial steady-statet0, high tidet1, high tide with storm water
t2 and low tide with storm watert3. The water depth range for node13 was
[2.3; 2.8] m considering only tides, and with the effect of rain storm the range
increased to[2.6; 3.1] m.
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Figure 2.23: Storm water and tides impact at canal pool 10 of the drainage net-
work.

2.4.2 Irrigation Network

In irrigation networks the inflow is divided into smaller flows according to the
infrastructure layout until the final customer. For illustration purpose the irriga-
tion network proposed in Adlul Islam and Sen (2005) is used. The network is
composed of41 pools and42 nodes with a total length of43500 m and a nom-
inal inflow of 40 m3/s (see Figure 2.24 on page 68). Canal network parameters
are presented in Table 2.12 on page 66, weren is the Manning roughness coef-
ficient. The general procedure for computing the steady-state for the irrigation
network has been presented in Section 2.2.3 and is given in detail by Algorithm2
on page 67. Boundary conditions are presented in Table 2.13 on page 66, initial
conditions can be consulted in Adlul Islam and Sen (2005).

Steady-State Analysis

The simulator accuracy is evaluated for different steady-state configurations.
Starting from the initial steady-state a positive step flow is applied changing the
upstream boundary condition from40 m3/s to

[
45 50 55

]
m3/s. A maximum

37.5% deviation is imposed. The simulator accuracy in convergingto the new
steady-state configuration is evaluated for each canal poolin respect to the nom-
inal flow, upstream water depth and downstream water depth (see Table 2.14 on
page 68). The reference values for computing the new steady-state error are ob-
tained by solving Algorithm 2 with the new steady-state inputs. The simulator
ability to converge to the new steady-state is confirmed by the low MARE. MXAE
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Pool L [m] b [m] m S0 n N

1 2500 10.00 2.0 0.00013 0.015 22
2 2000 8.50 2.0 0.00015 0.016 20
3 1700 7.00 2.0 0.00016 0.017 18
4 1500 5.00 2.0 0.00017 0.018 16
5 1500 5.00 2.0 0.00020 0.020 16
6 1400 4.00 2.0 0.00021 0.020 16
7 1200 3.00 2.0 0.00022 0.020 15
8 1000 2.00 2.0 0.00024 0.022 13
9 1400 3.50 1.0 0.00025 0.022 15
10 1200 2.70 1.0 0.00022 0.022 15
11 1000 1.75 2.0 0.00024 0.022 15
12 1300 2.50 2.0 0.00022 0.022 16
13 1200 1.50 1.0 0.00025 0.022 15
14 1000 1.00 2.0 0.00022 0.022 17
15,18 1000 1.50 2.0 0.00024 0.022 13
16,21 1000 1.00 1.0 0.00025 0.022 13
17,26 1000 1.75 2.0 0.00024 0.022 15
19 900 0.90 0.9 0.00025 0.022 12
20,23 1100 1.50 2.0 0.00024 0.022 16
22 1200 1.75 2.0 0.00024 0.022 16
24 1000 1.00 1.0 0.00025 0.025 14
25 1200 2.00 2.0 0.00024 0.020 18
27 900 1.50 2.0 0.00024 0.022 14
28 900 1.50 1.0 0.00025 0.022 12
29 800 1.00 1.0 0.00025 0.022 11
30 800 1.25 2.0 0.00024 0.022 13
31 700 0.75 2.0 0.00024 0.022 12
32–41 700 0.50 1.0 0.00050 0.030 10

Table 2.12: Irrigation network parameters.

Node Flow [m3/s] Level [m] Node Level [m]

1 40.0 – 32 1.0749
5 – 0.9111 33 1.4777
9 – 1.6559 34 1.7107
12 – 0.9759 35 2.0070
15 – 0.9127 36 1.7769
18 – 1.8784 37 1.2190
20 – 1.6026 38 1.4745
22 – 1.6729 39 1.3719
25 – 1.3622 40 1.6091
28 – 1.4766 41 1.3310
30 – 1.1741 42 1.2535

Table 2.13: Boundary conditions for the irrigation network.
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Algorithm 2 Irrigation network steady-state
1: repeat
2: AssumeQ28

3: BVPGC for canals [27,39,26,38,25,11,10]
4: repeat
5: AssumeQ25

6: BVPGC for canals [24,37,23,36,22]
7: until Energy equation (2.24) is verified at node 10
8: IVP for canal [9]
9: repeat

10: AssumeQ32

11: BVPGC for canals [31,41,30,14,13]
12: repeat
13: AssumeQ30

14: BVPGC for canals [29,40,28]
15: until Energy equation (2.24) is verified at node 13
16: BVPGC for canals [12,4,3]
17: until Energy equation (2.24) is verified at node 3
18: IVP for canal [2]
19: repeat
20: AssumeQ20

21: BVPGC for canals [19,34,18,8,7]
22: repeat
23: AssumeQ22

24: BVPGC for canals [21,35,20]
25: until Energy equation (2.24) is verified at node 7
26: IVP for canal [6]
27: repeat
28: AssumeQ18

29: BVPGC for canals [17,33,15]
30: until Energy equation (2.24) is verified at node 6
31: until Energy equation (2.24) is verified at node 6
32: IVP for canal [5]
33: until Continuity equation (2.23) is verified at node 2
34: IVP for canal [5]
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Figure 2.24: Irrigation network (canal pool numbers are in bold).

MAE MXAE MARE MXRE

12 m3/s

Flow 0.0018 0.0059 0.0008 0.0028

Upstream water depth 0.0011 0.0043 0.0007 0.0019

Downstream water depth 0.0005 0.0036 0.0000 0.0018

14 m3/s

Flow 0.0063 0.0237 0.0019 0.0062

Upstream water depth 0.0047 0.01680.0028 0.0069

Downstream water depth 0.0021 0.01410.0013 0.0068

16 m3/s

Flow 0.0130 0.0558 0.0033 0.0095

Upstream water depth 0.0105 0.0362 0.0060 0.0141

Downstream water depth 0.0048 0.0304 0.0028 0.0140

Table 2.14: Simulator accuracy for the irrigation network considereing new
steady-states configurations.

values grow in respect to the boundary flow deviation and are bellow 37 mm in
water depth for all scenarios.
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(a) Water depth hydrograph.
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(b) Flow hydrograph.

Figure 2.25: Irrigation network hydrographs along the shortest path between
nodes1 to node5 for a maximum peak flow of55 m3/s.
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(a) Water depth hydrograph.
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Figure 2.26: Irrigation network hydrographs along the shortest path between node
2 to node9 for a maximum peak flow of55 m3/s.

Flow Disturbance

The upstream boundary condition is disturbed according to atriangle profile with
a peak flow deviation of15 m3/s. The impact propagation can be studied looking
into the flow and water depth along the network. Figures 2.25 and 2.26 show the
propagation effects both in water depth and flow deviation for two short paths:
from node1 to node5 (a primary canal) and from node2 to node9 (a secondary
canal). The advection and dispersion effects are present onthe disturbance prop-
agation along the network.
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2.5 Conclusions and Discussion

In this Chapter a discrete-time state-space model for canalpools capable of cap-
turing the transport phenomena in water conveyance networks has been proposed.
The model proposed is able to capture the backwater (or by other words, the
water profile along the pool axis), the wave translation and attenuation, and the
flow acceleration. The model has the capability to use eitherflow or water depth
boundary conditions, monitors hydraulic variables (flow and water depth along
the canal), and accounts for lateral outflows along the canalpool. Where one
of the main features is its ability to be easily scalable to large-scale networks,
since each canal pool can be described by a model which can be connected to
other models to form either an irrigation or a drainage network. The full canal
monitoring feature opens the model scope of application to fault detection, iso-
lation, and fault tolerant control algorithms. The model describing the system is
solved through matrices multiplications which requires low computational effort.
This makes it an appealing tool to be used in real-time algorithms such as Model
Predictive Control. The discrete-time state-space model for canal pools has been
validated with experimental data for a canal composed either of one or two pools.



Chapter 3

Modeling Discrete-Time Flow
Networks

This Chapter considers discrete-time flow networks. Opposed to continuous-
time flow networks considered in Chapter 2, in discrete-timeflow networks it
is common to transport at the same time multiple commoditiesbetween nodes.
Section 3.1 presents a brief overview of the main features encountered in trans-
portation networks. In Section 3.2 a generic framework to address this kind of
networks from a macroscopic perspective is proposed. A centralized model is
derived in Section 3.2.2 for the whole transportation network. Later a decompo-
sition method based on flows to broke down the system into smaller subsystems
easier to handle is proposed. Section 3.3 presents the case studies to which the
modeling framework was applied to: an intermodal containerterminal, a supply
chain, and a manufacturing supply chain. In Section 3.4 a local (node) modeling
perspective to capture the relations between nodes and the surroundings is pro-
posed. The interactions among nodes and the surroundings, focused on using the
available transport capacity, are discussed in Section 3.4.1 for a node composed of
a single element and in Section 3.4.2 for nodes where multiple elements (or sub-
nodes) coexists. A model able to capture time unvarying and time-varying cargo
properties is proposed. For illustration purposes two casestudies are considered,
a container terminal and a seaport presented in Section 3.5.1 and in Section 3.5.2,
respectively.

Parts of this chapter have been published in Nabais et al. (2012c,
2013c,f,h,g,a).
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3.1 Discrete-Time Flow Networks

In transportation networks (such as cargo transport (Crainic and Kim, 2007;
Alessandri et al., 2008), postal networks, traffic networks(Hegyi et al., 2005),
water distribution (Leirens et al., 2010; Negenborn et al.,2009), supply
chains (Maestre et al., 2009; Silva et al., 2009) the elementary objective is to
deliver a certain commodity in the agreed quantity at the agreed time and at
the agreed location. A transportation network can be represented by a graph
G = (V, E) where nodesV represent centers or intersections and arcsE repre-
sent the existing connections between nodes (Ahuja et al., 1993). All network
elements should contribute to fulfil the transport need. Thetransport need can
arise in two different forms: located downstream in the formof customer demand
(client demands in supply chains and water distribution) orlocated upstream as
clients request to provide a service (deliver mails or containerized cargo). These
two types of transport needs are considered exogenous inputdisturbances to the
network state.

A transportation network typically handles different commodities. Commodi-
ties can be categorized in respect to a time unvarying cargo property such as the
final destination, weight, volume, hazards, temperature, raw materials, finished
goods, and final client (Wang and Rivera, 2008). However, time also plays an
important role when transporting products:

• for an upstream transport need (as freight and postal services) it is important
to know the deadline to deliver the commodity at the agreed location, the
so-called due time. For this type of exogenous input it is wise to keep the
nodes with low storage volume (low potential) to help handling cargo at the
node. In some sense, nodes should keep a low potential in order to promote
the push of product towards the final destination;

• for a downstream transport need (as food) it is important to know the ex-
piration time of the product. In this case, it is common to configure the
transportation network nodes with a certain amount of stored cargo (high
potential) such that the transport need can be fulfilled quickly without re-
quiring waiting for the product to cross the entire network.

Both, due time and expiration time, can be associated with a time unvarying cargo
property. The impact of time is similar, and it is calleddue time, regardless be-
ing the time to reach the final destination or the expiration time of a product. It
is possible to have a cargo for destination A that has a due time of 3, 2, or 1
days. Equivalently, yoghurts can have an expiration date of5, 10, or 15 days for
example.
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The ability to access the stored amount per commodity at eachnetwork node
can be used to support operations management towards a more efficient, sustain-
able, cooperative and reliable transportation. Considering multiple commodities
and network nodes a combinatorial issue arises. When realistic applications are
considered this becomes a real problem in terms of computation time. Take an
example from the freight transport: theNeuss Trimodal(ECT Publications, 2011)
terminal, recently added as a member of European Gateway Services1. This in-
termodal container terminal situated at the Rhine river offers connections to the
European hinterland through three transport modalities: barge, train and truck.
With 8 rail tracks it sustains39 train connections weekly plus7 inland shipping
connections to Rotterdam and Antwerp ports using a quay of230 meters. Adding
to these features all kind of container types (hazardous materials, reefer containers
and other categories like size, weight and destination) much information has to be
captured by the modeling framework.

The transportation network structural organization restricts the type, the
amount, and the quality of information to be exchanged between components.
Information can be shared freely over the transportation network, restricted to
some subnetworks or confined to a single component as a consequence of the
economical relations between the different partners present at the network. In
case of vertical integration, when all partners belong to a same entity, information
is usually shared freely.

3.2 Discrete-Time Network Model

Transportation networks can be found in different application domains such as:
traffic networks, supply chain, general cargo, passenger transportation, and postal
networks. At a macroscopic level, transportation networksexhibits two major
phenomena:

Potential: related to the storage capability in well-defined areas, where com-
modities can be produced, manufactured or simply stored;

Flux: related to the transport delay, which is the time necessary to transport com-
modities between different locations, and handling equipment used to move
commodities.

To distinguish these two phenomena inside the transportation network we define
two components:

1European Gateway Services are a service provided by European Container Terminal (ECT)
whose main objective is to create a cooperative network of hinterland terminals to increase the
ECT terminals throughput at the Port of Rotterdam. Neuss Trimodal has been a member of this
network since20 December2011.
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Figure 3.1: Elementary components in a transportation network (deg(i) stands for
node degree).

Center Node: is a network node with a significant storage capacity where com-
modities can be stored temporarily before moving to anothernetwork node.
The center node degree is always equal or bigger than one. If the center
node in-degree is zero the node is categorized as an end (upstream) node, if
the center node out-degree is zero the node is categorized asa destination
(downstream) node. When center nodes have simultaneously the indegree
and outdegree bigger than one (see Fig. 3.1(a)) they are categorized as store
nodes;

Connection: is a path between two center nodes and is used to model the trans-
port phenomena, delay and handling resources. It is composed of a succes-
sion of nodes with an indegree and outdegree equal to one, which means
that there is only one arc arriving and one arc departing fromeach node.
Connectioni is composed ofnci nodes andnci + 1 arcs (see Figure 3.1(b)).
Connections are modeled using a pull-push flow perspective:pulling com-
modities from the connection upstream node and pushing themto the con-
nection downstream node.

All transportation networks are generally composed of center nodes and connec-
tions. The complexity of the network model is determined by the following pa-
rameters:

• ntu: number of time unvarying commodities considered;

• ndtp: number of due times considered for the time unvarying commodity p;

• nc: number of connections existing in the network;

• nci : number of nodes belonging exclusively to connectioni;
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Figure 3.2: Example of a transportation network.

• nn: number of center nodes in the network that are further divided into
source (upstream) nodesnu

n, end (downstream) nodesnd
n and store nodes

ns
n;

• nl: number of levels present in the transportation network, including the
source (upstream) and end node (downstream) levels.

For illustration purposes, consider the transportation network indicated in
Fig. 3.2. The network is composed of61 nodes (

∑nc

i=1 nci = 52 nodes asso-
ciated exclusively to connections, andnn = 9 center nodes shared by several
connections:3 source nodes,4 store nodes and2 end nodes) andnc = 16 connec-
tions with68 transport flows. This network is divided into four levels (nl = 4),
including the source and the end node levels which are level1 and level4, respec-
tively. The network topology is generic including: connections between nodes on
nonadjacent levels (connections from node53 to node58 using the path53–1–2–
3–4–5–58 and between nodes55 and node59 using the path55–18–19–20–21–
22–59) and cycles between level two and level three (for example cycle formed by
nodes56–26–27–28–59–44–45–46–56). Center nodes can have multiple connec-
tions arriving and departing, while connections can share limited infrastructure
resources to guarantee the desired flows between nodes. Transportation networks
are therefore complex systems with coupled dynamics and coupled constraints.
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3.2.1 Centralized Network Model

The total number of nodes inside the network is associated with the network struc-
tural layout and is given by,

ny = nn +
nc∑

i=1

nci . (3.1)

For each node in the transportation network a state-space vector x̄j(k) is de-
fined, and these are merged to form the state-space vectorx of the complete net-
work,

x̄j(k) =















x1,1
j (k)

x1,2
j (k)

...

x
1,ndt1
j (k)

x2,1
j (k)

...
x
ntu,ndt,tu

j (k)















, j = 1, . . . , ny, x(k) =








x̄1(k)
x̄2(k)

...
x̄ny(k)







, (3.2)

wherexp,dtp
j (k) is the amount per time unvarying commodityp with the due time

dtp at nodej at time stepk, andndt,tu = ndtntu
is the number of due times for

time unvarying commodityntu. The number of commodities in the transportation
network is given by the combination of time unvarying and time varying properties

nnc =

ntu∑

i=1

ndti (3.3)

The state-space dimensionx is given by

nx = nynnc (3.4)

corresponding to the number of commodities handled and the number of nodes
existing in the network. For the case of considering only onedue time,ndtp = 1,
it reduces tonx = nyntu. The state-space vector contains information about
the amount per commodity not only at the center nodes, with significant storage
capacity, but also at connection nodes. The total amount percommodity inside
the network is always accessible through the state-space vector.

The transport demand is seen as an exogenous inputd with length

nd =
(
nu
n + nd

n

)
nnc (3.5)
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that disturbs the state of the upstream and downstream nodes. It is up to the
network manager to allocate the handling resources at the network to move com-
modities inside the network such that the transport need is fulfilled and the node
states follow a desired level. Consideru

p,dtp
j (k) as the amount per time unvarying

commodityp and due timedtp to be pulled from nodej at time stepk. For all ad-
missible flows inside the network a control action vector is definedūj with length
nnc. All ūj (j = 1, . . . , np = ny−nn+nc) are merged to form the overall control
action vectoru(k) of the complete transportation network:

ūj(k) =















u1,1
j (k)

u1,2
j (k)

...

u
1,ndt1
j (k)

u2,1
j (k)

...
u
ntu,ndt,tu

j (k)















,u(k) =








ū1(k)
ū2(k)

...
ūnp(k)







. (3.6)

with lengthnu = npnnc.
The model for the network dynamics can be represented in a state-space final

form as,

x(k + 1) = Ax(k) +Buu(k) +Bdd(k), (3.7)

y(k) = Cx(k), (3.8)

x(k) ≥ 0, (3.9)

u(k) ≥ 0, (3.10)

y(k) ≤ ymax, (3.11)

Puuu(k) ≤ umax, (3.12)

x(k) ≥ Pxuu(k), (3.13)

x(k) ∈ X , (3.14)

u(k) ∈ U , (3.15)

wherey is the current volume at all nodes with dimensionny, ymax is the maxi-
mum node storage capacities,umax the available infrastructure resources accord-
ing to the network structural layout,A,Bu,Bd andC are the state-space matrices,
Pxu is the projection from the control action setU into the state-space setX and
Puu is the projection matrix from the control action setU into the infrastructure
resource capacity setUmax .

Using a node/arc numbering in a push-flow perspective (from the source nodes
towards the end nodes) as indicated in Figure 3.2, it is possible to obtain a highly
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structured model without the need for further mathematicalmanipulations (Sezer
andŠiljak, 1996):

A =








Ad1 . . . 0 0
...

. . .
...

...
0 . . . Adnc 0

0 . . . 0 Ann







, (3.16)

Adi =






Add1 . . . 0
...

. . .
...

0 . . . Addnci




 ,Ann =






Add1 . . . 0
...

. . .
...

0 . . . Addnu




 , (3.17)

Addi =






Adt1 . . . 0
...

. . .
...

0 . . . Adtntu




 , (3.18)
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ndti
×ndti

ndti > 1, i = 1, . . . , ntu

Adti = 1 ndti = 1, i = 1, . . . , ntu

(3.19)

Bu =
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0 Bd2
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(3.20)

Bd =








0 0 . . . 0 0
...

...
. . .

...
...

0 0 . . . 0 0

Bl1
d Bl2

d . . . B
lnc−1

d B
lnc
d








(3.21)
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C =












Cd1 0 . . . 0 0 0

0 Cd2 . . . 0 0 0
...

...
. . .

...
...

...
0 0 . . . Cdnc−1 0 0

0 0 . . . 0 Cdnc 0

0 0 . . . 0 0 Cnn












(3.22)

whereBdi
u has dimensionncinnc× (nci +1)nnc, Bli

u has dimensionnnnnc× (nci +
1)nnc, B

di
d has dimensionnnnnc× 2nnc, Cdi has dimensionnci ×ncinnc, andCnn

has dimensionnn×nnnnc. The transportation network statex at the next time step,
k+1, is determined using (3.7) as a function of the current network statex plus the
contribution due to the control actionu and the corresponding exogenous inputs
d capturing the external disturbances on the transportationnetwork. The control
actionu is the flow of commodities between nodes and is imposed through the
available infrastructure resources. Constraints (3.9)–(3.13) are necessary in this
framework for imposing the network structural layout and assumptions made:

Nonnegativity of States and Control Actions: negative storage and negative
control actions (flows) are not physically possible, which is imposed by
constraints (3.9)–(3.10);

Storage Capacity: each network node has to respect its own storage capacity,
this is captured in constraint (3.11);

Maximum Control Actions: the network structural layout in terms of available
hardware in quantity and type used to guarantee the desired flows is repre-
sented by constraint (3.12);

Feasible Control Actions: not all control actions that satisfy constraints (3.10)
and (3.12) are feasible. The control action has to respect the amount per
commodity in the related network node. Constraint (3.13) imposes this re-
lation.

The coupling between nodes and connections occurs physically at the center
nodes of the transportation network, this is mathematically captured by the last
row of Bu. This feature allows the extension of the proposed model fordifferent
number of nodes and connections, that is to say, different network structural lay-
outs. If no distinction is made concerning due times,ndtp = ndt = 1, matrixA
is the identity matrix with dimensionnyntu. The center nodes acts as integrators
without due times updates.

In the case thatndti is equal for all commodities it is possible to make use of
a more compact representation for the state-space matrices,

A = Iny ⊗
(
Intu ⊗Adt

)
(3.23)
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B = D(G)⊗
(
Intu ⊗Adt

)
(3.24)

Bui = D(G)⊗ Int (3.25)

where⊗ stands for the Kronecker matrix product,In is the identity matrix with
dimensionn, andD(G) is the incidence matrix of a graphG defined as (Mesbahi
and Egerstedt, 2010)

D(G) = [dij],wheredij =







-1 if vi is the tail ofej ,
1 if vi is the tail ofej ,
0 otherwise

(3.26)

The incidence matrixD(G) captures not only the adjacency relationships in the
graph, but also that the orientation of the graph itself. Theincidence matrix has a
column sum equal to zero, since every edge has to have exactlyone tail and one
head.

A generic framework to model different transportation network is intended but
adaptation can be required to accommodate modeling assumptions made for each
case scenario.

3.2.2 Flow Network Decomposition

Taking into account that real transportation networks may serve tens of center
nodes and handle hundreds of commodities it is critical to alleviate the computa-
tional burden when considering the sparse central model (3.7)–(3.15) to support
operations management.

A connection is by definition a path between two center nodes.Therefore
the interference of a single connection with the set of center nodes is done solely
at two nodes; upstream (source) and downstream (end) nodes.In order to take
advantage of the model structure (3.7)–(3.15), each connection present in the net-
work is described by a subsystem. A subsystemi is defined as the node collection
related to a connectioni plus the associated source and end nodes (Nabais et al.,
2013d). Two different subsystems are possible:

Transport Subsystem: responsible for moving commodities between different
locations. The source and end nodes are distinct center nodes. The connec-
tion nodesnci are used to capture the transport delay;

Production Subsystem: responsible for generating new commodities in the
transportation network. The production term is consideredin a broad per-
spective, e.g., bundling raw materials/commodities into anew volume gen-
erating a new commodity, which is typical to happen in supermarket supply
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chains. The source and end nodes can be the same node if raw materials
and manufactured goods are retrieved and delivered from andinto the same
center node respectively. The connection nodesnci are used to capture the
production time.

The state-space vectorxi for subsystemi will be composed of the correspond-
ing x̄j state-space vectors,

xi(k) =










x̄nCi
−nci+1(k)

x̄nCi
−nci+2(k)

...
x̄nCi

−1(k)

x̄nCi
(k)










, nCi
=

i∑

j=1

ncj , 1 ≤ i ≤ nc, (3.27)

with lengthncinnc belonging to state-space setXi and the control action vectorui

for subsystemi is given by the correspondinḡuj control action vectors,

ui(k) =










ūnUi
−nci

(k)

ūnUi
−nci+1(k)

...
ūnUi

−1(k)

ūnUi
(k)










, nUi
=

i∑

j=1

(
ncj + 1

)
, 1 ≤ i ≤ nc, (3.28)

with lengthnnc (nci + 1) belonging to setUi.
In this new perspective, the network state-space model (3.7)–(3.15) can be

written as,

xi(k + 1) = Adixi(k) +Bdi
u ui(k), i = 1, . . . , nc (3.29)

xnn(k + 1) = Annxnn(k) +
nc∑

i=1

Bli
uui(k) +

nu
n+nd

n∑

j=1

B
lj
d dj(k) (3.30)

wheredj is the disturbance vector related to the exogenous input over time for a
j source and end node with length2nnc, Adi andAnn are the state space matrices
for subsystemi and center nodes respectively, andxnn is the state-space vector for
the center nodes. In this representation the operations related to each subsystem
(connectioni = 1, . . . , nc) are represented in (3.29) and the network dynamic
coupling is present at the center nodes and is captured in (3.30).

The interference of a single connection into the set of center nodes is done
solely at two nodes. To model subsystemi taking into account the coupling exist-
ing at the center nodes, the state-spacexi is extended to include the upstream and
downstream center nodes for subsystemi,

xe
i (k) =

[
xi(k)
xi
nn(k)

]

, 1 ≤ i ≤ nc (3.31)
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wherexi
nn(k) =

[
(
xin
i (k)

)T
(xout

i (k))
T
]T

with xin
i andxout

i the state-space

vectors related to the source and end nodes for connectioni respectively. Using
this framework subsystemi will have nnc (nci + 2) states andnnc (nci + 1) con-
trol actions. For a production subsystem picking materialsand delivering goods
to the same center node the state-space length isnxi = nnc (nci + 1). The in-
cidence matrix for a connection (either a transport or production) as defined in
Figure 3.1(b) has a known structure,

D(G) =


















1 −1 0 . . . 0 0 0
0 1 −1 . . . 0 0 0
0 0 1 . . . 0 0 0
...

...
...

. . .
...

...
...

0 0 0 . . . −1 0 0
0 0 0 . . . 1 −1 0
0 0 0 . . . 0 1 −1
−1 0 0 . . . 0 0 0
0 0 0 . . . 0 0 1


















(3.32)

The state-space model for subsystemi, independent of its type, is given by

xe
i (k + 1) = Ae

ix
e
i(k) +Be

ui
ui(k) +Be

di
de
i(k)

+

nc∑

j=1,j 6=i

Be
ui,j

uj(k) (3.33)

ye
i (k) = Ce

ix
e
i (k),

xe
i (k) ≥ 0, (3.34)

ui(k) ≥ 0, (3.35)

ye
i (k) ≤ ye

max,i, (3.36)

Pe
uu,iui(k) ≤ umax,i, (3.37)

xe
i (k) ≥ Pe

xu,iui(k), (3.38)

whereye
i is the current quantity per commodity at subsystemi nodes,de

i is the ex-
ogenous input associated with subsystemi, ye

max,i is the maximum node capacity
for control agenti, umax,i represents the available transport/production resources
according to the transportation network structural layoutfor control agenti, Be

ui
,

Be
ui,j

Be
di

andCe
i are the state-space matrices for subsystemi, Pe

uu,i is the projec-
tion matrix from the control action setUi into the transport/production resource
set for control agenti,Pe

xu,i is the projection from the control action setU e
i into the

state-space setX e
i . Constraints (3.34)–(3.38) impose the transportation network

structural layout and assumptions made: the nonnegativityof states and flows is
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imposed by constraint (3.34) and (3.35), respectively, thenode storage capacity is
imposed by constraint (3.36), the maximum transport/production resources avail-
able are introduced using constraint (3.37), and constraint (3.38) guarantees that
the pulled amount per commodity is available at the respective source node. The
last term in (3.33) accounts for other subsystems interaction at the upstream and
downstream center nodes of subsystemi. This term is important to assure coop-
erative behavior among subsystems.

3.3 Network Case Studies

3.3.1 A Container Terminal

A node of a transportation network can contain itself a transportation network. In
this case, it is usual to categorize it as a subnetwork, whosenodes are sub-nodes
of the main transportation network. Consider the case of an intermodal container
terminal integrated in a container transportation network.

It is assumed that the container terminal will face an average week flow
around16800 TEU (tweenty-foot equivalent units), divided smoothly into im-
port and export flows. On a yearly basis the container terminal will face a flow
of 890× 103 TEU. Consider the following structural layout to face the desired
yearly throughput (see Figure 3.3):

• a quay area able to berth simultaneously two barges at maximum. Contain-
ers will be unloaded/loaded from/to barges by quay cranes. The maximum
handling capacity is of90 TEU/hour at the quay area. In berth area A the
maximum quay crane capacity of the terminal can be used whilefor berth
area B only a handling capacity of45 TEU/hour is available;

• there are two rail tracks in the area reserved for the train transport modality.
Containers will be unloaded/loaded from/to wagons using straddle carriers
and a maximum capacity of40 TEU/hour is available;

• an area reserved for the truck transport modality is also included with a
maximum capacity of serving30 TEU/hour.

For each individual connection a container flow is established consisting on
the following operations (see Figure 3.4):

1. unload containers from the connection respecting the demand;

2. transport containers from theUnload Areato the Import Areaat the con-
tainer terminal (this may imply a handling resource switch that will be exe-
cuted in theImport Shake Hands);
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Figure 3.4: Flow perspective for connectioni (i = 1, . . . , nc) of barge modality at
the intermodal container terminal.

3. rehandle containers from theImport Areato theExport Areaaccording to
the load demand forecast;

4. take containers from theExport Areato theLoad Area(this may imply a
handling resource switch that will be executed in theExport Shake Hands);

5. load containers into the connection.

The transfer towards theCentral Yardis realized by Straddle Carriers for all
transport modalities and is designed to sustain the maximumcontainer flow for
each modality. All containers arriving at the terminal are moved to theImport
Area at theCentral Yardand all containers that departure from the terminal by
some transport modality are taken from theExport Areaat theCentral Yard. The
rehandling of containers at theCentral Yardfrom theImport Areato theExport
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Terminal Gates Terminal Transfers

Handling Resource Capacity Handling Resource Capacity

Quay Cranes 90 TEU/h Quay - Yard 135 TEU/h

Berth A 90 TEU/h Rehandling 190 TEU/h

Berth B 45 TEU/h Train Gates - Yard 40 TEU/h

Train Gate A 40 TEU/h Truck Gates - Yard 30 TEU/h

Train Gate B 40 TEU/h Truck Gate 30 TEU/h

Table 3.1: Hinterland terminal handling resources.
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Figure 3.5: Intermodal container terminal network.

Areais done using Rail Mounted Gantry Cranes. The terminal handling resources
are given in Table 3.1. The available handling resources inside the terminal are
expressed as flows (TEU/unit time) in accordance with the flowperspective used
for modeling the terminal. Concerning the storage capacities, theCentral Yard
capacity is considered sufficiently large to never restrictterminal operations. The
Import/Export Shake Handsstorage capacities are limited to the respective un-
load/load maximum capacity for each carrier:90 TEU for barge A,45 TEU for
barge B,20 TEU for train A, 20 TEU for train B and30 TEU in single mode
for trucks. These terminal areas can not be used for storage purpose but only for
internal transport transfer.

The considered terminal structural layout is translated into the network graph
presented in Figure 3.5. In this graph there arenci = 5 exclusive nodes per
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Figure 3.6: Example of a supply chain with three commodities: products A, B,
and C. For the sake of readability the61 connection nodes are omitted.

connection, the containers are categorized intontu = 5 different commodities
(four destinations A, B, C, D, plus empty containers). No distinguish is made
concerning due timesndt = 1. The number of connections that can be served
simultaneously at the terminal isnc = 5. TheCentral Yardis a common node
to all connections and is responsible for the dynamic coupling. A total of 26
nodes are present at the terminal. For this setup the terminal is described by
130 states using the central model (3.7)–(3.15), or by30 states per subsystem if
the decomposed model (3.33)–(3.38) is used. More details about the terminal
handling resources and weekly schedules at the terminal areavailable in Nabais
et al. (2012c).

3.3.2 A Supply Chain

For illustration purposes, consider the supply chain (SC) presented in Figure 3.6.
The supply chain is divided into four levelsnl = 4 (source, consolidation center,
distribution center and end node levels) with a total ofnn = 11 center nodes
connected through a total ofnc = 17 connections. The supply chain transports
ntu = 3 commodities (products A, B and C) generated at dedicated sources, no
distinguish is made concerning due time,ndtp = ndt = 1. As particular features
the supply chain presents:

• the possibility to transport commodities between the distribution centers;

• there are some end nodes that can be served by more than one connection;

• available connections have different transport delays.

Using2 hours as time step size, the transport delay per connection is translated
into the required number of nodes to capture this phenomena (see Table 3.2– 3.3).
The end nodes are opened to clients from 8 am to 10 pm. The structural design of
the supply chain is out of the scope of this thesis.
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Parameters
From source nodes From node65

c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 c7

Transport [hours] 14 8 8 8 14 8 8

Source node 62 62 63 64 64 65 65

End node 65 65 65 65 65 66 67

Nodes (nci) 6 3 3 3 6 3 3

Flows 7 4 4 4 7 4 4

Transport cost 1 5 5 5 1 5 5

Transport capacity 260 100 100 100 260 80 80

Table 3.2: Connection details for the considered supply chain.

Parameters
From node66 From node67

c8 c9 c10 c11 c12 c13 c14 c15 c16 c17

Transport [hours] 6 8 12 10 8 8 10 12 8 6

Source node 66 66 66 66 66 67 67 67 67 67

End node 68 69 70 71 67 66 69 70 71 72

Nodes (nci) 2 3 5 4 3 3 4 5 3 2

Flows 3 4 6 5 4 4 5 6 4 3

Transport cost 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5

Transport capacity 30 30 30 30 10 10 30 30 30 30

Table 3.3: Connection details for the considered supply chain (continuation).
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(a) Manufacturing supply chain overview. (b) Detail at the manufacturing node77.

Figure 3.7: Manufacturing supply chain with6 commodities:3 raw materials and
3 manufactured goods.

3.3.3 A Manufacturing Supply Chain

For illustration purposes, the manufacturing supply chain(MSC) represented in
Figure 3.7 is used, which is inspired in the supply chain presented in Nabais et al.
(2013h). Here the consolidation center has been replaced bya plant manufactur-
ing three goods (Figure 3.7(b)). The MSC has four levelsnl = 4 (source, manu-
facturing, distribution and end node levels) with a total ofnn = 11 center nodes
connected through a total ofnc = 20 connections including production lines. The
MSC transportsnt = 6 commodities; three raw materials (commodities A, B and
C) generated at dedicated sources (center nodes74 to 76) and three manufactured
goods which are produced at center node77 using three production lines (c18 to
c20 for commodities E, D, and F respectively). The distributioncenters (nodes78
and79) and the end node82 receive all commodities whilst the end nodes80, 81,
83, and84 only receive manufactured goods.

The inventory level over the MSC are monitored every2 hours. A time step of
2 hours is used. The transport/production delay per connection is translated into
the required number of nodes to capture the phenomena, see Table 3.4. For other
connections details see Table 3.2–3.4. The end nodes are opened to clients from 8
am to 10 pm.

3.4 Modeling Network Nodes

From a macroscopic perspective, the different economical partners present in
transportation networks (Rodrigue et al., 2009), can be categorized into two main
classes: 1) the hubs where cargo is stored and can face a transport modality switch
towards the final destination and 2) the transport operatorswhich offer transport
capacity over different modalities between the existing hubs. Although all part-
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Parameters
Production

c18 c19 c20

Source node 77 77 77

End node 77 77 77

Nodes (nci) 2 4 6

Flows 3 5 7

Transport [hours] 6 10 14

Transport cost 0 0 0

Transport capacity 40 40 40

Table 3.4: Connection details for the manufacturing supplychain.

ners contribute to the main objective of a transportation network – deliver com-
modities – each one has its own objectives and conflicting objectives can arise. In
this section attention is given to the modeling of interactions between the trans-
portation network nodes and the surroundings, e.g., between an intermodal hub
and the transport operators that provide the transport capacity.

3.4.1 Simple Nodes

A simple node can be for example a container terminal, a distribution center or
more generally an intermodal hub acting without the direct influence of other in-
termodal hubs or partners. Decisions regarding moving cargo are related to some
cargo property. Common cargo properties are: destination,due time, weight,
volume, dimension, safety hazard, temperature. Cargo should be categorized ac-
cording to the features that are important from the node perspective. In this thesis,
the cargo presented at nodes is categorized into two main classes:

Time Unvarying Class: cargo destination – allows cargo assignment to routes
such that the final destination is reachable;

Time Varying Class: due time to destination – used to include due time as a
distinguishing factor between cargo that has the same destination.

The complete set of commodities will be given by the combination of both classes
presented above. The volume (potential) of cargo at a given node can only change
due to cargo arrivals or cargo departures. A cargo balance atthe node is sufficient
to capture this behavior (see Figure 3.8). For each destination i a state-space
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Figure 3.8: Cargo balance at a node.

vectorxi is defined. This vector is used for creating the node state-space vectorx,

xi(k) =










xi1(k)
...

xij(k)
...

xindti (k)










,x(k) =








x1(k)
x2(k)

...
xntu(k)







, (3.39)

wherexij(k) represents the amount of cargo with final destinationi and due time
j at time stepk, ndti is the number of different due times (a time-varying prop-
erty) considered for commodityi, andntu is the number of different destinations
handled (a time unvarying property). The state-space dimension is given by

nx =
ntu∑

i=1

ndti . (3.40)

The control action is the assignment of cargo to different transport connec-
tions. So, for each connectionm at the intermodal hub (of truck, barge, train,
or other modality), it is necessary to specify the cargo quantity uij that is going
to be assigned per destinationi and due timej. The control action associated to
connectionm is denoted byum, and all control actions per connection are merged
to form the hub control action vectoru,

um(k) =










u11(k)
...

uij(k)
...

nntundt,tu(k)










, u(k) =








u1(k)
u2(k)

...
unm(k)







, (3.41)

wherenm is the number of available transport connections at time step k, and
ndt,tu = ndtntu

is the number of due times for destinationntu. For each single
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available connection there arenx decision variables. The control action dimen-
sionnu(k) = nxnm(k) is made time-varying. The number of connectionsnm(k)
available at the node may vary over time corresponding to different schedules.

Finally, the node model is based on the amount conservation per commodity
with due time updates, and is given by,

x(k + 1) = Ax(k) +Bku(k) +Bdd(k) (3.42)

y(k) = Cx(k) (3.43)

x(k) ≥ 0 (3.44)

Bk ∈ Bm (3.45)

whered is the disturbance vector related to the cargo arrival for the current time
step with dimensionnx and is interpreted as an exogenous input,y is the total
amount per destination, matrixA is related to the container storage with dimen-
sionnx × nx, matrixBk is related to the outgoing flow of containers and is time
varying depending on the current connection schedule with dimensionnx×nu(k),
Bd is related to the incoming flow of containers and has dimension nx × nx,
Bm is the set of all possible connection schedules at the hub with dimensionnα.
Model (3.42)–(3.45) contains the information that should be used in order to de-
fine the cargo assignment for the current time step. The state-space matrixA
responsible for due time updates per commodity type is givenby,

A =






A1 . . . 0
...

. . .
...

0 . . . Antu




 ,Ai =










0 1 0 . . . 0
0 0 1 . . . 0
...

...
...

. . .
...

0 0 0 . . . 1
0 0 0 . . . 0










ndti
×ndti

(3.46)

The following assumptions are made in the proposed approach:

• between time stepsk andk + 1 it is not allowed to change the assigned
cargo, therefore the cargo assignment is done at the beginning of each time
step and stands over the sample time;

• all cargo arriving at time stepk will only be assigned at the next time step
k + 1.

Lost cargo is the amount of cargo that is not assigned at time stepk such that
the due time to destination is guaranteed. The lost cargo at each time step is the
difference between the amount of cargo at riskxri (of not respecting the due time
to destination) and the amount of cargo at risk assigned

xlost(k) = xri(k)−Bdt,ku(k) = Adt,kx(k)−Bdt,ku(k) (3.47)
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where the matrix pairAdt,k, Bdt,k takes into account only the available connec-
tions to respect the due time without tolerance and depends on the available sched-
ule at time stepk. Lost cargo can be used as an indicator of client satisfaction and
operations management performance. Consider the state-space vector for the ac-
cumulated lost cargo over time,

xlost(k) =






xlost,1(k)
...

xlost,ntu(k)




 . (3.48)

The proposed model (3.42)–(3.45) is augmented to include information about
the lost cargoover time. The new state-space vector for the node is given by
xag(k) =

[
xT(k) xT

lost(k)
]T

. The augmented state-space model is based on
cargo volume conservation and due time updates and is given by

xag(k + 1) = Aag,kxag(k) +Bag,ku(k) +Bag,dd(k) (3.49)

y(k) = Cagxag(k) (3.50)

xag(k) ≥ 0 (3.51)

Bag,k ∈ Bm (3.52)

wherey is the cargo amount per destination, matricesAag,k,Bag,k,Bag,d, andCag

are the state-space matrices

Aag,k =

[
A 0

0 I+Adt,k

]

,Bag,k =

[
Bk

Bdt,k

]

, (3.53)

Bag =

[
Bd

0

]

,Cag =
[
C 0

]
. (3.54)

The lost cargo at each time step depends on the cargo due time and the minimum
transport time to a given destination which is captured by matricesAag,k andBag,k

and is specific for each schedule inBm.

3.4.2 Complex Node

A complex node describes a group of partners confined at a physical location.
An example is the case of a seaport acting as a gateway betweenthe hinterland
network and overseas trade (see node A in Figure 3.9). At a seaport, different
commodities are handled such as containers, dry bulk and liquid cargo, and gen-
eral cargo. For each type of cargo there can be more than one terminal available.
In seaports, the cargo assignment to the existent hinterland transport network de-
pends on some cargo properties. It is assumed that cargo in complex nodes is
categorized in respect to three classes:
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Figure 3.10: Seaport A as a network of terminals.

Time Unvarying Classes:

• cargo destination,nde is the number of available destinations in the
transport network where the seaport is integrated;

• cargo type,nct is the number of different cargo types at the seaport,
for example, dry bulk, liquid bulk, containers and general cargo;

Time Varying Class: cargo due time to destination,ndt is the number of different
due times considered, typically measured in days.

The number of time unvarying commodities is given byntu = nctnde.
The complex node can be seen as a collection of the existingN sub-nodes at

the main node (see Figure 3.10). Each sub-node has its own state-space vectorxi,
cargo arrival patterndi, and cargo assignment vectorui. The seaport state-space
vector is given by

x(k) =

N∑

i=1

Ppx,ixi(k) (3.55)
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with lengthntundt wherePpx,i is the projection from the sub-nodei state-space
setXi into the node state-space setX . The sub-node state-space vector has length
nx,i = ndndt if the sub-node is dedicated to one cargo type solely. The cargo
arrival is considered an exogenous input and disturbs each sub-node state. The
cargo arrival at the node is given by

d(k) =
N∑

i=1

Ppd,idi(k) (3.56)

with lengthntundt wherePpd,i is the projection from the sub-nodei disturbance
setDi into the node disturbance setD. The cargo arrival pattern at each sub-node
di has lengthnx,i. The control action of each sub-node is to assign the amount
of cargo per type, destination and due time to each connection at the node. The
number of available connectionsnm(k) at the node at time stepk is considered
time-varying to allow different schedules over time. The cargo assignment at a
node is given by

u(k) =
N∑

i=1

Ppu,iui(k) (3.57)

with lengthnu(k) = nmntundt wherePpu,i is the projection from the sub-nodei
control action setUi into the node control action setU . The node statex, cargo
arrival d, and cargo assignmentu can be separable in terms of the sub-nodes
within it. The coupling is present in the form or available resourcesΘ – transport
capacity – at the node, so the following relation should holdat each time stepk,
among sub-nodes,

u(k) =

N∑

i=1

Ppu,iui(k) ≤ Θ(k). (3.58)

Each sub-node inside the node is modeled based on cargo quantity conserva-
tion and due time updates and is given by,

xi(k + 1) = Aixi(k) +Bk,iui(k) +Bd,idi(k) (3.59)

yi(k) = Cixi(k) (3.60)

xi(k) ≥ 0 (3.61)

Bk,i ∈ Bm (3.62)

whereyi is the sub-node cargo quantity per destination, matricesAi, Bk,i, Bd,i,
andCi are the state-space matrices, andBm is the set of all possible connection
schedules at the sub-node with dimensionnα. MatrixBk,i is related to the outflow
of cargo and is assumed time-varying due to the possibility of different transport
schedules over time.
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3.5 Case Studies for Network Nodes

3.5.1 Intermodal Container Terminal

Consider a terminal integrated in a transport network composed of3 different
classes of terminals (see Figure 3.9):3 hinterland terminals (B, C, D),3 over sea
terminals (E, F, G) and1 deep sea terminal (A) acting as a gateway to the hinter-
land. According to the hinterland networknde = 4, terminal A is also an available
final destination. One full day (24 hours) is considered as the time interval for
model (3.49)–(3.52). So, at the beginning of the day the cargo assignment deci-
sion will be made based on the known information at that time:the terminal state
and the arrival forecast or prediction. All cargo arriving at the terminal is catego-
rized with respect to the final destination, and for each a distinguish based on the
due time is made. There are three due times (from1 to 3 days at maximum), so
ndt = 3 for all destinations.

The focus is on the interactions between the terminal and thesurroundings,
that is to say what connections are available at the terminalto support the outgoing
cargo. The transport modal split indicates how the different transport modalities
are used for the outgoing cargo at container hubs. It is assumed that there are two
quay areas for barges (Barge A and Barge B), two train gates (Train A and Train B)
and finally truck gate (Trucks). For more details on the terminal structural layout
see Section 3.3.1. The complete model hasnx = 12 states andnu = 16× 4× 3 =
192 control actions.

In this network we assume that four different routes are possible: Route 1,
R1: (A, B, D); Route 2,R2: (A, B, C, D); Route 3,R3: (A, C, D) and Route 4,
R4: (A, C, B, D). Once routes are known it is important to set which routes are
available for each terminal gate and the respective destination and transport time,
see Tables 3.5–3.6. Regarding the truck connections, departures in the morning
can reach all destinations in one day while afternoon departures reach destination
A in one day and all the other destinations are reachable in two days. A total of
16 daily connections are available,nm = 16. The terminal is able to export a
maximum of1430 TEU daily. However, the maximum capacity considering a one
day due time is only890 TEU. Terminal C is the terminal with the lowest capacity
to deliver cargo to with a one day due time, only350 TEU.

3.5.2 Seaport

Consider a seaport integrated in a transport network composed of 4 intermodal
container terminals (see node A in Figure 3.9). Figure 3.11 presents the seaport
schematics showing the existence of three terminalsT1 to T3 and the relations to
the available transport modalities for moving containers towards the hinterland.
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Departure
Berth A Berth B

Route Due time Route Due time

Morning R1 B1 D1 R1 B1 D1

Afternoon R2 B1 C2 D2 R4 C1 B2 D2

Evening R3 C2 D2 R3 C2 D2

Table 3.5: Barge scheduled connections with transport time(B1 means destination
B is reachable in1 day).

Departure
Train Gate A Train Gate B

Route Due time Route Due time

0− 6 hours R1 B1 D1 R3 C1 D1

6− 12 hours R2 B1 C1 D1 R4 C1 B1 D1

12− 18 hours R3 C1 D2 R1 B1 D2

18− 24 hours R3 C2 B2 D2 R2 B2 C2 D2

Table 3.6: Train scheduled connections with transport time(B1 means destination
B is reachable in1 day).
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Figure 3.11: Seaport A structure and transport modalities available.

Cooperation at the seaport is beneficial for all economical actors: 1) the seaport
will assume the role of a reliable gateway to the hinterland where clients can have
multiple choices in dispatching their cargo; 2) the terminal will be integrated in a
reliable network free of congestion and therefore can increase the cargo through-
put, and finally 3) for the transport operator it is preferable to use all transport
capacity and suffer less waiting times between terminals. Acentralized coop-
eration approach is not likely to happen due to several business drawbacks. An
economical partner does not want to share all information with a third partner and
let this partner to take decisions. There is an autonomy issue present. Node A is
also an available final destination, sonde = 4. There are three due times for all
destinations (from1 to 3 days at maximum), sondt = 3. Model (3.59)–(3.62) has
nx = 12 states. Regarding the terminal structural layout, equal for all terminals
(see Section 3.3.1), there are three transport modalities present at the terminal:
two quay areas for barges, two train gates and finally the truck gate. One full day
(24 hours) is considered as the time step for model (3.59)–(3.62). Cargo quantities
are measured in TEU.

The network connections are the same as considered for one single terminal
in Section 3.5.1. For minimum transport times per modality and destination see
Table 3.5–3.6. Regarding truck connections, departures inthe morning can reach
all destinations in one day while afternoon departures reach destination A in one
day and all other destinations are reachable in two days. Forsimplicity only one
schedule for daily connections is usednα = 1. A total of16 daily connections are
available,nm = 16. There arenu = 16×4×3 = 192 control actions. Destination
A is only reachable by truck modality which means that this modality will have at
least a share equal to the share of cargo to destination A.
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3.6 Conclusions and Discussion

Following a flow perspective a centralized model for transportation networks with
multiple commodities concerning time unvarying and time-varying properties is
proposed. Two distinct types of nodes are considered: center nodes for locations
with storage capacity and connections nodes to capture the transport phenom-
ena with limited storage capacity. Potential and flux information is gathered into
the model. If connections nodes are numbered in apush-pullflow perspective a
highly structured model can be obtained with no additional effort. This inspired
the main system decomposition into smaller subsystems, theso-called transport
or production subsystems. This framework was used to capture either the dy-
namics of spatially distributed networks such as (manufacturing) supply chains or
spatially confined networks such as a container terminal. Inthe latter case, the
container terminal is a node of a wider network – the container terminal network
– and the container flow network used to describe the flows inside it is named a
subnetwork of the the container terminal network.

The transportation network was also addressed using a node perspective. In
this case the focus was on the interactions between the node and the surrounding.
A node can belong to one of two types: a simple node where only one element ex-
ists or a complex node where several similar elements co-exists. In the latter case,
the different elements are named sub-nodes. Interactions of a (sub-)node with its
surroundings can be divided into two types: direct interaction with the transport
provider or interaction with other sub-nodes at its vicinity that also interact with
the same transport provider. Therefore, from a node perspective, decisions are
related to assigning cargo to the transport capacity at its disposal. A simple lin-
ear model based on volume conservation and due time update todescribe cargo
evolution at nodes is proposed. The model was applied to a node composed of a
single element or composed of multiple elements.



Chapter 4

Fault Diagnosis in Transportation
Corridors

After addressing continuous-time flow networks in Chapter 2, and discrete-time
flow networks in Chapter 3, in this Chapter fault diagnosis intransportation cor-
ridors is addressed. Section 4.1 presents an overview of theinformation available
in transportation networks. The multi-agent architecturefor fault diagnosis in
transportation networks is proposed in Section 4.2. The main system is broken
down into smaller subsystems to which an agent is assigned. Each agent in the ar-
chitecture is running the Distributed Fault Isolation (DFI) algorithm with limited
communications to the neighboring agents. In Section 4.3 the proposed multi-
agent architecture is extended to water conveyance networks. In Section 4.3.1
typical faults considered in water conveyance systems are presented. A Sensor
Fault Isolation (SFI) algorithm for diagnosing water depthsensor faults at water
conveyance systems is proposed in Section 4.3.4. The process fault diagnosis is
presented in Section 4.3.5, including a fault intensity estimation. The ability of
the proposed multi-agent architecture to diagnose different fault classes is vali-
dated with experimental data collected from an experimental canal in Section 4.4.
A controller scheme to accommodate the downstream water depth sensor fault is
proposed in Section 4.4.5.

Parts of this chapter have been published in Nabais et al. (2012b,a, 2013b).

4.1 Introduction

Infrastructures as water or gas distribution networks, traffic networks and supply
chains are some examples of flow transportation networks. These complex sys-
tems are usually spatially distributed crossing differentdistricts. As main features
they exhibit a transport delay and a storage ability. The necessary higher system
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performance, the increase on transport demand, and more demanding clients lead
to a complexity increase of transportation networks. Safety and reliability become
important system requirements. The quality of service is a priority in these sys-
tems. The existence of undetected faults, in particular outflows, compromises the
overall system efficiency. The distributed character and large-scale together with
many dynamic uncertainties make the fault diagnosis task a great challenge.

Different approaches have been developed in Fault Detection and Isolation
(FDI). Physical or hardware redundancy methods are a traditional approach to
fault diagnosis which use multiple sensors, actuators and components to measure
and control a particular variable. Major problems encountered with these meth-
ods are the extra equipment and maintenance cost, as well as the additional space
required to accommodate the equipment (Isermann and Ball, 1997). This disad-
vantage increased the necessity of using other methods, more user friendly and
cheaper. Analytical or functional redundancy methods can be used instead. These
methods use redundant analytical relationships among various measured variables
of the monitored system (Chen and Patton, 1999). In the analytical redundancy
scheme, the resulting difference generated from the comparison of different vari-
ables is called residual or symptom signal.

4.1.1 Faults in Transportation Network Corridors

Transportation networks are generally composed of two typeof components; links
responsible for the transport phenomena (flux) and nodes where hardware com-
ponents are located for control reasons allowing some storage ability (potential).
Figure 4.1 shows an elementary subsystemi, of a generic transportation network,
composed of linki and nodei, whereṁi−1 is flow at nodei− 1, ṁi is the flow at
nodei, ωi is the outflow along linki. The control goal is typically the regulation

link i-1

�
�✒ωi−1

✫✪
✬✩ṁi−1✲

nodei-1 link i

�
�✒ωi

✫✪
✬✩

subsystemi

ṁi✲

nodei

�
�✒ωi+1

link i+1

Figure 4.1: Schematic of an elementary subsystem of a transportation network.

of the potential variable (liquid level in the case of a free surface flow, pressure for
pipelines, the quantity of stored products...) through themanipulation of the flow
variable. The potential variable, regulated by an automatic controller, contains
limited information to fault detection and isolation. The flow variable, which is a
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decision taken by the automatic controller, can be used to access the current sys-
tem state. The flow can be easily estimated from the knowledgeof the hardware
structure present in each node. Based on a flow approach two different faults can
be isolated,

Outflow fault F i
O: this fault accounts for the interaction between the subsystem

and the surroundings, namely through unmeasured (unauthorized) with-
drawals. As a consequence, the mass is no longer being conserved in the
subsystem;

Hardware fault F i
H : can be due to some hardware break with impact in the local

flow estimation but without any interaction with the surroundings. The mass
is still being conserved for the overall system. However, for the subsystem,
using a wrongly estimated flow, the mass is no longer being conserved.

In case of either an outflow fault or a hardware fault being isolated at the subsys-
tem, it is said that a faultFP has been detected at the subsystem.

4.2 Multi-Agent Architecture for Fault Diagnosis

The multi-agent architecture starts by dividing the transportation network into a
set of subsystems (composed of a link and the corresponding downstream node) to
which an agent is assigned to execute the subsystem fault diagnosis (Negenborn,
2007). Through this distributed approach, the communication of a large amount of
data into a single decision center to execute the system fault diagnosis is avoided.
Information exchange is thus limited to neighbor agents leading to a reduction of
communications in the overall system. Each agent will run the Distributed Fault
Isolation (DFI) algorithm, based on the mass balance principle, and is able to
distinguish between outflow and hardware faults (see Section 4.1.1).

4.2.1 Fault Detection

The mass balance equation for a transportation subsystem captures the relevant
dynamics through the following relation (Weyer, 2001),

d

dt
Vi(t) = ṁi−i(t)− ṁi(t)− ωi(t) (4.1)

whereVi is the amount per commodity along linki plus nodei, andt stands for
the continuous time (see Figure 4.1). When an automatic control system is im-
plemented associated to a transportation subsystem, for regulation of the potential
at the node, it is reasonable to consider that the variation in the amount per com-
modity is close to zero at the node. Moreover, the objective of a transport link is
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to move commodities between nodes and not to store them. Assume, the change
in the amount per commodity at the link and nodei is negligible, d

dt
V (t) ≈ 0.

Considering discrete timek, the previous equation can be written as,

ṁi−1(k − τi)− ṁi(k)− ωi(k) = 0. (4.2)

whereτi is the transport delay from nodei−1 to nodei. Using flow estimations it
is possible for a given agenti to determine the mass balance residual at subsystem
i,

ωi(k) = ṁi−1(k − τi)− ṁi(k). (4.3)

For now, assume that the existing fault is located at subsystemi and the surround-
ing subsystems (i− 1 andi+ 1) are fault free. A positive value forωi reveals the
presence of an outflow and a negative value indicates an inflow. A mass balance
alarmfωi

will be triggered if a thresholdδωi
is violated,

{
ωi(k) ≥ δωi

(k) ⇒ fωi
(k) = 1

ωi(k) < δωi
(k) ⇒ fωi

(k) = 0
(4.4)

For fault detection, agenti needs to communicate with the upstream agenti − 1
to receive information about the upstream inflow.

4.2.2 Fault Isolation

The mass balance residual determined by agenti is not sufficient to isolate an
outflow fault at subsystemi. The alarmfωi

(k) can be triggered if the related
hardware is in a faulty mode. It is important to note that hardware faults located
at nodei do have impact on the estimated flow done by agenti. The flow at nodei
is used either by agenti and agenti+ 1 to determine the mass balance residual at
subsystemi and subsystemi+1. Consider the mass balance residual at subsystem
i. Substituting in the mass balance residual for subsystemi+ 1 one obtains:

ωi+1(k) = ṁi−1(k − τi − τi+1)− ωi(k − τi+1)− ṁi+1(k) (4.5)

If the mass is being conserved for the overall system, all node flows are identical,
and the relation simplifies toωi+1(k) = −ωi(k − τi+1) which is consistent with
the fact that a hardware fault has an opposite impact on the mass balance residuals
determined by adjacent agents. This information can be usedto proceed with fault
isolation and requires communication between agenti and agenti+1. Define the
extended mass balance residual:

∆ωi(k) = ωi(k − τi+1) + ωi+1(k). (4.6)
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An extended mass alarmf∆ωi
will be triggered if a thresholdδ∆ωi

is violated,
{

∆ωi(k) ≥ δ∆ωi
(k) ⇒ f∆ωi

(k) = 1
∆ωi(k) < δ∆ωi

(k) ⇒ f∆ωi
(k) = 0

(4.7)

Once the alarms for mass balancefωi
and extended mass balancef∆ωi

have been
determined, agenti is responsible for subsystemi fault diagnosis. The trans-
port delay has to be taken into account when combining both residual alarms, so
fωi

(k − τi+1) is combined withf∆ωi
(k) leading to 4 scenarios (see Table 4.1).

Some assumptions are made:

1. if a fault is present at subsystemi the alarmfωi
is triggered. In this case,

agenti will use the information contained in the alarmf∆ωi
to isolate the

fault;

• if f∆ωi
is triggered then agenti considers that subsystemi is facing an

outflow;

• if f∆ωi
is not triggered this means that agentsi andi + 1 have deter-

mined symmetrical flow variations, the existent fault is necessarily due
to a bad flow estimation, the hardware fault at subsystemi is isolated;

2. in casefωi
is not triggered it is assumed that there is no fault present at

subsystemi. Wheneverf∆ωi
is triggered, agenti assumes that this is due to

a fault located at the downstream subsystem which is responsibility of agent
i+ 1.

fωi
(k − τi+1) f∆ωi

(k) Detection Isolation
0 0 fault free
0 1 fault free
1 0 F i

P = 1 F i
H̄
= 1

1 1 F i
P = 1 F i

O = 1

Table 4.1: Fault diagnosis at agenti using the DFI algorithm.

Agent i only needs to evaluate two mass balances (4.3) and (4.6) to execute the
DFI algorithm. Equation (4.6) can be written using only flow information,

∆ωi(k) = ṁi−1(k − τi − τi+1)− ṁi+1(k) (4.8)

which is equivalent to compute the mass balance directly between nodei − 1
and nodei + 1. Agenti only needs node flow estimations from agenti − 1 and
i + 1 to run the DFI algorithm. Fault isolation is done by agenti establishing
communication solely with the upstream and downstream agents.
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Flow
Agent

i− 1 i i+ 1

fωi−1
f∆ωi−1

fωi
f∆ωi

fωi+1
f∆ωi+1

ṁi−2 X X

ṁi−1 X X X

ṁi X X X X

ṁi+1 X X

ṁi+2 X

Table 4.2: Impact of estimated node flows into residualsfωi
andf∆ωi

.

4.2.3 Correction Due to Neighbor Faults

So far, the presented algorithm assumes that the existing fault is located at sub-
systemi and the surrounding subsystems (i − 1 andi + 1) are fault free. If all
information agenti receives is assumed to be true, then the fault diagnosis can be
done in parallel with other agents. When a hardware fault affects the flow esti-
mation of the upstream agent, this erroneous information affects the downstream
agent diagnosis (see Table 4.2).

Each residual at agenti has as reference the upstream flow,ṁi−1, which mo-
tivates an upstream to downstream approach. Once a hardwarefault is detected
at agenti, the agent should communicate with the downstream agent theresid-
ual (4.3). Instead of all having agents solving the DFI algorithm in a parallel way,
agents will solve the DFI algorithm in a hierarchical way. Finally, the hierarchical
approach for agenti leads to the update of (4.3) by the following relation:

{
ωi(k) = ṁi−1(k − τi)− ṁi(k) , F i−1

H̄
(k) = 0

ωi(k) = ṁi−1(k − τi)− ṁi(k) + ωi−1(k − τi) , F i−1
H̄

(k) = 1
(4.9)

and the extended mass balance residual (4.8) is updated by:

{
∆ωi(k) = ṁi−1(k − τ∆)− ṁi+1(k) , F i−1

H̄
(k) = 0

∆ωi(k) = ṁi−1(k − τ∆)− ṁi+1(k) + ωi−1(k − τ∆) , F i−1
H̄

(k) = 1
(4.10)

whereτ∆ = τi + τi+1. When a hardware fault is present at subsystemi − 1 the
hierarchical correction can be seen as a mass balance extended towards the up-
stream direction neglecting the faulty hardware. Figure 4.2 presents a schematic
configuration of the DFI algorithm which is described in Algorithm 3 from an
agent perspective. Agenti is able to isolate an external outflow fault and a hard-
ware fault communicating only to neighbor agents. With thisfeature a distributed
fault diagnosis for the transportation corridor is achieved.
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Figure 4.2: Schematics of the Distributed Fault Isolation (DFI) algorithm.

Algorithm 3 Distributed Fault Isolation (DFI – following an agent perspective)
1: repeat
2: estimate local flowṁi

3: send the estimated flow to the upstream agent
4: receive a flow estimation from the downstream agent
5: receive the estimated flow, the mass balance residual (4.3) and

fault diagnosis from the upstream agent
6: determine the residuals using (4.9) and (4.10)
7: determine the triggered alarms using (4.4) and (4.7)
8: diagnose the subsystem state using the rules in Table 4.1
9: communicate the estimated flow, the mass residual (4.3) and fault

diagnosis to the downstream agent
10: communicate the diagnosis to a coordinator
11: until final time is reached
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Figure 4.3: Block diagram for adaptive thresholds.

4.2.4 Fault Estimation

The residuals generated by the DFI algorithm can be used to get an estimation of
the fault intensity. Using the mass balance information available from (4.3), agent
i can have an estimation of the outflow fault present at subsystemi, in the form of
a commodity withdrawal. The estimation can be determined asfollows,

F̂ i
O(k) = ωi(k) · F i

O(k) (4.11)

An estimation of the impact of a hardware fault at subsystemi can be determined
by agenti as follows,

F̂ i
Hg
(k) = ωi(k) · F i

Hg
(k). (4.12)

In case of a node obstruction, (4.12) gives an estimation on how to update the
maximum admissible flow at that subsystem.

4.2.5 Robustness to False Alarms

The use of adaptive thresholds is convenient to handle the assumption that the
variation in the amount per commodity at subsystemi is negligible during tran-
sients (Isermann, 2011). This assumption is affected by thefeedback controller
behavior while rejecting outflows or accommodating hardware faults. Recently
adaptive thresholds were proposed in in Puig et al. (2008) and in Hashemi and Pisu
(2011). In this thesis agenti uses the adaptive thresholds proposed in Höfling and
Isermann (1996) which enables an easy implementation in PLC(Programmable
Logic Controller), commonly used in transportation networks, and requires a low
computational effort. The threshold is composed of three components (see Fig-
ure 4.3):

• a constant termδu0 which should account for the uncertainty in measure-
ments due to sensor noise;

• a linear termδlin to account for deviations from the nominal measurement;
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• a dynamical term to account for transients induced by the feedback con-
troller when rejecting an outflow or accommodating a hardware fault. The
contribution is divided into a high pass filter and a low pass filter. The domi-
nating time constant of the process sets the guideline to select time constants
τ1 andτ3. The high frequency gainτ2

τ1
of the high pass filter is set based on

the model uncertainty.

Setting the parameters of the adaptive threshold is dependent on the infrastructure
and the feedback controller performance.

Algorithm DFI make its decision algebraically at each time step, which may
generate a large quantity of false alarms due to model uncertainty, transients, and
sensor noise. In order to reduce the number of false alarms the approach is im-
proved with the capability of incorporate some process knowledge related to the
subsystem transport delay to activate the alarms. A moving window is applied by
agenti to each alarm,

ε(k) =

∑τ=τa
τ=0 f(k − τ)

τa + 1
(4.13)

and the alarm is triggered at time stepk, f(k) = 1 if ξ < ε(k) ≤ 1, whereξ
is the minimum admissible ratio between the number of triggered alarms inside
the moving window and the window size. The window sizeτa should take into
account the subsystem transport delay, i.e. the longer the transportation corridor
the larger value ofτa. If ξ is centered then the behavior is symmetrical to trigger
and clear the alarm. Ifξ > 0.5 is used than the alarm will take more time to be
triggered than to be cleared.

4.2.6 Discussion

The DFI algorithm takes as assumption that the transportation subsystem is being
controlled by a feedback controller. Under this assumptionthe variation of amount
per commodity in a transportation subsystem can be considered negligible,d

dt
V ≈

0 in (4.1). Moreover, the amount per commodity at the link onlychanges while
moving commodities between nodes.

Fault intensity plays an important role concerning fault detection and isola-
tion. The existing fault should have an intensity such that the impact, on mass
balance residuals is not confused with sensor noise. The fault intensity is critical
when faults of different classes are present at the same or inneighboring transport
subsystems, due to opposed symptoms that can cancel each other. Apart from
fault intensity combinations, the algorithm can detect andisolate the presence of
outflows and hardware faults at a given transportation subsystem or along a trans-
portation corridor.
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A limitation arises when an outflow and a hardware fault are present at a sub-
system at the same time. In this case, the DFI algorithm can only isolate one
fault class, the fault isolation will return a single fault of a class depending on the
residuals generated. The fault isolation is done partially.

4.3 Fault Diagnosis in Water Canals

Regulation of water depths in canal pools based on feedback controllers can lead
to improvements in water spillage (Malaterre and Baume, 1998; Schuurmanns
et al., 1999; Litrico et al., 2005; Weyer, 2008). Three different type of faults are
commonly encountered on water canal networks (Bedjaoui et al., 2006): (1) out-
flows at a given pool, (2) actuator faults and (3) water depth sensor faults. Locally,
a water depth sensor or an actuator fault can have a similar impact as an outflow.
Although feedback controllers may accommodate gate faults, they are not de-
signed for this purpose. For instance, even if a gate fault isaccommodated, the
system shifts from its nominal operating condition possibly leading to unwanted
interactions with neighboring water structures. In case ofa water depth sensor
fault the water canal network will no longer deliver the agreed volume of water
to the client and service can be compromised, with possible impact on system
integrity.

Fault diagnosis in water canal networks is a current active research field.
In Bedjaoui et al. (2006) a fault detection and isolation scheme based on a bank
of observers is proposed to detect and isolate non simultaneous faults. Unmea-
sured outflows are distinguished from other faults in Bedjaoui et al. (2008) using
data reconciliation based on Kalman filtering, but additional measurements for
the flow velocity are required. The leak detection presentedin Weyer and Bastin
(2008) is based on a volume mass model and generates a residual representing the
mismatch between the model and the observed data although noconsiderations
about other faults are considered. In Bedjaoui et al. (2009)a Luenberger type
observer based on Saint-Venant equations is used to estimate the size of a water
leak. In Bedjaoui and Weyer (2011) a comparison between different approaches
for leak detection, estimation, isolation and localization is presented, having as
limitation the assumption that only a single sensor fault and leak may occur. Fault
tolerant control in irrigation canals has been tackled by Choy and Weyer (2008) in
an approach based on observers and reconfiguration control to mitigate the pres-
ence of a fault.
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4.3.1 Faults in Water Canals

Water canals are usually set to work with desired water depths at specific locations
which are controlled using hydraulic structures such as gates. The following faults
in water canals can be found (Bedjaoui et al., 2006),

Outflow Fault: this type of fault accounts for client offtake, unauthorized water
withdrawals and existing leaks in the canal structure that can occur along the
canal pool, not necessarily confined to the canal pool downstream location.
A typical example is a gate to a lateral canal or an escape not properly
sealed;

Gate Fault: this fault accounts for either a gate obstruction (by sediments or ex-
ternal objects) or a gate not properly sealed. These faults can be modeled as
a bias in the gate position and affect directly the gate flow estimation. If the
gate is partially obstructed the feedback controller correctly decides to open
the gate and the desired water depth can still be guaranteed,the fault has
been accommodated. In case of an obstruction, the gate faultis equivalent
to a bottleneck an compromises high flows if required. The fault related
to the gate position sensor is not included as modern gates have their own
in-built systems for detecting this type of fault;

Water Depth Sensor Fault: depending on the sensor location this type of fault
has different impact on the system behavior. When the sensoris used exclu-
sively for monitoring issues the impact is reduced but if thesensor is used
for feedback the impact is critical. Without additional information the feed-
back controller will be deceived and will follow the erroneous information,
compromising the quality of service and security (for instance, overtopping
phenomena may occur).

Typical faults in water canals can be categorized into classes based on their
nature and impact on the estimated canal pool behavior. In this thesis, faults are
categorized into three major classes (see Figure 4.4):outflow faultsFO, hardware
faults FH and water depth sensor faultsFS. Hardware faults compromise the
gate flow estimation, can be either a gate faultFHg

or a fault located at a water
depth sensor, named a hardware sensor faultFHs

. These two faults have a similar
impact locally as they are responsible for an erroneous gateflow estimation. The
feedback controller can accommodate a gate obstruction by opening the gate but
is unable to react adequately to a hardware sensor fault. Water depth sensor faults
are divided into a downstream sensor faultFHs

(with impact on flow estimation)
and monitoring sensor faultsFSj

(with no impact on flow estimation). A fault
detected in the canal pool triggers the canal pool faultFP . Faults location in a
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Figure 4.4: Fault classes at canal pooli.
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Figure 4.5: Fault location at a generic canal pooli.

canal pool are indicated in Figure 4.5, whereṁi is the flow at gatei andωi is the
outflow along canal pooli.

4.3.2 Multi-Agent Architecture for Water Canals

The multi-agent architecture for fault diagnosis proposedis composed of two al-
gorithms:

Distributed Fault Isolation (DFI) Algorithm: responsible for isolating out-
flows and hardware faults along the water canal, the algorithm has a dis-
tributed nature (see Section 4.2);

Sensor Fault Isolation (SFI) Algorithm: responsible for isolating water depth
sensor faults along each canal pool, the algorithm behaves independently in
each canal pool.

The water canal network is broken down into several subsystems composed of
pool i and downstream gatei (see Figure 4.1). This division is in accordance to
practical implementations, where a dedicated PLC responsible for data acquisition
for each canal pool plus a downstream gate co-exist. An agenti is responsible to
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run both algorithms (DFI and SFI) to proceed with fault diagnosis at subsystemi.
Agenti is also responsible for estimating the gate flowṁi at subsystemi.

The flow estimation for overshot and undershot gates can be obtained from
two different perspectives: first principle models and datadriven models. In
case first principle models are used, the gate flow can be estimated considering
free flow conditions for the overshot gate and submerged conditions for undershot
gates (Chaudry, 2008), and is given by (2.25) and (2.26), respectively. For data
driven models, the flow over an overshot gate in free flow, see Figure 2.3(a) on
page 39, can be approximated by (Eurén and Weyer, 2007),

ṁg(t) ≈ c · [Yu(t)− Yg(t)]
3
2 (4.14)

wherec reflects the gate geometric configuration and the discharge coefficient.
For an undershot gate, see Figure 2.3(b) on page 39, the following approximation
is often adopted,

ṁg(t) ≈ c · Yg(t)
√

Yu(t)− Yd(t) (4.15)

wherec includes the geometric and hydraulic gate characteristics.

4.3.3 DFI Algorithm for Water Canals

The DFI algorithm has been proposed for a generic transportation corridor in Sec-
tion 4.2. The extension for a water canal is straightforward. Based on a flow
approach two different fault classes can be isolated (see Figure 4.4):

Outflow Fault F i
O: this fault class accounts for lateral outflows at subsystemi

either in the form of leaks or water withdrawals. In the presence of outflow
faults, mass is no longer being conserved at subsystemi;

Hardware Fault F i
H̄

: this fault class is caused by a hardware fault (a gate ob-
struction or a downstream water level sensor fault) with impact on gate flow
estimation for agenti. Using only local information this fault has a similar
effect as an outflow fault for agenti. However, mass is being conserved for
the overall system.

DFI Algorithm Discussion

When an automatic control system is implemented to regulatethe downstream
water depth it is reasonable to consider that the variation in water volume in the
canal pool is close to zero. In this case, for the water volumein a pool to change
it is necessary a change in flow. Changes in flow are introducedby feedback
controllers while rejecting outflows or accommodating hardware faults along the
canal.
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Apart from fault intensity combinations, the algorithm candetect and isolate
the presence of outflows and hardware faults (as gate obstructions or downstream
water depth sensor faults) at a given pool or along neighboring pools. A limita-
tion arises when an outflow and a hardware fault (gate obstruction or water depth
sensor fault) are present at a given pool and at the same time.In this case, as
the algorithm can only isolate one fault type, the fault isolation will return a sin-
gle fault of a type depending on the residuals generated. This limitation can be
reduced using information from the SFI algorithm which is dedicated to isolate
water depth sensor fault (see Section 4.3.4).

Methods presented in Weyer and Bastin (2008) and in Bedjaouiand Weyer
(2011) generate and evaluate residuals related to downstream water depth. The
proposed approach generates and evaluates residuals directly from the estimated
gate flows and is able, in a unified framework, to detect, isolate, and estimate faults
of different classes. The proposed methodology is more oriented to monitor out-
flows over time while methodologies in Weyer and Bastin (2008) and in Bedjaoui
and Weyer (2011) are more suitable to deal with small leaks over time.

4.3.4 Sensor Fault Isolation Algorithm

A sensor fault can be detected by comparing the data available from water depth
sensors with the expected canal pool backwater. The water depth along the canal
pool can be estimated using either first principle models (Akan, 2006; Litrico
and Fromion, 2009) or data driven models (Sousa and Kaymak, 2002; Eurén and
Weyer, 2007). Data driven models are specially suited to deal with channels (Ooi
et al., 2005) and whenever the canal pool does not have a constant cross sec-
tion due to civil engineering structures such as tunnels, syphons, aqueducts and
bridges. First principle models can also be applied to channels (Foo et al., 2010).

Fault Detection

Using first principle models, the free surface flow in canal pools is well modeled
by the Saint-Venant equations which are hyperbolic partialdifferential equations
capturing mass and momentum equilibrium. In a steady-stateconfiguration the
Saint-Venant equations become (Litrico and Fromion, 2009),

dY (x)

dx
=

S0(x)− Sf(x)

1− F 2
r (x)

(4.16)

allowing, for a nominal flowQ0, the backwater determinationY (x) as long a
boundary condition for the downstream water depth is given,Y0(L).

The SFI algorithm starts by assuming that the gathered information from the
canal pool is error free. The water depths along the canal pool of subsystemi are
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estimated using the available downstream information (estimated gate flow and
data from the downstream water depth sensor), as inputs for the first principle
model (4.16) or the data driven model used.

Consider a generic canal pooli with j water depth sensors wherej = 0 means
the upstream location whilej = nL means the downstream location (see Fig-
ure 4.5 on page 110). Once the water depths along the canal pool are estimated,
Ŷj(k), the residualrj(k) between the sensor valuēYj(k) and the estimation̂Yj(k)
can be calculated for time stepk:

rj(k) = Ȳj(k)− Ŷj(k), (4.17)

for all locations exceptj = nL. The sensor alarmfYj
(k) will be triggered if the

thresholdδYj
(k) is violated,

{
|rj(k)| ≥ δYj

(k) ⇒ fYj
(k) = 1

|rj(k)| < δYj
(k) ⇒ fYj

(k) = 0
(4.18)

If at least one sensor alarm is triggered then the detection of a sensor fault at canal
pool i is triggered,F i

S = 1.

Fault Isolation

One way to access the status of the water depth sensors is to compute the sum of
all triggered alarmsfYj

at time stepk,

Υi(k) =

nL−1∑

j=0

fYj
(k) (4.19)

The following typical scenarios may occur:

• Υi(k) = 0, which means that there are no sensor alarms triggered;

• Υi(k) = 1, there is only one sensor alarm triggered and the fault location is
given by the corresponding alarmfYj

(k), that is to sayFSj
(k) = 1;

• Υi(k) = nL − 1, means that all water depth sensors fromj = 1, . . . , nL − 1
are triggered. For this configuration, most probably the information used
for estimating the pool water depths (backwater) is not consistent with the
pool real state(ṁi(k), Y (L, k)). Thus, the SFI algorithm will trigger the
alarmfnL

related to positionnL. To reduce the number of false alarms an
additional test is added, all water depth deviations to the expected backwater
should be inside a bound. The alarmfnL

(k) is only triggered if the following
condition holds:

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

∑nL−1
p=0 rp(k)

nL

− rj(k)

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
< δYnL

(k) (4.20)
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Algorithm 4 SFI Algorithm following an agent perspective
1: repeat
2: if DFI Algorithm is being usedthen
3: use the gate flow estimatioṅmi available
4: else
5: collectYu, Yg andYd locally
6: estimate the gate floẇmi using either (2.25)–(2.26) or (4.14)–(4.15)
7: end if
8: estimate the pool backwater (4.16) with boundary condition(ṁi, Yu)
9: determine the sensor residuals using (4.17)

10: determine the triggered alarms using (4.18)
11: determine the number of triggered alarms using (4.19)
12: if no alarm is triggeredthen
13: no sensor fault is present
14: else ifonly one alarm is triggeredthen
15: a sensor fault exist at the location related to the triggeredalarm
16: else ifall alarms are triggeredthen
17: if all sensor residuals verify (4.20)then
18: a sensor fault exists at the downstream location
19: end if
20: end if
21: communicate the diagnosis to a coordinator
22: until final time is reached

for j = 0, . . . , nL − 1 whereδYnL
(k) is the threshold for the downstream

sensor fault;

• for other values ofΥi(k) the fault isolation is undecided.

The downstream water depth sensor faultFHs
is isolated if alarmsfYj

with
j = 0, . . . , nL are triggered. This fault class belongs to the hardware fault class
(see Figure 4.4). In order to gain some robustness to false detection, the adaptive
thresholds and averaging windows presented in Section 4.2.5 are used to trigger
the alarmsfYj

. Algorithm 4 presents the SFI algorithm following an agent per-
spective.

Fault Estimation

The fault intensity of a water depth sensor is estimated by the corresponding water
depth residualsrj(k) for sensor faults fromj = 0, . . . , nL−1. For the downstream
location, the fault intensity is expected to be associated with the residual average
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γ(k) along the canal pool. The estimated value for the water depthis initialized
by ŶnL

(k) = ȲnL
(k) + γ(k). The estimated fault intensitŷFγ depends on the

downstream water depth that generates a backwater which minimizes a weighted
sum of sensor errors along the canal pool and is given by:

F̂γ(k) = ȲnL
(k)− argŶnL

min

nL−1∑

j=0

ϕj

∣
∣
∣Ȳj(k)− Ŷj(k)

∣
∣
∣ (4.21)

where the water depths estimationsŶj(k) have to be in accordance with (4.16),
andϕj are weights that translate the estimation accuracy for water depth at loca-
tion j. The estimated fault intensity for the downstream water depth sensor fault
can be used by fault tolerant controllers to restore the desired water depth at the
canal pool (see Section 4.4.5).

SFI Diagnosis Discussion

In the presence of several triggered alarms, the fault isolation is complex. If all
sensor alarms are triggered and water depth deviations are inside a bound around
the estimated backwater a fault at the downstream sensor is isolated.

At the cost of additional water depth sensors the SFI algorithm is able to de-
tect and isolate a critical fault for the quality of service provided by water canals.
Using only three water depth sensors (positioned at upstream, center and down-
stream locations), the simplest SFI algorithm configuration is obtained. For canal
pools equipped with upstream and downstream water depth sensors, it is sufficient
to introduce an extra water depth sensor. The proposed solution gives additional
information either in a fault free or in a faulty situation while the hardware redun-
dancy (a second sensor located downstream) only introducesnew information if a
fault occurs.

4.3.5 Process Fault Diagnosis

The complete multi-agent architecture for fault diagnosisis obtained by merging
the diagnosis from the DFI and SFI algorithms. In Table 4.3 the impact of consid-
ered faults in the residuals generated by each algorithm is presented. There is an
overlapping diagnosis in respect to the hardware faultFH (see Figure 4.4). The
SFI algorithm can isolate correctly the downstream sensor faultFHs

while the DFI
algorithm can only isolate a hardware faultFH̄ , regardless being a gate obstruc-
tionFHg

or a downstream water depth sensor fault. The following sequential rules
are used for the aggregation of both algorithms:
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DFI SFI

FO FH̄ FHs
FsnL−1

FSnL−2
. . . FS1

DFI
fω 1 1 - - - - -
f∆ω 1 0 - - - - -

SFI

fYnL
- - 1 0 0 . . . 0

fYnL−1
- - 1 1 0 . . . 0

fYnL−2
- - 1 0 1 . . . 0

... - -
...

...
...

. . .
...

fY1
- - 1 0 0 . . . 1

FH

Table 4.3: Faults impact in the DFI and SFI alarms.

1. the gate faultFHg
is triggered if a hardware fault,FH̄ , is detected by

the DFI algorithm and there is no downstream water depth sensor fault,
FHg

= FH̄ · F̄Hs
;

2. the hardware faultFH is the logical sum of a gate fault with a downstream
water depth sensor fault,FH = FHs

+ FHg
;

3. the pool faultFP is the logical sum of outflow, gate and water depth sensor
faults,FP = FO + FH + FS.

The process fault diagnosis is described in Algorithm 5. Theassumption that
when a downstream sensor fault is present at pooli there is no gate obstruction
occurring at the same time introduces a limitation. It is important to recall that
these two fault classes belong to a hardware fault (see Figure 4.4). The isola-
tion of a hardware fault is still done successfully, which can be used to launch
maintenance and recover nominal operating conditions.

4.4 Experimental Results in Water Canals

The multi-agent architecture for fault diagnosis is testedon the experimental wa-
ter delivery canal (Rijo, 2003) hold by the Hydraulics and Canal Control Center
(NuHCC) from theÉvora University, Portugal (see Section 2.3.1 and Figure 2.12,
on page 49 and 50, respectively).

4.4.1 Experimental Considerations

In accordance to the multi-agent architecture, fault diagnosis agents are assigned
to each canal pool. The water depths in the canal pools are locally controlled by
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Algorithm 5 Process Fault Diagnosis
1: repeat
2: collect current diagnosis:FO, FH̄ , FHs

, FSj

3: if there is a downstream sensor faultFHs
then

4: FHg
= 0

5: FH = 1
6: else ifa hardware fault is isolated by the DFI algorithmFH̄ then
7: FHg

= 1
8: FH = 1
9: else

10: FHg
= 0

11: FH = 0
12: end if
13: fault detection at pool is given byFP (k) = FO + FH + FSj

14: until final time is reached
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Figure 4.6: Fault implementation at the experimental watercanal.

PI feedback controllers (Litrico et al., 2003). Three distinct intermittent faults (Is-
ermann, 2011) were tested on the canal (indexi stands for canal pool):

Downstream Outflow Fault at Pooli, F i
O: this fault is imposed directly through

the set point sent to the offtake;

Gate Obstruction at Pooli, F i
Hg

: for security reasons, this fault is imposed
through software adding a bias∆Ui before sending the desired gate ele-
vationUi to the SCADA interface (see Figure 4.6);

Downstream Water Depth Sensor FaultF i
Hs

: for security reasons, this fault is
implemented through software adding a bias∆Yi to the water depth avail-
able at the SCADA interface to construct the value that monitors the water
depthYi (see Figure 4.6).

Gate flows and water depths are estimated using first principle models which
have an acceptable level of accuracy for this system (Litrico et al., 2005; Nabais
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residual τ1 τ2 τ3 δlin δu0

flow 40 100 40 0.1 0.002
water depth 80 200 30 0.2 0.008

Table 4.4: Parameters used for the adaptive thresholds.

and Botto, 2013). The multi-agent architecture is tested inthree different scenar-
ios:

1. only one fault class will be present at each time step (see Section 4.4.2);

2. simultaneous faults occur at the same canal pool and time step (see Sec-
tion 4.4.3);

3. sequence of faults of the same class occur along the water canal (see Sec-
tion 4.4.4).

The first two tests are designed to access the performance of afault diagnosis
agent while the third test is designed to test the interaction among fault diagno-
sis agents in the presence of faults along the canal. For the test scenarios the
system has a nominal floẇmin = 0.045 m3/s and downstream water depths
[
Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4

]
=

[
0.736 0.674 0.634 0.4

]
m. The transport delay for

each canal pool is similar and approximatelyτi = 15 s. Sampling time is1.5 s.
Table 4.4 presents the values used to construct the adaptivethreshold for mass
balance and water depth residuals. Thresholds for mass balance residuals are as-
sumed equalδωi

= δ∆ωi
while for the SFI thresholds are set equal along each

canal poolδY i
0
= δY i

1
= δYi

. For reducing the ratio of false alarms, a valueξ = 0.5
was used in (4.13).

4.4.2 Single Faults

Three different tests were conducted to validate the multi-agent architecture abil-
ity in detecting, isolating and estimating the outflow, gateobstruction and down-
stream water depth sensor faults for different fault intensities. Intermittent faults
were introduced at pool2 and at each time step only one fault is present.

Gate flows, estimated using (2.26), are shown in Figure 4.7(a) and water
depths are shown in Figure 4.7(b). Gate flows and water depthsare the necessary
information for the multi-agent architecture. The feedback controller is usually
designed to keep water depths constant over time, while rejecting outflows and
accommodating hardware faults, at the cost of gate flows. Thegate flow can vary
significantly depending on the feedback controller behavior. In Figure 4.7(a), for
the last two faults some gate flows suffer an overshot close to30%. This variation
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(b) Water depths (i = 2).

Figure 4.7: Estimated gate flow and water depths for an outflowfault at pool2.

Fault Time to Detect Time to Isolate
Estimation

Num. Start End Intensity Start End Start End
[m3/s]

[s] [s] [m] [s] [s] [s] [s]

1 411.0 1312.5 0.0055 100.5 28.5 100.5 28.5 0.0059

2 1911.0 2814.0 0.0079 45.0 25.5 87.0 25.5 0.0079

3 3411.0 4167.0 0.0101 39.0 28.5 76.5 28.5 0.0102

4 4911.0 5670.0 0.0126 36.0 28.5 81.0 28.5 0.0130

Table 4.5: Agent2 performance for outflow faults at pool2 (estimation refers to
the average value).

affects the variation of water volume at pooli. The flow variation do has impact
on fault detection and on a correct fault isolation.

For the diagnosis of outflow faults the test consisted in fouroutflow faults
with different intensities, from13% to 29% of the nominal flow. Figure 4.8(a)
shows that both mass balances residuals stay outside the threshold limits once a
fault has started. As soon as the fault disappears mass balances recover a residual
value between the upper and lower thresholds. The water depth sensor residuals
indicated in Figure 4.8(b) remain between upper and lower thresholds with the
exception of a short period of time. The time taken to detect and isolate a fault
decreases with the increase of fault intensity (see Table 4.5). For the last fault, the
time taken, is close to2τi and5τi, for detection and isolation times, respectively.
The time needed to clear a fault detection or isolation is similar, close to2τi and is
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(b) Water depth sensor residuals.

Figure 4.8: Residual analysis for an outflow fault at pool2 (i = 2).
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Figure 4.9: Agent2 performance for an outflow fault at pool2.

not significantly affected by the fault intensity. With the increase in fault intensity
the proposed architecture starts by isolating a hardware fault, for a short time
(see Figure 4.9(a)). Once the transient due to the feedback controllers is less
notorious, the outflow fault is correctly isolated. The fault estimation is depicted
in Figure 4.9(b).

Agent2 performance for gate obstruction diagnosis is indicated inTable 4.6,
Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11. For the present configuration (architecture parame-
ters and feedback controller performance) the first gate fault for the second gate
is almost detected (see Figure 4.10(a)). With the increase in fault intensity the
fault detection is clearer (see Figure 4.10(a) and 4.11(a))and there is less false
fault resets. Relatively to sensor residuals they stay inside the threshold limits ex-
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Fault Time to Detect Time to Isolate
Estimation

Num. Start End Intensity Start End Start End
[m3/s]

[s] [s] [m] [s] [s] [s] [s]

1 397.5 999.0 −0.02 60.0 13.5 60.0 13.5 −0.0055

2 1597.5 2499.0 −0.03 52.5 18.0 52.5 18.0 −0.0070

3 3397.5 4299.0 −0.04 24.5 21.0 34.5 21.0 −0.0097

Table 4.6: Agent2 performance for gate obstruction at pool2 (estimation refers
to the average value).
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(a) Mass balance residuals.
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(b) Water depth sensor residuals.

Figure 4.10: Residual analysis for a gate obstruction at pool 2 (i = 2).

cept for brief exceptions. The time taken to detect or isolate a fault is similar and
decreases with the increase on fault intensity (see Table 4.6). Fault implementa-
tion is responsible for this behavior. Outflows were introduced through hardware
(generating abrupt faults) while gate obstructions were introduced through soft-
ware (generating incipient faults). The feedback controller has more difficulty
handling with abrupt faults leading to higher variations ongate flows, which have
impact on the volume variation in (4.1). The time taken to clear a detection or an
isolation seems insensitive to the fault intensity and is betweenτi and1.5τi (see
Table 4.6).

Downstream sensor faults can be either isolated using the DFI or the SFI al-
gorithms. From the residuals presented in Figure 4.12 it is clear that the SFI algo-
rithm performs better in isolating a downstream water depthsensor fault than the
DFI algorithm, specially for a small fault intensity (see Figure 4.13). The DFI al-
gorithm performance is explained taking into account the way that a downstream
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(b) Fault estimation.

Figure 4.11: Agent2 performance for a gate obstruction at pool2 (i = 2).

Fault Time to Detect Time to Isolate
Estimation

Num. Start End Intensity Start End Start End
[m]

[s] [s] [m] [s] [s] [s] [s]

1 223.5 825.0 +0.02 28.5 18.0 66.0 18.0 −0.026

2 1498.5 2100.0 +0.03 22.5 27.0 58.5 22.5 −0.038

3 2698.5 3300.0 +0.04 24.0 24.0 55.5 24.0 −0.052

4 3898.5 4500.0 −0.03 34.5 22.5 60.0 19.5 +0.038

Table 4.7: Agent2 performance for downstream sensor faults at pool2 (estimation
refers to the average value).

sensor faults affects the gate flow estimation. From (2.26) it is clear that a wa-
ter depth variation affects the flow estimation according toa square root relation
while the impact for the backwater at pooli calculated using (4.16) is straight-
forward. The time taken to detect a fault is around2τi while the time taken to
isolate a fault is around4τi (see Table 4.7). The time taken to clear a detection
and isolation are similar and less than2τi.

4.4.3 Simultaneous Faults at a Given Pool

The multi-agent fault diagnosis performance when two simultaneous faults are
present at the same canal pool is evaluated using two tests: i) the outflow fault
is the first fault to occur and after some time the hardware fault occurs; ii) the
outflow fault is the first fault to vanishes and after the hardware fault disappears
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(a) Mass balance residuals.
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(b) Water depth sensor residuals.

Figure 4.12: Residual analysis for a downstream sensor fault at pool2 (i = 2).
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(a) Fault detection and isolation.
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(b) Fault estimation.

Figure 4.13: Agent2 performance for a downstream sensor fault at pool2.
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Fault Time to Detect Time to Isolate
Estimation

Class Start End Intensity Start End Start End
[m3/s]

[s] [s] [s] [s] [s] [s]

FO 84.0 1521.0 +0.0096 m3/s
60 24.0

111.0 288.0 0.0128

FHg
823.5 2250.0 +0.03 m 898.5 24.0 0.0067

Table 4.8: Agent2 performance for simultaneous outflow fault and gate obstruc-
tion at pool2 (estimation refers to the average value).

Fault Time to Detect Time to Isolate
Estimation

Class Start End Intensity Start End Start End

[s] [s] [s] [s] [s] [s]

FO 88.5 1517.0 +0.0096 m3/s
82.5 22.5

94.5 37.0 0.0102 m3/s

FHs
823.5 2250.0 −0.03 m 75.0 22.5 0.0377 m

Table 4.9: Agent2 performance for simultaneous outflow fault and downstream
sensor fault at pool2 (estimation refers to the average value).

the canal recovers the fault free condition. Fault specifications and the agent2
performance are indicated in Table 4.8 and Table 4.9, for a gate obstruction and a
downstream water depth sensor fault, respectively.

For the test with the gate obstruction, both faults can only be isolated by the
DFI algorithm. This test shows the limitation of the DFI algorithm (see Sec-
tion 4.3.3). Agent2 detects and isolates correctly the first fault, which is an
outflow fault, after an initial false hardware fault isolation (see Figure 4.14(b)).
When the second fault starts, which is a gate obstruction, both mass balances re-
main outside the threshold and therefore the fault isolation does not change (see
Figure 4.14(a)). Fault detection is done correctly, while fault isolation is incom-
plete as only the outflow fault is diagnosed. After the outflowfault disappears,
agent2 has difficulty in detecting and isolating correctly the existing fault due
to the transient. After the transient vanishes the proposedarchitecture is able to
isolate correctly the gate obstruction.

In the test with the downstream water depth sensor fault, agent 2 is able to
simultaneously isolate the outflow fault and the downstreamwater depth sensor
fault as they are isolated using the DFI and SFI algorithms, respectively (see Fig-
ure 4.15). The water depth sensor residuals are well defined to support the hard-
ware sensor fault isolation (see Figure 4.16(b)). The mass balances are also pro-
viding sustainable information, even when only the sensor fault is present. The
main challenge remain in reducing transients induced by thefeedback controller
while keeping the water depth constant whenever a fault occurs or vanishes (see
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(a) Mass balance residuals.
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(b) Agent2 performance.

Figure 4.14: Simultaneous outflow fault and gate obstruction at pool2 (i = 2).
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Figure 4.15: Agent2 performance for simultaneous outflow fault and downstream
sensor fault at pool2.

Figure 4.16(a)).

4.4.4 Sequence of Faults Along the Water Canal

The multi-agent fault diagnose performance for faults along the canal is evaluated
using a sequence of faults of the same class. This scenario will emphasize the
interactions between fault diagnosis agents. The first fault occurs in pool1, then
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(a) Mass balance residuals.
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(b) Water depth sensor residuals.

Figure 4.16: Simultaneous outflow fault and downstream sensor fault at pool2
(i = 2).

Fault Time to Detect Time to Isolate
Estimation

Pool Start End Intensity Start End Start End
[m3/s]

[s] [s] [m3/s] [s] [s] [s] [s]

1 81.5 1888 +0.0067 130.0 21.5 130.0 21.5 0.0038

2 688.5 1888 +0.0075 34.5 50.0 69.0 50.0 0.0098

3 1288.5 1888 +0.0080 – – – – –

Table 4.10: Architecture performance for a sequence of outflow faults along the
water canal.

Fault Time to Detect Time to Isolate
Estimation

Pool Start End Intensity Start End Start End
[m3/s]

[s] [s] [m] [s] [s] [s] [s]

1 73.5 1875.0 −0.04 27.0 22.5 27.5 −1182 −0.0104

2 673.5 1875.0 −0.04 not meaningful

3 1273.5 1875.0 −0.04 – – – – –

Table 4.11: Multi-agent performance for a sequence of gate obstructions along
the water canal.
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Fault Time to Detect Time to Isolate
Estimation

Pool Start End Intensity Start End Start End
[m]

[s] [s] [m] [s] [s] [s] [s]

1 73.5 1875.0 +0.040 19.5 25.5 64.5 24.0 0.053

2 673.5 1875.0 +0.040 21.0 25.5 36.0 25.5 0.049

3 1273.5 1875.0 +0.040 70.5 21.5 70.5 21.0 0.043

Table 4.12: Multi-agent performance for a sequence of downstream sensor faults
along the water canal.
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(a) Agent1 performance.
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(b) Agent2 performance.

Figure 4.17: Multi-agent performance for a sequence of outflow faults along the
water canal.

a second fault occurs in pool2, and finally a third fault occurs in pool3. All
faults disappear at the same time. Fault specifications and the multi-agent fault
diagnosis performance are indicated in Table 4.10, Table 4.11 and Table 4.12.

Agents1 and2 are able to isolate correctly an outflow fault at pool1 and pool
2, respectively, for a sequence of outflows along the canal. The fault intensity
at pool 1, around15 % of the nominal flow, is responsible for some indecision of
agent1 regarding the detection and isolation, which occur exactlyat the same time
(see Figure 4.17). Concerning pool2, agent2 isolates correctly the fault during
the fault occurrence, but some false detection and isolation occurs related to canal
pool transients when a fault start at the canal.

A sequence of gate obstructions along the canal has the particularity to require
exchanging information related to the fault diagnosis between consecutive agents
in accordance to the DFI algorithm. Agent1 is able to isolate correctly the gate
fault without any indecision (see Figure 4.18(a)). While agent 1 isolates a gate
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(a) Agent1 performance.
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(b) Agent2 performance.

Figure 4.18: Agents performance for a sequence of gate obstructions along the
water canal.

obstruction at pool1 the agent responsible for pool2 diagnosis uses the fault
diagnosis information from agent1 to update its upstream inflow. While only
the fault at pool 1 is present at the canal, no fault is detected by agent2 (see
Figure 4.19(b)). When a gate obstruction starts at pool 2 (inthis case with the
same intensity) the agent responsible for pool 1 looses the good downstream flow
reference and with gates 1 and 2 facing the same fault intensity it isolates an
outflow fault. The combination of equal fault intensities leads to an incorrect fault
isolation by agent1. Fault detection is done properly by agent 1 but with a wrong
fault isolation. Due to the diagnosis change provided by agent 1, agent 2 is not
allowed to execute the upstream inflow correction. Subsystem 2 is facing gate
faults at both pool ends with exactly the same intensity which means that agent
2 will not detect the fault when computing the mass balance. This is a drawback
due to a combination of effects. It is important to recall that for the first or last
pool facing a fault of this type and intensity a fault is detected. Once that fault
vanishes, through maintenance for example, the fault at theneighboring pool will
be detected and/or isolated.

A sequence of downstream sensor faults along the canal is similar to a se-
quence of gate obstructions, since both require exchanginginformation related to
fault diagnosis between the fault diagnosis agents. Both DFI and SFI algorithms
can isolate this fault class. The hardware sensor fault is isolated correctly for both
canal pools (see Figure 4.20). The fault intensity is equal for all implemented
faults. Once a second fault starts at pool 2, similarly to thegate obstruction se-
quence, agent 1 will detect an outflow fault at pool 1 (see Figure 4.20(a)). A
similar effect happens with agent 2 diagnosis when a downstream sensor fault
starts at pool 3 (see Figure 4.20(b)).
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(a) Pool1 (i = 1).
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(b) Pool2 (i = 2).

Figure 4.19: Mass balance residuals for a sequence of gate obstructions along the
water canal.
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(a) Agent1 performance.
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(b) Agent2 performance.

Figure 4.20: Multi-agent performance for a sequence of downstream sensor faults
along the water canal.
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4.4.5 Sensor Fault Accommodation For Water Canals

As mentioned before, the water depth sensor fault can be critical for the quality of
service a water canal provides to its users. Once an estimation of the water depth
sensor fault is available by the SFI algorithm it is possibleto use this information
for fault accommodation. The fault tolerant controller (FTC) is achieved by up-
dating the desired water depthYref by the downstream sensor fault estimationFγ.
The new reference responsible for tolerant fault control isgiven by,

Y new
ref = Yref +GfFγ (4.22)

In order to guarantee robustness the update component is filtered by a first order
low pass filterGf with time constantτf to avoid exciting the canal pool first
oscillating mode (see Figure 4.21).

Reference✲
Controller ✲ System ✲✲

✲

SFI

Isolation
& Estimation

✛

Fault description
FTC

Reference
Update

❄

❄

Figure 4.21: Fault tolerant controller schematics.

In order to show the impact in the quality of service, a test where the down-
stream fault at pool3 starts at timet = 100 s and stops at timet = 1300 s is used.
The fault intensity remains2δy = 0.016 m. Initially the fault tolerant controller
is inactive to show how the non-tolerant controller compromises the quality of
service when falsified information is provided (see Figure 4.22). At t = 700 s the
sensor fault tolerant controller is activated and the quality of service is restored.
Although the fault tolerant controller is inactive untilt = 700 s the SFI algorithm
is always running and the fault is well isolated and estimated from t = 100 s to
t = 1300 s (see Figure 4.23). In Table 4.13 the error criteria Mean Square Er-
ror (MSE) and Mean Absolute Error (MAE) are presented for both controllers.
Nevertheless the short test used, it shows a reduction to25% in the MAE for the
FTC proposed controller. It is important to note that the error criteria is evaluated
in different conditions and time instants. The non-tolerant controller starts with
nominal conditions and is unable to deal with the sensor fault. The fault tolerant
controller begins with a more challenging situation, the downstream water depth
is deviated from the desired value.
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Figure 4.22: System performance under FTC and non-FTC controllers.

Architecture MSE MAE

FTC 0.1× 10−4 0.0042

non-FTC 2.6× 10−4 0.0162

Table 4.13: Performance criteria comparison between FTC and non-FTC con-
trollers.

4.5 Conclusions and Discussion

A multi-agent architecture to detect and isolate outflows and hardware faults along
transportation corridors has been proposed. The transportation corridor is broken
down into subsystems, composed of a transport link and the downstream node. A
fault diagnosis agent is assigned to each subsystem, running the DFI algorithm.
Communications are limited to neighbor agents leading to a scalable approach. A
hierarchical flow correction, from upstream to downstream,whenever a hardware
fault is present allows for false detection reduction at neighboring pools. In order
to account for a less negligible variation on cargo amount ata subsystem, adaptive
thresholds and an averaging window are introduced. These components are essen-
tial to reduce false alarms during transients whenever the feedback controller is
rejecting disturbances applied to the subsystem.

The multi-agent architecture was extended for water canals. The adaptation of
the DFI algorithm for this application field is straightforward. A new algorithm
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Figure 4.23: Fault estimation and pool status under FTC and non-FTC controllers.

was developed – the SFI algorithm – for water depth sensor fault isolation. Both
the DFI and the SFI are used by a fault diagnosis agent in the so-called multi-agent
architecture for fault diagnosis in water canals. The proposed multi-agent archi-
tecture is able to detect and isolate outflows, gate obstructions and water depth
sensor faults along water canals at the same time. The SFI algorithm is more sen-
sitive to the same water depth sensor fault than the DFI algorithm. For this reason,
when both algorithms isolate a hardware fault, an assumption is made considering
only the presence of a downstream water depth sensor fault. The ability to iso-
late and estimate a downstream water depth sensor fault is essential to restore the
quality of service, while the ability to isolate and estimate a gate fault is useful to
measure the impact of gate obstructions. In either case, nominal operating condi-
tions for the water canal can be restored. Although the diagnosis architecture is
autonomous from the feedback controller its performance isaffected by the feed-
back controller behavior. A feedback controller that allows long and oscillating
transients will increase the time to detect and isolate a fault.



Chapter 5

Network Operations Management

After modeling discrete-time flow networks in Section 3.2, operations manage-
ment for discrete-time flow transportation networks are addressed in this Chapter.
First, a centralized approach is derived for the whole network in Section 5.1.1,
which can be untractable if the network dimension grows or inthe presence of
a high number of commodities. A multi-agent heuristic usinga pull-push per-
spective for operations management at transportation networks is proposed in
Section 5.2. The multi-agent heuristic makes use of the decomposition of the
main system into smaller subsystems proposed in Section 3.2.2. A control agent
is assigned to each subsystem moving commodities between center nodes. The
presence of multiple commodities increases the model complexity. However, for
some flows between center nodes only a subset of the availablecommodities is
considered. Contracted commodity sets are proposed in Section 5.2.2 to diminish
the problem dimension to be solved per each control agent. The proposed multi-
agent heuristic can deal with spatially confined networks such as a container ter-
minal (see Section 5.3.1) or spatially distributed networks such as (manufacturing)
supply chains (see Section 5.3.2 and Section 5.3.3).

Parts of this chapter have been published in Nabais et al. (2012c, 2013h,g,d,a).

5.1 Problem Definition

Transportation networks can be described as a graph. All components of the net-
work, regardless being horizontally or vertically integrated, should contribute to
deliver commodities at the agreed location, at the agreed time and at the right
quantity. The main control problem related to transportation networks can be cat-
egorized as a tracking control problem and stated as: find theoptimal flows inside
the network such that the exogenous inputs effects are eliminated and the network
states follow the desired reference over time. In a water conveyance network the

133
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optimal flows are assured through gate movements in order to keep water depths
inside admissible levels in each canal pool, while in cargo transportation optimal
flows are guaranteed by allocating transport capacity such that cargo is delivered
at the final destination at the right time and with the exact quantity. Operations
management are required to assign flows between nodes such that the client de-
mand is satisfied while keeping the inventory at a desired level.

Operations management at transportation networks deeply depend on where
the transport need (exogenous input) is located:

• if the transport need is located upstream (as it is the case infreight transport
and postal services) this creates a push-flow disturbance. Cargo should be
moved towards the final destination and the transportation networks should
keep a low storage level (that is to say a low potential) to facilitate opera-
tions;

• if the transport need is located downstream (as it is the casein supply chains
and water supply) this creates a pull-flow disturbance over the transportation
network. Cargo is being pulled from the network source nodestowards the
end nodes. The transportation network should keep a considerable storage
level at the center nodes (that is to say a high potential) in order to respond
quickly to the transport need.

In transportation networks, costs can be associated to flowsand quantities of
stored commodities. Using mathematical models to describethe flows inside sup-
ply chains it is possible to make predictions about the future behavior of the trans-
portation network. The use of Model Predictive Control (MPC) is justified by the
ability to include constrains, predictions about the system behavior and exogenous
inputs (Maciejowski, 2002; Camacho and Bordons, 1995). TheMPC controller
can determine which actions have to be chosen in order to obtain the best per-
formance. At each time step the controller first obtains the current state of the
system it controls. Then it formulates an optimization problem, using the desired
goals, existing constraints, disturbances, and prediction information if available.
The possibility to include prediction information in the optimization problem mo-
tivates the selection of this control strategy. Through this mechanism the different
control agents can exchange information regarding their current and future deci-
sions.

5.1.1 Centralized MPC Formulation

The transportation network is described by model (3.7)–(3.15), see page 77. Com-
mon choices to evaluate performance in transportation networks are the through-
put of the network (Alessandri et al., 2009), or the customersatisfaction in terms
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of cost, time and quality of service (Wang and Cullinane, 2006). The cost function
is defined in accordance to the application domain and is generally a function of
the network states, control actions and desired states overthe prediction horizon
Np,

J (x̃k, ũk, x̃ref) =

Np−1
∑

l=0

f (x(k + 1 + l),u(k + l),xref(k + 1 + l)) , (5.1)

where x̃k is the vector composed of the state-space vectors for each time step
over the prediction horizon

[
xT(k + 1) , . . . , xT(k +Np)

]T
, ũk is the vector

composed of the control action vectors for each time step over the prediction hori-
zon

[
uT(k) , . . . , uT(k +Np − 1)

]T
, xref is the state-space reference vector

andx̃ref is the vector composed of the state-space reference vectorsfor each time

step over the prediction horizon
[
xT
ref(k + 1) , . . . , xT

ref(k +Np)
]T

. The
weights to be used in the objective function (5.1) are considered time-varying
to allow changing flow priorities according to the differentbehaviors desired for
the transportation network over time. The MPC problem for the transportation
network can be formulated as:

min
ũk

J (x̃k, ũk, x̃ref) (5.2)

subject to x(k + 1 + l) = Ax(k + l) +Buu(k + l) +Bdd(k + l), (5.3)

y(k + l) = Cx(k + l), l = 0, . . . , Np − 1, (5.4)

x(k + 1 + l) ≥ 0, (5.5)

u(k + l) ≥ 0, (5.6)

y(k + l) ≤ ymax, (5.7)

Puuu(k + l) ≤ umax, (5.8)

x(k + l) ≥ Pxuu(k + l), (5.9)

Pdxx(k + 1 + l) ≤ dd(k + l), (5.10)

wheredd is the vector responsible to introduce the exogenous inputs(transport
demand), andPdx is the projection matrix from the state-space set into the dis-
turbance set. Constraint (5.10) is included in the MPC problem formulation to
introduce the network exogenous inputs.

5.2 Multi-Agent Heuristic

A central model to address the flow assignment problem in a transportation net-
work with multiple commodities is not a wise option for large-scale networks. The
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problem dimension to be solved grows exponentially with thenumber of handled
commodities, nodes and connections available. An insight of the problem features
to be solved can be beneficial:

• some connections can have no transport needs over some time (inactive
connections), which means that the optimal solution is partially imposed;

• it is expected that the number of commodities handled in an active connec-
tion (opposed to an inactive connection) is just a subset of all commodities
available at the transportation network.

A multi-agent heuristic, following a push-pull flow perspective, able to cope
efficiently with the large-scale problem dimension by proposing explicitly mea-
sures to face the aspects mentioned above is proposed. The framework is based
on the following:

• the large-scale system is broken down into smaller subsystems (connec-
tions) using a decomposition inspired by flows (see Section 3.2.2). A sub-
system (or connection) can be related to an arc, path or cycledependent on
the specific network;

• a control agent is assigned to each subsystem and formulatesan optimiza-
tion problem to solve the flow assignment problem. Control agents will
only consider to solve problems related to active subsystems;

• subproblems will be simplified further by taking into account only the com-
modities handled by the subsystem using contracted commodity sets.

5.2.1 MPC Formulation For One Control Agent

A transportation network is broken down into subsystems described by
model (3.33)–(3.38), see page 82. The cost function of a control agent is defined
in accordance to the application field and is generally a function of the states,
control actions and desired states of the subsystem the agent controls over the
prediction horizonNp,

Ji (x̃k,i, ũk,i, x̃ref,i) =

Np−1
∑

l=0

f (xi(k + 1 + l),ui(k + l),xref,i(k + 1 + l)) (5.11)

wherex̃k,i is the vector composed of the state-space vectors for each time step over

the prediction horizon
[
xT
i (k + 1) , . . . , xT

i (k +Np)
]T

for control agenti,
ũk,i is the vector composed of the control action vectors for eachtime step over

the prediction horizon
[
uT
i (k) , . . . , uT

i (k +Np − 1)
]T

for control agenti,
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xref,i is the state-space reference vector for control agenti andx̃ref,i is the vector
composed of the state-space reference vectors for each timestep over the predic-
tion horizon

[
xT
ref,i(k + 1) , . . . , xT

ref,i(k +Np)
]T

.
The MPC formulation for control agenti can be stated as:

min
ũk,i

Ji (x̃k,i, ũk,i, x̃ref,i) (5.12)

subject to xi(k + 1 + l) = Ae
ix

e
i(k + l) +Be

ui
ui(k + l)

+Be
di
di(k + l) +

nc∑

j=1,j 6=i

Be
ui,j

uj(k + l) (5.13)

ye
i (k + l) = Ce

ix
e
i (k + l), l = 0, . . . , Np − 1, (5.14)

xe
i(k + 1 + l) ≥ 0, (5.15)

ui(k + l) ≥ 0, (5.16)

ye
i (k + l) ≤ ye

max,i, (5.17)

Puu,iui(k + l) ≤ umax,i, (5.18)

xi(k + l) ≥ Pe
xu,iui(k + l), (5.19)

Pdx,ixi(k + 1 + l) ≤ ddi(k + l), (5.20)

whereddi is the vector responsible to introduce the exogenous inputsfor control
agenti, andPdx,i is the projection matrix from the state-space setXi into the
exogenous input set of control agenti.

Transportation networks are large-scale systems spatially distributed therefore
it is common to have connections with rather different features, in particular the
transport delay. For large transport delays the optimization problem requires a
larger prediction horizon in order for commodities to have enough time to reach
the end node such that this effect is reflected in the cost function. For smal trans-
port delays smaller prediction horizons can be used at the cost of some perfor-
mance decrease.

5.2.2 Contracted and Global Commodity Sets

Considering the network model as a collection of subsystemsreduces the opti-
mization problem dimension to be solved at each time step. Itis not expected that
each connection in the network is transporting simultaneously all commodities. A
reduction of the problem dimension to be solved in each time step can be made if
only the handled commodities over the prediction horizon are considered. Define
the following sets:

• T := {1, . . . , nnc} is the set of all commodities handled by the transporta-
tion network with cardinality|T | = nnc;
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• Ti(k) = {1, . . . , nnc,i(k)} is the set of the commodities handled by subsys-
temi over the prediction horizon at time stepk with cardinality|Ti| = nnc,i.

The cardinality ofTi is made time varying to allow different commodity flows
over time. The following relation between sets can be derived,

Ti(k) ⊂ T . (5.21)

The model (3.33)–(3.38) (see page 82) can be written for a newstate-space vari-
ablexc

i and a new control actionuc
i whose dimensions are a subset of the network

commodity setT by eliminating from the state-space vectorxe
i and from the con-

trol action vectorui all variables related to commodities that are not included in
the contracted commodity setTi and for this reason are not expected to change
over the prediction horizon. The original state-space representation can be recov-
ered using,

{
xe
i (k) = Pcx,i(k)x

c
i (k)

ui(k) = Pcu,i(k)u
c
i (k)

(5.22)

wherePcx,i andPcu,i are time-varying projection matrices from the contracted
commodity setTi into the global commodity setT for the state-space and control
action vectors, respectively. This procedure allows to look for the optimal solu-
tion regarding only significant control actions. Control actions associated to the
eliminated variables are zero by default.

5.2.3 Hierarchical Framework

The order in which the control agents solve their problems ateach time step can be
fixed over time or depend on the current transportation network state. Following
a flow perspective, control agents order can be established in a so called push-
pull flow perspective based on the exogenous inputs location(Ottjes et al., 2007).
If the exogenous input is located downstream, a pull-flow perspective is applied
and therefore control agents responsible to move commodities to that downstream
node are set to a higher priority. If the exogenous inputs arelocated upstream,
a push-flow perspective is applied and control agents responsible to move com-
modities from the source nodes get a higher priority. A simultaneous push-pull
flow perspective is possible. Adding more connections to thenetwork has as a
consequence the addition of more control agents. The original problem remains
solvable in a reasonable time even for large-scale networkswith hundreds of com-
modities, nodes and connections.

At the beginning of each time step all control agents update their state using
the available information about exogenous inputs. After, control agents determine
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in parallel their expected transport need over the prediction horizon,

ci(k) = ςi(k)

Np∑

l=0

∥
∥xF

i (k + 1 + l)− xF
ref(k + 1 + l)

∥
∥
1
, i = 1, . . . , nl, (5.23)

whereςi is a time-varying penalty term to account for transport costs using con-
nectioni over time,xF

i andxF
ref are the state-space and reference vector, respec-

tively, for the meaningful edge node of connectioni (upstream or source node for
a push-flow perspective and downstream or end node for a pull-flow perspective).
Each control agent shares its workload informationci, for the current time step
at the network, with the central coordinator that sets the ordero(k) in which the
control agents should solve their problems. After analyzing all network levels the
complete ordero(k) =

[
o1 . . . onc

]
with 1 ≤ oi ≤ nc such that,

co1(k) > . . . > co
n1
c
(k)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

first level

; . . . ; co
nc−nl

c+1
(k) > . . . > conc

(k)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

last level

, (5.24)

wheren1
c is the number of connections associated to the first network level to be

solved andnl
c is the number of connections associated to the last network level to

be solved. Control agents are associated to a network level if they are delivering
commodities to the center nodes located at that level for a pull-flow perspective
or if they are taking commodities from the center nodes located at that level in a
push-flow perspective.

The central coordinator is responsible to set the amount of available infras-
tructure resourcesθ0 = umax and the current prediction set for future decisions
P0 = {ũk−1,o1, . . . , ũk−1,onc

}. The control agent to start(o1) has all infrastruc-
ture resources available. After the initial configuration the iterations are executed
in which each control agentoi (i = 1, . . . , nc), one after another, performs the
following tasks (see Figure 5.1):

• the maximum admissible resource for control agentoi is determined as the
minimum between the subsystem maximum infrastructure resourceumax,oi

and the infrastructure resources not yet assigned,

umax,oi = min (Pmax,oiθ
oi−1 ;umax,oi) , (5.25)

wherePmax,oi is the projection matrix from the global infrastructure re-
source setUmax to the maximum infrastructure resource setUmax,oi for sub-
systemoi;

• if the workloadcoi is zero the optimal control actionuopt,oi is zero by de-
fault. Whenever workloadcoi is nonzero the optimal control actionuopt,oi
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Figure 5.1: Schematics (at a given time step) of the multi-agent heuristic using a
push-pull flow perspective.

is found solving the MPC problem (5.12)–(5.20) taking into account the
contracted commodity set (5.21). The control agent state-space and control
action vectors are recovered using (5.22);

• the available resources to the next control agentoi+1 are updated:

θoi+1 = θoi −Pmu,oi(k)uopt,oi(k) (5.26)

wherePmu,oi(k) is the projection matrix from agentoi infrastructure re-
sources setUoi to the control action setUmax;

• the predictions for future decisions are updated and denoted byPoi+1 replac-
ing the control agent initial predictioñuk−1,oi by the new optimal sequence
foundũopt,oi .

The procedure to follow is presented in Algorithm 6. Although no iterations
are performed between control agents a feasible solution isguaranteed by (5.19).
Each control agent has as mission to move commodities from a source node to
an end node where a demand on those commodities is present. The worst sce-
nario is to reach a solution where no control action is applied by control agent
i (no flows between subsystemi nodes) although there is a demand on com-
modities. This happens when the upstream node of subsystemi do not have the
required commodities or there are no available resources tomove commodities
along subsystemi.

In order to assure that commodities will be attracted towards the downstream
node fulfilling the transport demand it is important to assure the following relation
for each control agent,

−
nci∑

j=1

qj(k) >

Np−nci∑

l=1

qout
i (k) , i = 1, . . . , nc. (5.27)
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Algorithm 6 Multi-Agent Heuristic for Network Operations Mangement
1: repeat
2: control agents determine in parallel the expected workloadusing (5.23)
3: control agents determine their contracted setToi(k) and projections

matrices
4: central coordinator updates the control agents order as in (5.24)
5: central coordinator initialize the infrastructure resource and future

decision predictions set
6: for i = 1 → nc do
7: update the admissible resources for control agent using (5.25)
8: solve optimization problem (5.12)–(5.20) for agentoi
9: recover the global commodity set

10: the optimal control actionuopt,oi is the first component of̃uopt,oi

11: update the future decision predictions set usingũopt,oi

12: end for
13: apply the optimal solutionuopt to the transportation network
14: update time stepk
15: until simulation time is reached

whereqi are the costs associated to commodities staying along subsystemi nodes
andqout

i is the cost of storing commodities at the downstream node of subsystem
i. Equation (5.27), that should be interpreted component wise, means that the
benefit of staying at the downstream node, during the prediction horizon, has to
be greater than the penalty the commodity faces while movingfrom the upstream
node to the downstream node.

5.3 Case Studies

The multi-agent heuristic presented in Section 5.2 is applied to:

• a container terminal (see Section 3.3.1 for the structural layout details and
Section 5.3.1 for results);

• a supply chain (see Section 3.3.2 for the structural layout details and Sec-
tion 5.3.2 for results);

• a manufacturing supply chain (see Section 3.3.3 for the structural layout
details and Section 5.3.3 for results).

The related optimization problems are solved at each time step of the simulation
using the MPT v2.6.3 toolbox with the CDD Criss–Cross solverfor linear pro-
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gramming problems (Kvasnica et al., 2004)1.

5.3.1 A Container Terminal

Operations management at a container terminal can be interpreted as a flow as-
signment problem. A container terminal serving three transport modalities (barge,
train and truck) is considered (see Section 3.3.1 on page 83 for details). The termi-
nal operator perspective is considered and all partners present at the terminal are
assumed cooperative in sharing information. Although geographically confined
to the port area, this network has simultaneously two types of exogenous inputs
in the form of request of containers to unload and containersto load to different
transport connections available at the terminal. The transport need is presented as
the number of containers of each type considered in the network. The containers
to unload represent a push of containers towards theCentral Yardand the con-
tainers to load are pulled from theCentral Yard(see Figure 3.4). Considering that
each transport connection available at the terminal has simultaneously an outflow
and inflow, both flows are used to define a network path passing through the com-
mon node – theCentral Yard(see Figure 3.5). This network path (linking unload
and load areas for each available transport at the terminal)will be used to de-
compose the system into subsystems. In this network, the source and destination
nodes are associated exclusively to a single path thereforethey are categorized
as connection nodes. This is a simple example that shows the benefit of making
small adjustments when applying the proposed framework.

For illustration purposes of flow assignments inside the container terminal, the
centralized approach proposed in Section 5.1.1 is applied to a high-peak scenario,
a non realistic situation. After, using a long-term scenario the multi-agent heuris-
tic and the centralized approaches are compared. The weights for the penalty
parameters for the optimization problems are set in equivalent manners, and a
prediction horizon of3 steps is used for both approaches. A time step of one hour
is considered.

High-Peak Flow Scenario – Centralized Approach

The weights for the objective function are indicated in Table 5.1. The weight re-
lated to theImport Areaat theCentral Yardis kept neutral as it acts as a warehouse
for containers between deliver and pick up times. The weights in theLoad Area
are taken negative, such that containers are pulled from theCentral Yard. The
minimum allowable prediction horizon isNp = 3 as this is the number of time
steps needed to move containers from theImport Areato theLoad Area.

1The simulations are performed using MatLab R2009b on a personal computer with a proces-
sor Intel(R) Core(TM) i7 at1.60 GHz with8 GB RAM memory in a64-bit Operating System.
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Carrier Unload Area
Import

Export Area
Export

Load Area
Shake Hands Shake Hands

Barge A [105 100 95 90 85] 1T5 1T2 1T2 -[80 75 70 65 60]

Barge B [55 55 45 45 45] 1T5 1T2 1T2 -[40 35 35 35 20]

Train A [50 30 30 30 30] 1T5 1T2 1T2 -[15 15 15 15 10]

Train B [25 25 25 25 25] 1T5 1T2 1T2 -[15 15 15 15 5]

Trucks [20 20 20 20 20] 1T5 1T2 1T2 -[10 10 10 10 5]

Table 5.1: Weights used in the cost function (1 stands for the column vector of
lengthnnc with all entries with value1).

According to Section 5.1.1, the weights are assigned to the cost function in
order to impose container flow priorities related to the terminal expected behav-
ior. It is assumed, for this terminal, that the goal is to serve the bigger calls first.
The transport connection served at the terminal in a decreasing order are: Barge
A, Barge B, Train A, Train B and Trucks. The unload operation is always the
first operation to start for each transport connection and only after the conclusion
of this operation the loading operation will begin. After defining the hierarchical
relation between transport connections further priorities are included in respect to
the container class. Only the weights related to the unload and load areas are con-
sidered element wise to impose the desired order in which thecontainers should
be unloaded and loaded.

In this scenario a challenging situation is created: all requests for one day start
precisely at the same time. Although this is not a realistic scenario, it is appropri-
ate for illustrating the framework ability to implement thedesired priorities while
respecting the constraints. TheImport Areaat theCentral Yardis initialized with
sufficient containers to fulfill all requests for loading containers. The departure of
containers will not be executed to help visualize the terminal behavior. As a con-
sequence the containers will be accumulated at theLoad Area. In this congested
situation the terminal operations management is put under severe pressure. All
handling resources should be used to overcome this situation while respecting the
transport connection and container class priorities.

The unloading and loading operation for barge B is done taking into account
the container type priority (see Figure 5.2). For the barge transport modality,
depending on the size of the request, the time difference between unloading a
given container type at the beginning or at the end of the scheduled time window
may be important and have a significant impact on theCentral Yardcontainer flow
management. The option to leave the empty containers as the last container class
to load can reduce terminal costs in case of delays or anticipated departures.
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(a) Unload operation (i = 6).
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(b) Load operation (i = 10).

Figure 5.2: Evolution of container classes unloaded/loaded to/into barge B for the
high-peak scenario.
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(b) Barge B.
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(d) Trucks.

Figure 5.3: Evolution of container classes per connection for the high-peak sce-
nario.
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(b) Amount of containers per class.

Figure 5.4: Evolution of containers classes theImport Areaat theCentral Yard
for the high-peak scenario.

The order by which the transport connections are served is inagreement with
the size of the unload/load operation request (see Figure 5.3 and Table 5.1). The
transport modalities by land – trains and trucks – are not affected by the quay
congestion because they use different handling resources at the terminal regarding
the connection to theCentral Yard. This terminal is decomposed in three main
areas associated to flows: quay–central yard, train gates–central yard, and truck
gates–central yard. This decomposition is due to the terminal structural layout
concerning the handling resources used to connect the different terminal areas.

The total amount of containers stacked at theImport Areafaces a maximum
increase around900 TEU (see Figure 5.4). When looking in detail at the container
class evolution only one container class – related to destination A – has a similar
evolution. This is an improvement regarding the current situation that considers
undistinguishable containers. In particular, it is possible for the strategic level to
recognize the transport network routes that are facing morepressure and need a
schedule enhancement.

The transfer handling capacity between the quay and theCentral Yardis at
maximum capacity (see Figure 5.5). So, for this configuration, introducing more
quay crane capacity will not be translated in any terminal performance increase
if a similar investment is not made for the transfer capacitybetween quay and
Central Yard.

The average computation time was64.0 s with a standard deviation of42.01 s.
The maximum computation time occurred fork = 14 and took244.09 s. This
time step is close to the transition from unloading to loading operation for the
majority of carriers at the terminal. The computation time is dependent on the
problem complexity and also on the current terminal state.
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(a) Quay crane capacity allocated.
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(b) Quay crane capacity allocated for barge A.

Figure 5.5: Handling resources allocated for the high-peakscenario.

Long-Term Scenario – Approaches Comparison

The multi-agent (MA) heuristic and the centralized MPC approaches use the same
type of cost function and weights in the optimization problem to allow a fair com-
parison. The main criterion to assign weights is related to the connection priority
according to the amount of containers to handle: the higher the amount the higher
the priority.

The long-term scenario presents one week. Different criteria to establish the
order in which the control agents should solve their problems in the multi-agent
heuristic are tested; case MA1 uses the call sizep =

[
1 1 1 1 1

]
; case MA2

benefits sustainable transport modalitiesp =
[
2 2 1 1 0.5

]
, and case MA3

inverts the order considered by the MPC strategyp =
[
1 1 1.5 1.5 2

]
.

Control strategies are compared using two criteria: 1) the sum of the cost function
over the entire simulation and 2) the computation time.

Both approaches lead to almost the same terminal behavior over time (see
Figure 5.6). This similarity can be confirmed by the cost function performance
indicated in Table 5.2. A similar performance was achieved for both approaches,
with a slightly better score for the centralized approach. Interesting to note that
all MA strategies tested achieved similar performance. In terms of computation
time, the MA heuristic outperforms the MPC approach (see Table 5.2).

Figure 5.6 shows the amount per container class at theImport Area in the
Central Yardover the simulation. The model ability to keep track of different
container classes is partially responsible for the large problem dimension to be
solved. However, when looking to the total volume at the terminal it is almost
constant (around9000 TEU, Figure 5.6(a)). The model complexity is the price to
pay to have more information regarding the state of the terminal.

The computation time for the MA heuristic is less than5% of the time required
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(b) Quantity per container class at theCentral
Yard for the MA1 heuristic.

Figure 5.6: Quantity of containers for the long-term scenario (C stands for cen-
tralized MPC architecture, MA stands for multi-agent heuristic).

Strategy
criteria

Max [s] Mean [s] Stdv [s] Cost Function Performance

MA1 4.71 2.66 1.14 −4.660× 105

MA2 8.28 2.84 1.26 −4.660× 105

MA3 7.39 2.83 1.21 −4.660× 105

MPC 367.83 118.16 67.18 −4.766× 105

Table 5.2: Control strategies comparison for the long-termscenario.
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Figure 5.7: Computation time comparison between the MA1 heuristic and the
centralized MPC approach for the long term scenario.

Problem Max [s] Min [s] Mean [s] Standard Deviation [s]

Agent1 1.607 0.234 0.660 0.226

Agent2 0.936 0.109 0.522 0.220

Agent3 0.998 0.156 0.525 0.181

Agent4 1.076 0.125 0.487 0.205

Agent5 0.858 0.140 0.524 0.178

MA1 3.900 1.591 2.718 0.506

MPC 367.835 38.095 118.155 67.182

Table 5.3: Computation time analysis for the the long-term scenario.

for the centralized MPC architecture (see Figure 5.7). The centralized MPC ap-
proach presents a great variability in terms of computationtime (see Table 5.3).
Depending of the terminal state and available prediction for the exogenous input
the centralized MPC approach may take up to368 s and have a standard deviation
of 67.2 s. The MA heuristic is less sensitive to the terminal state and available
predictions and is consistently bellow4 s of computation time with a standard
deviation of0.51 s. It is interesting to note that the computation time for the
individual agents present in the MA heuristic is similar.

Figure 5.8 shows the container classes evolution in the terminal for barges,
train B and trucks connections. For the sake of clarity only the first40 time steps
k are plotted, corresponding to almost two days of terminal operations manage-
ment. Connections concerning trains and trucks are periodic in volume as the
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(d) Trucks.

Figure 5.8: Evolution of container classes per connection for the long-term sce-
nario.

load/unload volume is assumed constant and equal to the maximum transport
mode capacity. For barges the scenario is not periodic due tothe different dis-
tribution between load and unload demand for each connection. For the time
window shown, barge A loading operation is finished two time steps ahead of the
departure time (see Figure 5.8(a)). This means that the terminal can decrease the
lay time of this transport connection at the quay. The optionto allow another
transport connection in berth A depends on the availabilityof handling resources
at the terminal.

The maximum resource availability at the quay is critical when a barge of type
A is using full resource capacity at berth A (see Figure 5.9).No resources are left
to be used for berth B, which is assumed as a second priority regarding the termi-
nal operations due to the call size. The resource for transferring containers from
the quay to theImport Areaand from theExport Areato the quay is completely
used (see Figure 5.9(d)). However, increasing the capacityof this resource has to
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(a) Terminal quay crane capacity allocated.
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(b) Quay crane capacity allocated for barge A.
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(c) Quay crane capacity allocated for barge B.
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(d) Transfer between quay andCentral Yard.

Figure 5.9: Handling capacities allocation for the long term scenario.

be studied carefully as the quay crane capacity is also beingused at full capacity
during some time windows. Increasing the transfer capacitybetween the quay
and theCentral Yardmay not be translated in a terminal throughput increase if
similar increases are not made for different handling transfer resources. The fact
that quay crane capacity allocated is zero during some time intervals gives the hint
that the terminal is working bellow its maximum capacity. Itwill be possible with
a different schedule of connections to increase the terminal throughput. While
doing so it is important to keep in mind the ability to react tosome uncertainties
in load and unload requests.

5.3.2 A Supply Chain

Consider the supply chain presented in Figure 3.6 (see page 86). The opera-
tions management for the supply chain is addressed as a flow assignment problem
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Commodity end node68 end node69 end node70 end node71 end node72

A 7.0 9.8 12.6 9.8 7.0
B 8.4 8.4 11.2 1.2 5.6
C 5.6 7.0 9.8 8.4 4.2

Total 15 18 24 21 12

Table 5.4: Supply chain average demand for end nodes (quantity per time step).

using the multi-agent heuristic presented in Section 5.2. The structural design
of the supply chain is out of the scope of this thesis, for structural details see
Section 3.3.2. The performance obtained with the multi-agent heuristic will be
evaluated for three different policies concerning the prediction accuracy of the
transport need: exact prediction (policyP1), constant prediction (policyP2) and
no prediction (policyP3).

The supply chain monitoring and management decision updateis done every
2 hours. All supply chain nodes work on a24 hour daily basis. The end nodes
are open to clients from 8 am to 10 pm. The first disturbance will be available at
10 am translating the consumption per commodity between 8 amand 10 am. The
supply chain can be delivering commodities to supermarketsor raw materials to
industries for example. For the sake of readability, constant inventory levels over
time are considered for the center nodes.

The connection details of the supply chain are given in Table3.2 and Table 3.3
(see page 87). The supply chain model has61 nodes to capture connection prop-
erties: transport delays are assumed fixed. For the end nodes69, 70, and71
commodities can be delivered from both distribution centers using amastercon-
nection (less transport time) or aslaveconnection (higher transport time). The
supply chain demand is created as a random demand per time step for all com-
modities at the five end nodes (center nodes68 to 72, for average values see Ta-
ble 5.4). The inventory levels are set to support the associated average demand
during two, three and two complete days for the end nodes, distribution centers,
and consolidation center respectively. To increase the challenge for the operations
management of the supply chain two demand peaks are set: one at the fourth day
(a factor of1.5) and one at the eight day (a factor of2).

Control agenti is assigned to connectioni. All control agents solve the MPC
problem using a prediction horizon of7 steps corresponding to the biggest con-
nection transport delay at the supply chain. As a cost function a linear penalty for
deviations from the desired inventory level and transport costs is used. The state
weights for the objective function are set in a pull-flow perspective; in that sense
the benefit for staying at adownstreamnode has to be bigger than the benefit for
staying at anupstreamnode. The order by which the control agents solve their
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(b) Inventory level at node70.

Figure 5.10: Inventory levels for exact demand prediction (policyP1).

problems is the following:c15, c10, c16, c11, c9, c14, c17, c8, c6, c13, c7, c12, c1, c2,
c3, c5 andc4. When multiple connections arrive at the same center node priority
is given to the closest or to the cheapest connection.

Results Analysis

The computational burden can be associated to the control action matricesBu and
Bui. Using the proposed decomposition it is possible to reduce the matrix dimen-
sion from50544 elements to2736, this is a reduction of94.4%. Naturally the
ratio of nonzero elements grows from0.009 to 0.171. For policyP1, the average
computation time for each time step was27.04 s, with a maximum time of40.8 s
and a minimum time of17.1 s.

Increasing the accuracy of the available demand predictionthe multi-agent
heuristic is able to keep the desired inventory levels at theend nodes (see Fig-
ure 5.10(b)). The heuristic uses the available prediction to anticipate future events
and start to move commodities in advance. Although the inventory level at the
end nodes remain constant the other nodes face variation in their inventory lev-
els (see Figure 5.10(a)), in what resembles the bullwhip effect. With an accuracy
decrease on the demand prediction the control agents do not have the necessary
information to anticipate correctly the future demand. As aconsequence the in-
ventory levels at the end nodes start to face higher oscillations and can run out
of stock (see Figure 5.11). As expected, the average deviation from the initial
inventory level is smaller for control agents that use exactdemand prediction and
is bigger for the case of no demand prediction (see Table 5.5). End node70 has
the worst indicators among the exact demand prediction which is justified by the
higher demand and transport delay from the distribution centers associated.
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(a) PolicyP2.
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(b) PolicyP3.

Figure 5.11: Inventory levels at end node70.

criteria Node
Commodity A Commodity B Commodity C

P1 P2 P3 P1 P2 P3 P1 P2 P3

max

node 68 0.0 9.5 39.5 0.0 31.7 73.6 46.0 17.1 33.6
node 69 0.0 26.8 68.0 0.0 12.1 84.0 0.0 14.8 62.1
node 70 12.5 34.3 126.0 11.8 18.0 112.0 8.3 23.4 98.0

node 71 0.0 39.0 67.5 0.0 28.6 112.0 0.0 25.0 78.0
node 72 0.0 5.3 34.7 0.0 6.2 30.2 2.1 4.3 21.7

mean

node 68 0.0 2.2 11.8 0.0 2.8 15.5 1.5 1.9 9.7
node 69 0.0 3.6 22.4 0.0 3.3 21.0 0.0 2.8 16.1
node 70 0.1 7.4 43.5 0.2 6.5 37.1 0.1 5.8 32.3
node 71 0.0 4.2 22.4 0.0 4.1 27.3 0.0 3.6 21.4
node 72 0.0 1.8 11.5 0.0 1.5 9.2 0.0 1.2 7.0

Table 5.5: Inventory analysis for the entire simulation time (bold values stands for
out of stock).
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Figure 5.12: Amount per commodity at first and last nodes for connectionc10.

Figure 5.12 shows the state evolution for connection10 which is theslave
connection for node71. Commodities are only dispatched from the connection
source node if they are guaranteed to be accepted at the connection end node.
There is no waiting queue at the connection end node. Decreasing the accuracy
in demand prediction makes the slave connection to transports a lower volume of
commodities leading to the decrease of inventory levels at the end node. For exact
prediction, commodities are delivered at node70 using themasterconnection
with the ratios1.00, 0.95, 0.77 for commodities A, B, and C respectively. As no
distinguish is made in terms of commodities theslaveconnection has a higher
impact for the last commodity type.

5.3.3 A Manufacturing Supply Chain

Consider the manufacturing supply chain (MSC) presented inSection 3.3.3 (see
page 88). The operations management for the supply chain areaddressed as a flow
assignment problem through the application of the multi-agent heuristic proposed
in Section 5.2. The multi-agent heuristic will run for threedifferent prediction
policies: exact prediction (policyP1), constant prediction (policyP2) and no pre-
diction (policyP3).

The inventory level over the MSC are monitored every2 hours and manage-
ment decisions are updated. A time step of2 hours is used. The end nodes are
open to clients from 8 am to 10 pm. The transport/production delay per connection
is translated into the required number of nodes to capture the transport/production
phenomena (see Table 3.2–3.4). The supply chain model has73 nodes to capture
the transport/production connection properties, delays are assumed fixed. For end
nodes81, 82, and83 commodities can be delivered from both distribution cen-
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Manufactured products
Raw materials

A B C

D 1.5 1.0 0.5

E 1.0 1.5 1.0

F 0.5 0.5 1.5

Table 5.6: Proportion of raw materials needed to produce a manufactured product.

ters using amasterconnection (less transport time) or aslaveconnection (higher
transport time). The MSC demand is created as a random demandper time step
for the five end nodes (center nodes80 to 84). End node82 is the only node with
a demand of raw materials. Without this, the MSC could be split in two subnet-
works at center node77; the network upstream node77moving only raw materials
and the network downstream node77 moving only manufactured goods. The in-
ventory levels at the end nodes are set to support the associated average demand
during two complete days. For the sake of clarity, constant inventory levels over
time are considered. To increase the challenge for the operations management of
the MSC two demand peaks are set: one at the third day (a factorof 1.5 from
k = 29 to k = 35) and one at the sixth day (a factor of2 from k = 65 to k = 71).
Manufactured goods are produced at node77. Table 5.6 shows the proportion of
raw materials needed to produce one unit of a manufactured product.

Control agenti is assigned to connectioni. All control agents solve the MPC
problem using a prediction horizon of7 steps (looking14 hours ahead) corre-
sponding to the biggest delay at the manufacturing supply chain. A linear penalty
for deviations from the desired inventory level and for transport costs is used as a
cost function,

Ji (x̃k,i, ũk,i, x̃ref,i) =
Np−1
∑

l=0

qT
x,i [xi(k + 1 + l)− xref,i] + qT

u,iui(k + l) (5.28)

whereqx,i and qu,i are the state and control weights, respectively. The state
weights for the objective function are set in a pull-flow perspective; in that sense
the benefit for staying at adownstreamnode has to be bigger than the benefit stay-
ing at anupstreamnode. When multiple connections arrive at the same center
node priority is given to the closest or to the cheapest connection. The order by
which the control agents solve their problems is the following: c15, c10, c16, c11,
c9, c14, c17, c8, c6, c13, c7, c12, c18, c19, c20,c1, c2, c3, c5 andc4.
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Commodity sets
Policies

P1 P2 P3

Global −5.087× 108 −5.074× 108 −4.970× 108

Contracted −5.087× 108 −5.074× 108 −4.970× 108

Table 5.7: Cost function criteria.

Global Set Contracted Set

max [s] mean [s] max [s] mean [s] nt,i ratio

c16 20.12 5.96 2.18 1.10 3 0.185

c11 35.30 7.25 2.90 1.04 3 0.143

c9 17.57 6.51 2.32 1.19 3 0.183

c14 28.69 7.10 3.09 0.99 3 0.139

c17 6.26 3.14 1.19 0.66 3 0.210

c8 8.05 3.40 1.25 0.76 3 0.224

c18 4.02 2.30 2.31 1.27 4 0.552

c19 34.10 12.63 12.03 5.10 4 0.404

c20 415.82 98.35 370.19 33.24 4 0.338

c1 32.13 23.94 0.86 0.48 1 0.020

c2 4.87 3.90 0.16 0.07 1 0.018

c3 6.63 4.77 0.25 0.13 1 0.027

c5 47.74 30.55 0.86 0.47 1 0.015

c4 5.35 4.17 0.14 0.07 1 0.017

Table 5.8: Computation time analysis.

Results Analysis

The multi-agent heuristic for different prediction policies and commodity sets is
evaluated using two criteria: i) the computation time and ii) the sum of the cost
function over the entire simulation. The cost function evaluation for the global
and contracted commodity sets is equal (see Table 5.7) whichproves the compu-
tational benefit in using contracted commodity sets. In Table 5.8 the time per-
formance indicators per commodity sets is calculated usingthe three prediction
policies tested. Using the contracted commodity set for control agents allowed a
reduction on the overall computation time close to50 %. The impact of using con-
tracted commodity sets depends on the reduction in the number of commodities
handled and the subsystem dimension (seec18 to c20). The prediction policyP1 is
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Figure 5.13: Quantities per commodity at end node82 for policiesP1 (left) and
P2 (right).
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Figure 5.14: Inventory deficit at center nodes79 (left) and82 (right).

responsible for the best cost function indicator while the worst indicator is due to
prediction policyP3 (see Table 5.7). This is an intuitive result, having access to
future demand per commodity allows the anticipation of flowsfor P1.

PolicyP1 is able to keep the inventory level at the desired value with exception
of the initial times, due to the transport delay from the distribution centers, and
the time steps corresponding to the second demand peak (see Figure 5.13). Fig-
ure 5.14 shows the inventory deficits without distinguishing commodities for end
node82 and distribution node79 which assumes the role of major supplier of node
82. PolicyP3 allows for big variations; when the demand increases by a factor of
2 end node82 runs out-of-stock in some commodities. When moving a level up-
stream, node79, these variations tend to increase regardless the prediction policy
used. This reflects the bullwhip effect. However, as the distribution center79 is
linked to other end nodes it is not trivial to extract a relation for the oscillations
amplification. Figure 5.15 shows the inflows at connectionc15 andc10 given in
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Figure 5.15: Use of connectionsc15 andc10 for policiesP1 (left) andP3 (right).
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Figure 5.16: Outflow from center nodes (left) and commodity flows for control
agents (right).

terms of transport capacity used. The transport capacity isused to its limit during
large periods, for policiesP1 andP3. The main difference relies on the fact that
P3 do not anticipate flows regarding the demand. Deciding for anincrease in the
transport capacity available at the MSC is not the only option to guarantee deliv-
ering commodities at the end nodes as agreed, before doing sodifferent policies
for exchanging information over the MSC should be investigated.

The proposed multi-agent heuristic can also be used to studythe MSC ex-
pected behavior at a strategic level, for example the different commodities flows
evolve at center nodes and connections (see Figure 5.16). Center node79 has
the biggest share on supplying raw materials (A, B, andC) to the end node82.
Control agentc15, which corresponds to the master connection of end node82, is
responsible for this effect. Since end node79 only delivers raw materials to center
node82, control agentc7 is delivering raw materials to center node79 in the same
proportion asc15 is taking.
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5.4 Conclusions and Discussion

In this chapter a multi-agent heuristic, following a push-pull flow perspective, for
operations management of transportation networks with multiple commodities is
proposed. The components inside the network are assumed to be vertically inte-
grated and cooperative. The transportation network is broken down into smaller
subsystems, based on a flow perspective, to which a control agent is assigned.
Agents solve their problems in a push-pull flow perspective depending where the
exogenous input is applied, at the source nodes, at the end nodes, or at both source
and end nodes. The computation burden of considering a sparse central model to
support operations management is avoided and a solution is obtained in reason-
able time. Further problem dimension reduction is achievedusing contracted and
global commodity sets. Given a network structural design, the proposed approach
can assign commodity flows such that the transport demand at the end nodes is
fulfilled and inventory levels are kept close to the desired values over time. The
approach is easily scalable to a large number of connections, nodes, and com-
modities.

Whenever the transport demand prediction is accurate the multi-agent heuris-
tic is able to continuously restore the inventory levels at the end nodes. This is
the case in which the supply chain is delivering commoditiesto clients that know
their demands in advance. For situations in which the demandis unknown by
nature (as in the case of supermarkets) the multi-agent heuristic performance will
be depending on the prediction accuracy or available forecasts (Carmona Benı́tez
et al., 2013).
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Chapter 6

Node Operations Management

After modeling node interactions with the surroundings, concerning the use of
available transport capacity in Section 3.4, operations management for network
nodes are addressed in this Chapter. From a node perspective, the transportation
problem consists on how to assign the existing cargo in the node to the transport
capacity at its disposal, which corresponds to consider aTerminal Haulageap-
proach to the transportation problem (see Section 1.2.2). Node interactions with
the surroundings can happen with the transport provider or with similar nodes, if
multiple sub-nodes are confined at the same physical location. Section 6.1 mo-
tivates and formulates the problem to be solved by each agentresponsible for
operations management at a given node. The problem is related to fulfill client
demands (respecting final destination and due time) while taking into account the
transport modal split (imposed by transport regulators). Aframework for cargo
assignment while choosing a sustainable transport modal split is proposed in Sec-
tion 6.2. A constrained MPC heuristic to achieve a desired transport modal split
through the addition of a terminal state constraint is proposed in Section 6.3. The
terminal state constraint introduces a memory concerning how cargo has been
addressed to the different transport modalities. A multi-agent scheme for cooper-
ation amongst sub-nodes is proposed in Section 6.4. Simulation experiments for
an intermodal container terminal in Section 6.5.1 and for a seaport in 6.5.2 shows
the potential of the proposed approaches.

Parts of this chapter have been published in Nabais et al. (2013c,e,f).

6.1 Introduction

In a transportation network, which can be represented by a graph, operations man-
agement can be addressed from an overall perspective for thewhole network or
using a decentralized or distributed perspective considering a local (node) per-

161
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spective. For the node manager it is important to show to all partners (neighbor
nodes and transport providers or more specifically merchants, forwarders, gov-
ernmental regulators in cargo networks) that the node is a reliable and trustworthy
component in the transportation network and contributes efficiently to the com-
mon goal while respecting environmental policies. In that sense, 1) for client sat-
isfaction it is necessary to guarantee that all cargo arriving at the node is assigned
to the existing transport capacity such that it arrives on time at the final client, 2)
for regulator authorities it is necessary to respect environmental policies like the
transport modal split, and 3) for the node perspective it is important to achieve the
previous goals in the most economical way such that the node remains attractive
for clients and is economically viable.

This thesis considers the performance of a node and sub-nodes within in terms
of client satisfaction, that is to say, the capacity to assign all cargo to the transport
capacity available such that the cargo is delivered at the agreed time and at the
agreed location to the final client (Nabais et al., 2013c). When sub-node A in a
complex node is not able, using the transport capacity at itsdisposal, to assign
all cargo towards the final destination at a given time step such that the destina-
tion is reached on time the complex node performance is affected. The remaining
sub-nodes should contribute to solve the problem of sub-node A which should be
seen as a common problem to all sub-nodes. If there is no sub-node available at
the complex node to switch transport capacity with sub-nodeA, the only solu-
tion for sub-node A is to ask for more transport capacity intothe complex node
which will contribute to increase the congestion at the complex node. In a critical
situation, this can lead to significant deterioration of theoperations management
performance at the complex node. This can have a significant impact in some
transportation networks depending on the application domain. Consider the ex-
ample of a cargo network. The seaport will be less attractiveas a gateway to reach
the hinterland and will loose market share for the neighbor seaports. Competition
among terminals should be seen inter seaports and not intra seaports. Terminals
are active parts for the seaports performance and they benefit directly from being
integrated in an efficient seaport.

Model Predictive Control (MPC) is an online optimization-based control ap-
proach that minimizes at each time step a cost function subject to constraints. The
MPC strategy is chosen to address operations management at the transportation
network due to its ability in incorporating predictions (e.g., about cargo evolution
at the terminal) in the optimal problem to be solved. Operations management at a
node will anticipate the assignment of cargo to the transport capacity available in
order to overcame the occurrence of predicted cargo jams at the node. This effect
is described as a push of cargo towards the final destination in an optimal way.
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6.1.1 Problem Formulation

Two main problems can be solved using the node modeling approach proposed in
Section 3.4:

Assigning Cargo: in this case the connection schedule over time is assumed
known and constant, it is not influenced by the node manager. The problem
to solve is to find the best way to assign cargo to the given schedule such
that the destination and due time requirements for the cargoare met;

Assigning Cargo and Schedules:in this case the connection schedule for each
time stepk can vary but belong to a known group of possible schedulesBm,
sonα > 1. The problem to solve is to find the least costly schedule such
that the destination and due time requirements for the cargoare met.

The problem to solve is stated from the node perspective as follows:

Problem 6.1 (Node Transport Modal Split) At each time stepk, given a known
transport capacity per transport modality and destination, how should the existing
cargo at the node be assigned to the transport capacity available such that:

1. cargo is delivered at the agreed location and at the agreedtime and;

2. the desired transport modal split is fulfilled.

The first goal in Problem 6.1 is related to client satisfaction and has been addressed
in Nabais et al. (2013c) while favoring sustainable transport modalities, but there a
desired transport modal split is not considered. A modified version of Problem 6.1
for sub-nodes at a complex nodes can be stated as follows:

Problem 6.2 (Node Transport Cooperation)At each time stepk, how the ex-
isting transport capacity at a complex node should be distributed amongst the
sub-nodes within it such that each sub-node solving Problem6.1 contributes to a
better performance of the complex node?

6.2 Sustainable Transport Modal Split

The network node dynamics is described by model (3.49)–(3.52) (see page 92).
Operations management at a node are addressed by a control agent through a
model predictive controller. The cost function of the modelpredictive controller
is composed of three components:
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Destination and Due Time: different penalties can be introduced for the com-
bined pair destination/due time,

fx(xag(k),u(k)) = qT
x (k) [xag(k)−Pxu(k)u(k)] , (6.1)

whereqT
x (k) is the time-varying penalty for the state-space to allow differ-

ent priorities over time andPxu(k) is the projection from the control action
space into the state-space that is time-varying depending on the schedule at
time stepk;

Transport Modality Used: different modalities can be distinguished according
to their environmental impact,

fu(u(k)) = qT
m(k)Pmu(k)u(k), (6.2)

whereqT
m(k) is the time-varying penalty for the state-space to allow differ-

ent priorities over time andPmu(k) is the time-varying projection matrix
from the control action-space into the current connection schedule space
with dimensionnm × nu(k);

Connection Schedule:different schedules may be available over time with dif-
ferent environmental impact which is translated into the following cost,

fα(α(k)) = qα(k), (6.3)

whereqα(k) is made time-varying to account for different schedules over
time.

For a prediction horizonNp the cost function is defined as,

J(x̃ag,k, ũk, α̃k) =

Np−1
∑

l=0

fx(xag(k + 1 + l),u(k + l))

+fu(u(k + l)) + fα(α(k + l)), (6.4)

where x̃ag,k is the vector composed of the state-space vectors for each time

step over the prediction horizon
[
xT
ag(k + 1) , . . . , xT

ag(k +Np)
]T

, ũk is
the vector composed of the control action vectors for each time step over the
prediction horizon

[
uT(k) , . . . , uT(k +Np − 1)

]T
, and α̃k is the vector

composed of node schedules for each time step over the prediction horizon
[
α(k) , . . . , α(k +Np − 1)

]T
. The MPC problem for a sustainable transport

modal split at the intermodal hub can now be stated as:

min
ũk,α̃k

J(x̃ag,k, ũk, α̃k) (6.5)
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subject to xag(k + 1 + l) = Aag,k+lxag(k + l)

+Bag,k+lu(k + l) +Bag,dd(k + l) (6.6)

y(k + l) = Cagxag(k + l), l = 0, . . . , Np − 1 (6.7)

xag(k + l) ≥ 0 (6.8)

u(k + l) ≥ 0 (6.9)

Pmu(k + l)u(k + l) ≤ uα(k+l)
max (6.10)

Pxu(k + l)u(k + l) ≤ xag(k + l) (6.11)

u(k + l) ≤ u
α(k+l)
adm (6.12)

Bk+l ∈ Bm. (6.13)

whereuα(k)
max is the available transport capacity with dimensionnm(k) using sched-

ule α(k), uα(k)
adm contains the maximum admissible cargo capacity for each desti-

nation for all connections. Constraints (6.9)–(6.12) are introduced to guarantee
the assumptions made on the node behavior: constraint (6.9)imposes that only
loading operation is possible; the transport capacity per connection and sched-
ule is bounded through (6.10); control actions can only assign cargo available at
the node which is imposed by constraint (6.11); proper assignment of cargo with
respect to destination is imposed using constraint (6.12).

6.3 Desired Transport Modal Split

Transport modal split is a feature of each intermodal hub which is calculated over
a large time interval, and depends on past decisions. When solving the MPC
problem (6.5)–(6.13) in a receding horizon fashion, the control actions are found
taking into account information related to future predictions and decisions solely.
The MPC problem (6.5)–(6.13) must be reformulated in order to account for past
decisions. To do so, a terminal state constraint on the control decisions over the
prediction horizon is proposed.

6.3.1 Terminal State Constraint

Define the starting time stepkst from which the transport modal split at the node
should be calculated, leading to a time interval of lengthNS = k − kst + 1. It
is assume that all information regarding cargo assignment per transport modality
over the specified time interval is available. The followingsteps are necessary to
determine the terminal state constraint:

1. Process past information:collect the amount of cargo assigned per transport
modalityūS(k) =

[
ū1(k) . . . ūnS

(k)
]T

over the specified time interval,
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wherenS is the number of different transport modalities at the node.The
current transport modal split at the nodeuS(k) can be determined using,

uS(k) =
ūS(k)

‖ūS(k)‖1
; (6.14)

2. Estimate the cargo volume at risk of not respecting the due time to destina-
tion: the amount of cargo that will be assigned by the optimal sequenceũopt

found solving the MPC problem (6.5)–(6.13) is related to thecargo at risk
xri at time stepk over the prediction horizon and can be used as an estimate
for the amount of cargo to be assigned at time stepk. The following relation
is used,

‖ũopt(k)‖1 ≈ ‖xri(k)‖1 ≈ ‖ūex(k)‖1 (6.15)

whereūex is a column vector with lengthnS whose entries are the expected
amount of cargo to be assigned per transport modality over the prediction
horizon. The amount of cargo at riskxri can be determined by evaluating
model (3.49)–(3.52) over the prediction horizon using no control actions
(cargo assingments), the known prediction about future cargo arrivals, and
setting the initial state equal to the current statexag(k) but with no lost
cargo;

3. Determine the terminal state constraint:the transport modal split over the
prediction horizonuS,Np is set to compensate the current transport modal
split deviation (see Figure 6.1),

uS,Np(k) = uS,ref(k) + β1Np [uS,ref(k)− uS(k)] (6.16)

wherexS,ref is the desired transport modal split andβ1 is a positive coefi-
cient. The expected amount of cargo to be assigned per transport modality
over the prediction horizon is

ūex(k) = ‖ūex(k)‖1uS,Np(k) (6.17)

The terminal constraintSNp is obtained by assuming upper and lower devi-
ations to (6.17) for each transport modality,

Psuũopt(k) ≤ ūex(k) [1 + δmax] = ū0
ex,max (6.18)

Psuũopt(k) ≥ ūex(k) [1− δmin] = ū0
ex,min (6.19)

wherePsu is the projection from the optimal sequence setUopt into the
transport modality setS, δmax and δmin are tolerance coeficients,̄u0

ex,max

andū0
ex,min are the initial upper and lower bounds of the terminal constraint,

respectively.
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Figure 6.1: Terminal set constraint fornS = 2 transport modalities.

6.3.2 Desired Transport Modal Split Algorithm

Using the terminal state constraint (6.18)–(6.19) may cause feasibility problems
to the MPC problem (6.5)–(6.13), for instance the terminal state constraint can
become unreachable for the given structural transport network, initial state, and
exogenous inputs over the prediction horizon. The terminalstate constraint is
represented in Figure 6.1 for a case of two transport modalities. Three different
situations may occur:

1. the MPC problem is feasible and the optimal sequence per transport modal-
ity Psuũopt(k) is inside the terminal state constraintSNp . In this case, a
solution has been found which is not worse than the sustainable solution in
terms that no extra cargo has been lost;

2. the MPC problem is feasible butPsuũopt(k) is over the upper bounds of
the terminal state constraint. In this case, the optimal sequence may not
assign cargo that is at risk to respect the terminal state constraint. This
needs further information to see if a worst solution in termsof cargo lost
has been achieved when comparing to the sustainable transport modal split.
A simple procedure is, in case of existing lost cargo, to expand the upper
bounds per transport modality by the amount of lost cargo,

ūj+1
ex,max = ūj

ex,max + ‖xj
lost‖1, j = 1, 2, 3, . . . (6.20)

wherej is the time iteration at time stepk, andxj
lost is the amount of lost

cargo over the prediction horizon using the optimal sequence found at iter-
ationj which can be determined using model (3.49)–(3.52);

3. the MPC problem is unfeasible. In this case, the combination of available
cargo per destination at the node and the network transport layout is not
sufficient to reach the terminal state constraintSNp . The procedure to obtain
a feasible problem is to be less restrictive at the lower bounds which can be
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solved by relaxing:

ū
j+1
ex,min = β2 · ūj

ex,min, j = 1, 2, 3, . . . (6.21)

where0 ≤ β2 ≤ 1.

The choice of parametersβ1, β2, δmax, and δmin is a compromise between
accuracy in achieving a desired transport modal split and the computation time
required to do so. The MPC problem (6.5)–(6.13) is updated with the following
terminal state constraint,

Psuu(k + l) ≤ ū
j
ex,set l = 1, . . . , Np, (6.22)

whereūj
ex,set =

[
(
ūj
ex,max

)T (
ū
j
ex,min

)T
]T

. The procedure for each time step

is described in Algorithm 7.

6.4 Cooperation Between Sub-Nodes

The cargo assignment problem for each sub-node at a complex node is done by
a control agent which formulates an MPC problem. Control agents will assign
cargo knowing the sub-node state, cargo arrival pattern andthe transport capacity
at their disposal. Control agents solve their problems in a parallel way. At each
negotiation step, control agents share with a coordinator agent (which can be asso-
ciated with the complex node manager) the marginal costs which are related to the
amount of cargo that will not reach the final destination on time. The coordinator
agent uses this information to redistribute the transport capacity amongst control
agents such that a less penalizing situation for the complexnode is reached. Ne-
gotiations will proceed until all cargo is assigned such that the final destination is
reached on time or, the solution shows no improvement. This approach, following
a primal decomposition of the optimization problem has the advantage of reach-
ing at each negotiation step a feasible solution, so in case of too long negotiations
the current solution is feasible and can be applied to the complex node.

6.4.1 Control Agent for Each Sub-Node

The dynamics of the sub-node is captured by model (3.59)–(3.62) (see page 94).
The cost function of control agenti assigned to sub-nodei is composed of three
components in accordance to Section 6.2. For the predictionhorizonNp the cost
function for control agenti is defined as,

Ji(x̃k,i, ũk,i, α̃k) =

Np−1
∑

l=0

fx,i(xi(k + l),ui(k + l))

+fu,i(ui(k + l)) + fα,i(αi(k + l)). (6.23)
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Algorithm 7 Desired Transport Modal Split
1: for each time stepk do
2: collect the starting time stepkst to be considered for the

transport modal split
3: determine the accumulated cargo per transport modality
4: estimate the quantity of cargo at risk over the prediction

horizon using model (3.49)–(3.52)
5: determine the terminal constraint using (6.18)–(6.19)
6: find the optimal sequencẽuopt for the MPC

problem (6.5)–(6.13) with constraint (6.22)
7: if MPC problem is not feasiblethen
8: repeat
9: relax the lower bounds of the terminal set using (6.21)

10: find the optimal sequencẽuopt for the MPC
problem (6.5)–(6.13) with constraint (6.22)

11: until MPC problem is feasible
12: end if
13: determine the lost cargo over the prediction horizon using

the optimal sequenceuopt as input to model (3.49)–(3.52)
14: if there is lost cargothen
15: repeat
16: relax the upper bounds of the terminal constraint

using (6.20)
17: find the optimal sequencẽuopt for the MPC

problem (6.5)–(6.13) with constraint (6.22)
18: until lost cargo reduction is zero
19: end if
20: applyuopt to the intermodal hub
21: end for
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wherex̃k,i is the vector composed of the state-space vectors for each time step

over the prediction horizon
[
xT
i (k + 1) , . . . , xT

i (k +Np)
]T

, ũk,i is the vec-
tor composed of the control action vectors for each time stepover the predic-
tion horizon

[
uT
i (k) , . . . , uT

i (k +Np − 1)
]T

, and α̃k is the vector com-
posed of the sub-node schedules for each time step over the prediction horizon
[
αi(k) , . . . , αi(k +Np − 1)

]T
. The cargo assignment problem respecting

the cargo due time and destination can be written using an MPCstrategy for each
control agent at the complex node (Nabais et al., 2013c),

min
ũk,i

Ji(x̃k,i, ũk,i, α̃k) (6.24)

subject to xi(k + 1 + l) = Axi(k + l)

+Bk+l,iui(k + l) +Bd,idi(k + l) (6.25)

yi(k + l) = Cixi(k + l), l = 0, . . . , Np − 1 (6.26)

xi(k + l) ≥ 0 (6.27)

ui(k + l) ≥ 0 (6.28)

Pxu,i(k + l)ui(k + l) ≤ xi(k + l) (6.29)

ui(k + l) ≤ u
α(k+l)
adm,i (6.30)

Pmu,i(k + l)ui(k + l) ≤ Θ(k + l) (6.31)

Bk+l,i ∈ Bm. (6.32)

whereΘ(k) is the available transport capacity with dimensionnm(k) at the com-
plex node using scheduleα(k), uα(k)

adm,i contains the maximum admissible cargo
capacity for each destination for all connections. Constraints (6.28)–(6.31) are
introduced to guarantee the assumptions made on the sub-node behavior: only
loading operation is possible (6.28); control actions can only assign cargo avail-
able at the sub-node (6.29); proper assign of cargo in respect to destination (6.30);
the transport capacity per connection and schedule is bounded (6.31).

6.4.2 Coordinator Agent

The problem each control agent solves is coupled due to the constraint (6.31). In
order to overcome this coupling, a primal decomposition of the original problem
which guarantees a feasible solution at each negotiation step j is proposed. A
new control agent, designated as a coordinator agent, will update the resource
allocation among sub-nodes such that the following relation holds

Θ(k) =

N∑

i=1

Θi(k). (6.33)
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Figure 6.2: Cooperation schematics among sub-nodes at a complex node.

Using (6.33) is possible to rewrite constraint (6.31) as

Pmu,i(k + l)ui(k + l) ≤ Θi(k + l) (6.34)

leading toN decoupled cargo assignment problems which are solved by control
agents1 to N using only local information available: the sub-node statexi and
the cargodi (see Figure 6.2). The cooperation problem has been transformed into
a resource allocation problem. Control agents share with the coordinator agent
the marginal costsgi associated with the resource allocated, no private informa-
tion regarding the sub-node activity is shared. The coordinator agent will execute
the resource allocation update, between negotiation steps, based on a switch of
resources from the control agent with the lower marginal cost to the one with a
higher marginal cost (Johansson and Johansson, 2005; Johansson et al., 2008),

θj+1
m̃ (k) = Pθ

[
θjm̃(k) + βjWgm̃

]
, m̃ = 1, . . . ,

Np∑

l=1

nm(k + l) (6.35)

whereβ is an adequate stepsize,θm̃ is the vector for resource allocation among
terminals for resourcẽm and is given by

[
θm̃1 . . . θm̃N

]T
, gm̃ is the marginal

cost vector for resourcẽm and is given by
[
gm̃1 . . . gm̃N

]T
, andW is a square

weighting matrix with sizeN verifying W = WT andW1 = 0 (1 is a column
vector will all elements equal to one and0 is the zero column vector). The opera-
torPθ(v) denotes the Euclidean projection ofv into the setθ. See Xiao and Boyd
(2006) for details on how to determine the elements of matrixW such that this
approach converges.

After the initial resource allocation, negotiations between control agents will
only start in case at least one control agent is not able, overthe negotiation hori-
zon,Ng (Ng ≤ Np) to assign all cargo such that it can be delivered at the final
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Algorithm 8 Cooperation Amongst Sub-Nodes at a Complex Node
1: for each time stepk do
2: initiate negotiation step counterl = 1
3: initiate the stepsizeβl

4: coordinator agent allocatesΘl
i among terminals

5: control agents determine in parallel the optimal cargo assignmentũopt,i by
solving (6.24)–(6.32) updated with (6.35)

6: control agents share the marginal costsgi
7: control agents determine the cargo lost when usingũopt,i

8: if at least one control agent is loosing cargothen
9: repeat

10: increment the negotiation stepl = l + 1
11: coordinator agent updates the stepsizeβl

12: coordinator agent updatesΘl
i using (6.35)

13: control agents determine in parallelũopt,i by solving (6.24)–(6.32)
updated with (6.35)

14: control agents share the marginal costsgi with the coordinator agent
15: control agents determine the cargo lost usingũopt,i

16: until all control agents are not loosing cargo or resource allocation update is
less thanδ

17: end if
18: each control agent applyuopt,i which is the first component of the optimal cargo

assignment̃uopt,i

19: end for

destination at the agreed time (it is considered that the sub-node isloosing cargo).
Negotiations will continue until there is no lost cargo overthe negotiation horizon
for all control agents or the resource allocation update is bellow a thresholdδ, that
is to say,

∑N
i=1 ‖Θl

i −Θl−1
i ‖1 < δ. The cooperation procedure to follow at each

time step is described in Algorithm 8.

6.5 Case Studies

Operations management at nodes are addressed using the multi-agent scheme for
cooperation between sub-nodes proposed in Section 6.4. Theoptimization prob-
lem formulated by each control agent is solved at each time step of the simulation
using the MPT v2.6.3 toolbox with the CDD Criss–Cross solverfor linear pro-
gramming problems (Kvasnica et al., 2004).
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6.5.1 Intermodal Container Terminal

Consider the intermodal container terminal A integrated ina transport network
composed of4 intermodal container terminals presented in Section 3.5.1(see Fig-
ure 3.9 on page 93).

Sustainable Transport Modal Split

Assume that the daily connection schedule is fixed (nα = 1) and the arrival pat-
tern is known and given as indicated in Section 3.5.1. The control agent has to
overcome two challenges along the chosen scenario:

• the terminal initial state and the arrival scenario is set tocreate a container
peak at time stepk = 3;

• at time stepk = 8 the arrival pattern is increased to1360 TEU with 41.2%
of containers with a3 days due time. This will create a peak of containers
at time stepk = 11.

Simulations run for20 iterations and different prediction horizons are investigated
from 1 to 4 prediction steps. Some guidelines for setting the MPC cost function
penalties are:

• regarding destination and due time only the state-space variable related to
one day due time is penalized. This penalty should be large enough to
force the departure of containers belonging to the one day due time into the
hinterland;

• for the transport penalty a distinction is made concerning the different trans-
port modalities present at the terminal (the barges are lesspenalized and
trucks are the most penalized) and the connections for each transport modal-
ity (morning connections are less penalized);

• schedules with a higher number of connections have a penaltyincrease to
account the fact that more terminal resources are being used.

When using an one time step prediction, the controller is notable to make any
prediction about the future terminal state, in particular the possibility of missing
the container due time. The controller is simply reacting tothe current one day
due time and to accomplish that it necessarily has to increase the use of the truck
modality (33.8%, see Table 6.1). Increasing the prediction horizon is critical to
allow assigning cargo in advance to the available connections such that the due
time is verified. A prediction horizon equal or larger than3 steps is sufficient
for the test scenario to respect due times for all cargo, so nolost cargo occurs
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Figure 6.3: Transport modal split forNp = 1 andNp = 3 for sustainable transport
modal split.

Np = 1 Np = 2 Np = 3 Np = 4
Barges [%] 43.5 57.0 61.5 63.0
Trains [%] 22.5 16.7 13.1 11.9
Trucks [%] 33.8 26.3 25.4 25.2

Table 6.1: Transport modal split for sustainable transportmodal split.

Np = 1 Np = 2 Np = 3 Np = 4
Total time [s] 36 392 7306 24846
Average time [s] 1.8 19.6 365.3 1242.3
Cargo lost [TEU] 420 30 0 0
Final state [TEU] 1640 1370 1280 1100

Table 6.2: Prediction horizon analysis for sustainable transport modal split.

(see Table 6.2). With the ability to use forecasts or predictions the controller has
the capacity to increase the share of a slower transport modalities, such as barge
modality, towards a more sustainable transportation network (see Figure 6.3). By
penalizing less the barge modality it is possible to achievea share of63% for this
transport modality, with a prediction horizon of4 time steps. The transport modal
split is not only determined by the terminal decisions but also by the container des-
tination share and the available connections. Note that increasing the prediction
step from3 to 4 time steps does not decrease the volume of containers assigned to
the truck modality (see Table 6.3). Truck modality is the only transport modality
available for destination A.

Increasing the prediction horizon introduces the ability to predict the possi-
bility of failing the cargo due time but introduces a computational burden. The
computational time increases in an exponential way (see Table 6.2). The impact
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Np = 1 Np = 2 Np = 3 Np = 4
Total cargo 19020 19680 19800 20000
Barges 8280 11220 12170 12600
Trains 4310 3300 2600 2370
Trucks 6430 5160 5030 5030
Due time 1 19020 13950 12800 12020
Due time 2 0 5730 6020 5890
Due time 3 0 0 980 2090
Destination A 4860 4990 5030 5030

Table 6.3: Loaded cargo analysis for sustainable transportmodal split (in TEU).
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Figure 6.4: Assigned cargo to connections (left) and cargo lost (right) for sustain-
able transport modal split.

of predicting the future is best seen in Table 6.3 looking at the assigned cargo
categorized according to the due time: using a one step prediction horizon only
cargo related to one day due time is loaded. For a prediction horizon of three
steps, cargo of three days due time is loaded (see Figure 6.4). This phenomena
is also seen at the initial time step, the volume of loaded cargo is growing with
the prediction horizon. NaturallyNp = 3 is the configuration with more cargo
assigned initially as it predicts the cargo jam that will occur at time stepk = 3.
Decreasing the amount of cargo transported with one day due time increases the
network flexibility. Less cargo is transported close to the due time and therefore
there is a higher time margin to accommodate some unforseen exogenous events
as traffic jams or bad weather conditions.

Assigning Cargo and Schedules

For testing the capacity to update the connection schedule according to the current
cargo demand it is assumed that two different schedules are available,nα = 2:
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Figure 6.5: Terminal time evolution and daily schedule for the assignment of
cargo and schedules.

• schedule1 as presented in Section 3.5.1 (see page 95) with a maximum
daily capacity of1430 TEU;

• schedule2 is obtained from the previous schedule by eliminating the after-
noon barge connection, reducing in210 TEU the daily outgoing capacity.
Train connections are usually a result of long term negotiation and for that
reason are not considered as a tunable parameter. Truck gatecapacity re-
mains constant.

Schedule2 with 14 daily connections offers a reduction in terminal operations
costs, in comparison to the16 daily connections provided by schedule1. There-
fore using schedule2 is less penalized than using schedule1. The initial terminal
state is the same as used for the sustainable transport modalsplit test, with an
initial peak of containers on the third time step. To allow the choice between both
schedules the arrival pattern is reduced after time step4. The model predictive
controller is using a prediction horizon of two time steps. In each time step the
controller will decide the cargo to be assigned to the current known connection
schedule and will make the decision for the connection schedule to be used in the
next day.

The terminal is working under some pressure in the initial time instants (see
Figure 6.5). The peak of containers is reached at time stepk = 2 with approxi-
mately1600 TEU, and the daily loaded cargo is around1000 TEU. After time step
k = 5 the amount of arrived containers drops, leading to a decrease on the amount
of containers at the terminal. The model predictive controller has more freedom
to chose between the 2 available schedules. Due to the amountof containers de-
crease, it is possible to switch to schedule2 at time stepk = 8 (see Figure 6.5).
Between time stepk = 7 and time stepk = 12 the daily schedule is changing
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Figure 6.6: Daily transport modal split in volume and percentage for the assign-
ment of cargo and schedules.

every day, but after time stepk = 12 it remains at schedule2 due to the decrease
in container volume. Schedule2 is chosen10 times during the test, leading to a
reduction of20 barge berth at the terminal. Figure 6.6 shows the transport modal
split for barge, train and truck modalities in volume and percentage along time.
For the chosen scenario, cargo was assigned with the transport modal split56%,
19% and25% for barge, train and truck modalities, respectively.

Transport Modal Shift

For illustration purposes two transport modal splits, inspired by the Port of Rotter-
dam situation, are used:S1 = (45; 20; 35) of 45% for barges,20% for trains and
35% for trucks andS2 = (50; 25; 25) of 50% for barges,25% for trains and25%
for trucks. As a reference for comparison the sustainable transport modal split is
used. Each strategy is tested for a prediction horizon ofNp ∈ {1; 2; 3; 4} time
steps. A scenario of cargo arrival at the terminal was created assuming equal dis-
tribution among destinations (25% per destination) (see Section 3.5.1 on page 95).
Given this configuration the minimum share for truck modality without losing
cargo is precisely25% and thereforeS2 is more demanding thanS1. The terminal
initial condition was set to create a jam on time stepk = 3. The daily arrival
of containers is around an average of960 TEU but every8 days a peak occurs
with an arrival of2200 TEU with a higher impact on three days due time. The
imposed transport modal split uses the following parameters β1 = 2, β2 = 0.9
andδmax = δmin = 0.01. The starting time stepkst is considered fixed and equal
to the first time stepk = 1, which means that the transport modal split is being
calculated over the whole simulation time.

When increasing the prediction horizon all strategies are able to avoid the
existence of lost cargo due to the capacity of detecting the future occurrence of
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Cargo
Sustainable Split

Np = 1 Np = 2 Np = 3 Np = 4

Barge 51540 77410 77490 77490

Train 27630 19160 22480 25410

Truck 43160 39960 37840 35000

dt = 1 122330 81210 82690 76450

dt = 2 0 55320 39510 42350

dt = 3 0 0 15610 19100

Dest. A 34040 34360 34520 34530

Dest. B 34193 33240 34360 34440

Dest. C 30975 34490 34510 34490

Dest. D 27794 34440 34420 34440

Lost C. 15110 1120 0 0

Total 122330 136530 137810 137900

Table 6.4: Analysis of the assigned cargo (in TEU).

cargo peaks at the terminal (see Table 6.4 and Table 6.5). With the increase of the
prediction horizon there is an effect of anticipating the cargo assignment which
can be stated aspushingcontainers towards the final destination. The use of a
terminal state constraint can also increase the pushing of containers as can be
seen forNp = 1 andNp = 2. It is important to note thatS1 andS2 respect
the desired transport modal split without losing more cargothan the sustainable
transport modal split for the same prediction horizon.

By increasing the prediction horizon the sustainable transport modal split fa-
vors the barge modality and the transport modal split achieved is dependent on the
arrival pattern and the transport network layout. For transport modal splitsS1 and
S2 the desired transport modal split is achieved regardless the prediction horizon
used (see Table 6.4, Table 6.5, and Figure 6.7). In comparison to the sustainable
transport modal split approach, the transport modal splitS2 is fulfilled at the cost
of reducing the daily share on barges and increasing the daily share on train and
truck modalities (see Figure 6.8). Note that the daily modalsplit of truck modality
is never bellow25% for the sustainable transport modal split.

In comparison to the sustainable strategy the imposed strategy reduces the
share on barges and increases the share on trains as the truckmodality is almost
imposed by the amount of containers for destination A. This effect is also visi-
ble in Figure 6.9 in terms of transport capacity used per modality. The pushing of
containers towards the final destination can be seen in Figure 6.10. For the sustain-
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Cargo
Split (45;20;35) Split (50;25;25)

Np = 1 Np = 2 Np = 3 Np = 4 Np = 1 Np = 2 Np = 3 Np = 4

Barge 55643 60791 61482 61692 60577 64785 67906 68409

Train 25055 26749 27105 27515 30288 33417 34604 34491

Truck 43490 49359 49443 48841 36137 39408 35390 35000

dt = 1 118775 81367 68497 62842 113109 78637 73045 66189

dt = 2 4888 55533 46454 52080 13480 53421 42161 47723

dt = 3 524 0 23079 23126 413 6552 22695 23988

Dest. A 34040 34360 34530 34490 34040 34360 34530 34530

Dest. B 34390 33640 34510 34498 34193 34280 34440 34440

Dest. C 28685 34490 34530 34530 30975 34530 34490 34490

Dest. D 27073 34410 34460 34530 27794 34440 34440 34440

Lost C. 13485 750 0 0 10630 120 0 0

Total 124188 136900 138030 138043 127002 137610 137900 137900

Table 6.5: Analysis of the assigned cargo (in TEU).
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Figure 6.7: Transport modal split evolution forS1 (left) andS2 (right) transport
modal splits usingNp = 3.
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(b) Modal splitS2.

Figure 6.8: Comparison between the daily transport modal splits usingNp = 3.
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Figure 6.9: Comparison between the transport capacity usedper modality for
sustainable (left) andS2 (right) strategies usingNp = 3.

able strategy the quantity of containers at the terminal is always above1100 TEU
while for the imposed strategy the terminal constraint increases the pushing effect
and the quantity of container at the terminals can fall under1100 TEU before a
periodic peak.

6.5.2 Seaport

Consider the seaport represented in Figure 3.9 and discussed in Section 3.5.2 (see
page 95). For illustration purposes three strategies for terminal cooperation are
used:

• centralizedP1: in this case all terminals provide to the Port Authority all
local information about the terminal statexi and the cargo arrival patterndi.
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Figure 6.10: Terminal behavior for sustainable (left) andS2 (right) modal splits
usingNp = 3.

The seaport act as a single terminal solving problem (6.5)–(6.13). Having
into account all information available at the seaport this leads to the optimal
cargo assignment;

• selfishP2: in this case there is no information share between terminals or
with the Port Authority. Each terminal negotiates with the transport opera-
tor. For comparison issues, it is assumed that the transportcapacity offered
by the transport operator is fixed, and divided in equal shares for all termi-
nals. Therefore, to face jams in the transport demand each terminal has to
use a longer horizon for planning the cargo assignment;

• altruist P3: in this case all terminals are cooperative and they trust onthe
Port Authority to decide how to share the transport capacityamong termi-
nals over the prediction horizon, soNg = Np. The Port Authority allocates
resources among terminals such that the seaport, as a singleentity, losses
the minimum amount of cargo. Terminals share with the Port Authority the
marginal costs related to the use of resources allocated butno information
is shared regarding each terminal state or cargo arrival pattern.

Terms in cost function (6.23) are set equal for all terminals: for the pair des-
tination/due time the state-space variable related to one day due time is the only
penalized as all destinations are reachable in one day; for the transport penalty a
distinction is made concerning different transport modalities present at the termi-
nal (the barges are less penalized and trucks are the most penalized).

The weight cooperation matrixW is considered full,

W =





2 −1 −1
−1 2 −1
−1 −1 2



 (6.36)
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Np = 2 Np = 3 Np = 4

P1 P2 P3 P1 P2 P3 P1 P2 P3

T1 − 1952 450 − 734 0 − 734 0

T2 − 0 171 − 0 0 − 0 0

T3 − 1205 90 − 745 0 − 486 0

Seaport 560 3157 711 0 1479 0 0 1220 0

Table 6.6: Cargo lost (in TEU) at the seaport using differentcooperation strategies
among terminals.

such that all terminals decisions are taken into account to update the resource
allocation. At each time step the number of resources to share among terminals
is nmNp. The step size is updated usingβl+1 = 0.9βl. As threshold for stoping
negotiations was usedδ = 0.1 TEU.

Using a centralized strategy it is possible, for the cargo arrival pattern at the
seaport (see Figure 6.11), to assign all cargo to the transport capacity such that the
due time to destination is respected (see Table 6.6). Considering the individual
terminals with the cargo arrival pattern indicated in Figure 6.11, only the altruist
strategy is able to perform similarly to the centralized strategy and forNp ≥ 2
all cargo is assigned respecting the due time to destination. The selfish strategy
only performs well for terminalT2 which is the one with less amount of cargo to
assign. For terminalsT1 andT3 more planning is required, that is to say a longer
prediction horizon is required. In this case, using a four step prediction horizon is
not enough to assign all cargo such that the due time is respected.

Increasing the capacity to anticipate future jams, througha larger prediction
horizon, leads to an increase in the computation time (see Table 6.7). A reasonable
compromise according to the application specifications is required.

Figure 6.12–6.14 shows the cargo assigned per terminal and negotiation pro-
cess using the altruist strategy. The number of negotiationsteps decreases with the
increase of the prediction horizon used, due to more freedomin assigning cargo:
292, 150, and131 negotiation steps forNp = 2, Np = 3, andNp = 4, respec-
tively. The altruist behavior is well described in Figure 6.13 where the cargo lost
decreases from100 TEU to close to10 TEU at the seaport withT2 loosing more
cargo at the final negotiation step in benefit of the seaport, that is to say, in benefit
of all terminals. ForNp = 2 the coordinator agent is allocating32 different types
of resources among the three terminals. From Figure 6.14 it is clear that terminal
T3 is receiving transport capacity mainly from terminalT2. TerminalT2, due to the
share of transport capacity, is forced to use less sustainable transport modalities
but with a small share. Connections 1 to 6 correspond to bargemodality, connec-
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Average [s] Maximum [s] Standard Deviation [s]

Np = 2

P1 7.2 14.2 2.6

P2 19.2 34.0 4.4

P3 99.9 438.2 121.8

Np = 3

P1 34.7 71.1 9.2

P2 115.7 217.4 45.1

P3 307.8 767.2 227.3

Np = 4

P1 141.4 195.3 29.4

P2 688.1 2221.3 400.5

P3 2265.0 11977.0 2705.5

Table 6.7: Computation time for the different cooperation policies amongst termi-
nals.
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Figure 6.11: Cargo arrival pattern at the seaport (left) andcargo split among ter-
minals (right).

tions 7 to 14 correspond to train modality and the last two connection correspond
to truck modality.

6.6 Conclusions and Discussion

In this chapter it is assumed that network nodes are responsible for allocating
cargo to the available transport capacity. With the proposed approaches the node
agent can assign cargo to daily connections at the node, provided by the transport
operator, in order to match the current transport demand using either a sustainable
transport modal split or a desired transport modal split. For the desired transport
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Figure 6.12: Cargo assigned per terminal (leftNp = 2, right Np = 3) using the
altruist strategy.
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Figure 6.13: Negotiation steps forNp = 2 (left) and negotiation at time step
k = 19 usingNp = 2 (right).
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Figure 6.14: Connection splits among terminals for first negotiation stepj = 1
(left) and for last negotiation stepj = 14 (right) (Np = 2, k = 19).
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modal split a so-called terminal state constraint is added for the sum of assigned
cargo per transport modality over the prediction horizon toguide the cargo assign-
ment. Feasibility of the optimal problem is assured by relaxing the lower bound of
the terminal state constraint. When relaxing the upper bound of the terminal state
constraint no restriction is made concerning the transportmodality used, therefore
all cargo is assigned to the transport capacity such that thedue time to destination
is respected. The multi-agent scheme for cooperation amongst sub-nodes takes
the node perspective (full cooperation) and can be used as a tool to i) check if the
transport capacity available at the node is enough for the cargo arrival pattern at
sub-nodes such that all cargo is assigned respecting the duetime to destination, ii)
test policies to promote cooperation among sub-nodes, and iii) promote and guide
cooperative relations between sub-nodes at a complex node.

The information gathered at the node can be used to support a more active
role of the node at the transportation network. Similar to what is called termi-
nal haulage. This concept allows pushing cargo towards the final destination, if
transport capacity is available at the node. When cargo is pushed into the network
the risk for due time violation decreases since a higher timemargin for the cargo
to reach the final destination results. This feature decreases the burden of having
nodes full of cargo thus increasing the transport network flexibility.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Research

In this thesis transportation networks have been discussedfrom different perspec-
tives. First, modeling of continuous-time and discrete-time flow networks were
addressed for single and multiple commodities. Then, multi-agent methodologies
for fault diagnosis, and operations management were discussed and proposed. In
particular, a multi-agent architecture for fault diagnosis, a multi-agent heuristic for
network operations management, a constrained MPC scheme for a desired modal
split at transportation nodes, and a multi-agent scheme forcooperation amongst
sub-nodes is proposed. This chapter summarizes the main contributions and out-
lines future research and work directions.

7.1 Conclusions

In its essence, a transportation network is a collection of nodes (with some po-
tential) linked through connections (flux capacity). The potential is associated
with the state of the network, while the flux is the control action available. Both,
potential and flux, form the information available to be exchanged between dif-
ferent partners in order to fulfill the transport demand. This is a key point when
addressing locally a transportation challenge such that the solution found can be
easily scaled to a large-scale transportation network. A deep understanding of i)
the challenges to be solved locally, ii) the existing resources to do so, and iii) the
information available, can guide the formulation of a control problem that can be
useful to overcome the existing challenges. The modeling phase should be seen as
part of the control problem formulation and not as a separateresearch field. This
thesis adopted this approach as a guideline to address the modeling, monitoring
and operations management of transportation networks.

The main contributions of this thesis related to transportation networks are the
following:

187
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Modeling Water Conveyance Networks: a modular and flexible framework for
modeling water conveyance networks has been proposed. The framework
is based on a discrete-time state-space model for water dynamics in a canal
pool. The model can use either flow or water depth boundary conditions
which make it rather flexible for modeling large scale networks. It can
incorporate either hydraulic structures (such as gates or pumps) or large
reservoirs (such as lakes or river basins). An important feature of the model
is the possibility of modular connectivity between two canals without any
human interference, that is to say without gates. The model ability to mon-
itor hydraulic variables along the canal axis (flow and waterdepth) makes
it specially suitable for designing observers, and supportFDI and model-
based control algorithms.

Modeling of Cargo Transportation Networks: cargo transportation networks
are designed to fulfill a transport demand regarding commodities that can
have time unvarying and time-varying properties. A centralapproach to
model these networks, by either capturing node and link properties is pro-
posed. Commodities can be categorized in accordance to timeunvarying
or time-varying properties, such as the destination and thedue time to des-
tination, respectively. To diminish the model complexity,a decomposition
scheme based on flows is proposed. The transportation network is divided
into smaller subsystems called connections, that capture the properties in
transport and production subsystems.

Modeling Nodes Relations with the Surroundings: the modeling framework
for network nodes is based on a flow perspective. The node dynamics are
captured by a mass balance on multiple commodities with due time updates.
The node capability to access cargo information, final destination and due
time to destination, allows changing its role in the transportation network
towards what is calledterminal haulagein freight transportation networks.
Information is the key to improve the quality of decisions taken by a net-
work node. The connections provided by transport operator should also be
announced in advance to the node or be available for negotiation.

Fault Diagnosis for Transportation Corridors: the multi-agent architecture
for fault diagnosis is based on partitioning the transportation network into
smaller subsystems consisting on a link plus the downstreamnode. To each
subsystem an agent is assigned to proceed with process faultdiagnosis. The
agent runs the Distributed Fault Isolation (DFI) algorithmwhich has a dis-
tributed nature and is capable to distinguish lateral outflows and hardware
faults. It only requires communications between neighbor agents and there-
fore is specially suitable for spatially distributed systems.
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Network Operations Management: a multi-agent heuristic for operations man-
agement at transportation networks is proposed. A control agent is assigned
to each subsystem at the transportation network to move commodities be-
tween center nodes. The transport demand can be located at the source
nodes, at the end nodes, or at both source and end nodes. For each case
a push-pull flow perspective can be used to determine the order by which
control agents solve their problems. The problem dimensionto solve can be
further reduced using the concept of global and contracted commodity sets.

Node Operations Management:are addressed inspired in theterminal haulage
paradigm. With more information related to stored cargo thenode can as-
sume the responsibility for cargo assignment. Cargo is assigned to the trans-
port capacity available taking into account client demands(due time) and
regulators demands (transport modal split). The configuration of a node
composed of sub-nodes has also been addressed and a multi-agent scheme
for cooperation is proposed capable to split, in an altruistfashion, the trans-
port capacity amongst sub-nodes.

The main contributions related to transportation network applications ad-
dressed in this thesis are the following:

Library for Water Conveyance Networks: the construction of water con-
veyance networks is based on elementary components such as the canal pool
model (the element responsible for the transport phenomena) and junction
components. With these blocks it is possible to construct simulators for sim-
ple configurations (such as a single canal) or more complex configuration
(such as irrigation and drainage networks). Large-scale networks remain
tractable as the complexity cost grows in a modular fashion with the inclu-
sion of new canal pool blocks.

Fault Diagnosis and Monitoring of Water Canals: the extension of the DFI al-
gorithm for water conveyance networks allows the detectionand isolation
of lateral outflows and hardware faults on a canal pool. The Sensor Fault
Isolation (SFI) algorithm is dedicated to isolate water depth sensor faults in
a canal pool, using at least three water depth sensors per pool. The isolation
of the downstream water depth sensor is critical. This information is used
by the feedback controller to control the water depth, therefore the quality
of service can be compromised. Whenever isolating a fault ina water depth
sensor, an estimation of the fault intensity is available and this estimation
can be used to update the water depth reference for the feedback controller
in order to restore the desired water depth and consequentlythe quality of
service.
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Operations Management at Container Terminals: a container terminal is a
case of a transportation network confined at a physical location. However,
it is challenging in the sense that he transport need is present at both source
and end nodes, and handling equipment is limited. A model decomposition
based on flows related to serving each vehicle of a given transport modality
allows for a distributed approach for operations management. It is possible
to assign different container flows priorities in the terminal using the multi-
agent heuristic. Priorities can be given to vehicles (the higher the call; the
higher the priority), a container class or a combination of both. Empty con-
tainers can be set to be the last container class to be loaded into the vehicle
such that in case of an anticipated departure or delays the impact in trans-
portation costs is diminished.

Operations Management at (Manufacturing) Supply Chains:
(manufacturing) supply chains are spatially distributed transportation
network with a transport demand located at the end nodes. Themulti-agent
heuristic proposed offers a framework capable to fulfill thetransport
demand while at the same time restoring the inventory levelsover the
(manufacturing) supply chain. Whenever predictions or forecasts are
available, concerning the transport demand, the heuristiccapacity to
respond to the transport demand increases. Inventory levels at the end
nodes can remain constant over time. This is an important feature if the
supply chain is supplying components for production units that know their
demand in advance. The proposed solution can be integrated in a just in
time(JIT) production strategy.

Transport Modal Split at Intermodal Container Terminals: due to the in-
crease in container ship size, container terminals are currently seeking for
new approaches for transport cargo. In carrier and merchanthaulage the
terminal acts merely as a warehouse or a link between transport partners. In
order to increase the degree of freedom and autonomy concerning the use of
the land (storage capacity), a framework able to support terminal haulage is
proposed. The terminal manager in possession of relevant information re-
lated to cargo (final destination and due time) and the available connection
schedule can proceed with a wise cargo assignment in order torespect client
demands. An extension to include following a desired transport modal split,
imposed by transport regulators, such as the Port Authorityof Rotterdam,
has also been proposed.

Cooperation Among Terminals at Seaports:seaports are complex systems that
are exposed to the current increase in world trade. The existing infrastruc-
ture is close to its limits. A multi-agent scheme to promote cooperation
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between terminals in a seaport to split the transport capacity available with-
out compromising the delivery of cargo at the final destination and at the
agreed time is proposed. The proposed approach does not require the ex-
change of private information regarding the terminal stateor the final cargo
costumer. The framework can be used for the seaport authority to access
the need for higher transport capacity at the seaport, or by an alliance of
terminals at the seaport, which is a common situation in the Hamburg-Le
Havre range.

7.2 Future Research and Work

Methodologies for fault diagnosis and operations management are based on a
model of the system built in accordance to a chosen perspective. Extensions of
the linear deterministic models used in this thesis can be useful to increase the
description of the transportation network and to cope with particular network fea-
tures in different domain fields, namely:

Horizontally Integrated Supply Chains: in this configuration the components
of the transportation network belong to different partnersand conflicting
objectives can be present. Each node is autonomous regarding its deci-
sions. The node, based on its current inventory level and back-orders has
two decisions to make: ship commodities to the downstream nodes and or-
der commodities from the upstream nodes (see Figure 1.11(b)). In order
to account for shipping and orders decisions, it is important to extend the
model proposed in Section 3.2 to include two integrator systems, one for
inventory levels and another for back-orders.

Network of Spatially Distributed Nodes: the contributions done locally by a
network node, with access to limited information, can be used to support
a distributed approach for the operations management at transportation net-
works. Local decisions, regarding cargo assignment, should be communi-
cated to neighboring nodes and the transport provider. A local solution is
scaled into a global solution. A difference regarding the multi-agent scheme
for cooperation at complex nodes proposed in Section 6.4 is the spatially
distribution of the system. The spatially distribution introduces transport de-
lays which originates coupling between different nodes decisions that need
to be taken into account.

Transport Operator Perspective: this thesis adopted the network and the node
perspective to address operations management at transportation networks.
The transport capacity was assumed known at priori or available if needed.
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However, the transport provider (responsible for linking the different nodes)
has its own objectives that are related to the optimal use of the transport
equipment it owns. This partner is present in cargo transportation networks
for instance the truck company, shipping in line, barge operator, and airline
company. An agent can be assigned to act in behalf of the transport provider.
Different transport providers can be present at the same transportation net-
work. Interactions between the transport provider (transport delay – flow)
agent and node (storage capacity – potential) agent can be set to be selfish,
cooperative or altruist.

Modeling Congestions in Transportation Networks: from practice it is clear
that the average time for moving commodities between nodes is affected by
the amount of commodities to be transported or the amount of commodities
stored at the nodes. Take as an example a deepsea container terminal, close
to its maximum storage capacity. The containers at theCentral Yardcan be
stocked up to six stacks. If the container to be moved is not ontop, in the
worst situation it can be at the bottom, the time to load that container into
the vessel increases significantly. A similar effect is present on the time to
transport commodities between nodes when a highway is facing a jam. A
linear model is not sufficient to include this phenomena thatcan be captured
using piecewise affine models (Sontag, 1981) or hybrid systems (Bemporad
and Morari, 1999).

Concerning the application studies used in this thesis the following future
work should follow:

Push-Pull Flow Control for Water Conveyance Networks: in this thesis con-
trol of water conveyance networks was not explicitly addressed, a test with
the multi-agent heuristic proposed in Chapter 5 is missing.The distant
downstream control can be interpreted as a case of pull-flow control per-
spective. It is important to compare the proposed multi-agent heuristic with
the commonly used approaches to control the downstream water depth in
canal pools: the local upstream control and the distant downstream con-
trol (Litrico et al., 2003), and more complex control strategies as presented
in Weyer (2008) for example. The capability to deal with moreflexible
transport demand, due to more demanding customers at present days, should
also be evaluated for the multi-agent heuristic.

Fault Diagnosis in Water Conveyance Networks:a probability can be associ-
ated to each detected and isolated fault in water conveyancenetworks. Us-
ing this procedure, it can be possible to assign a degree of confidence to
the process fault diagnosis. The degree of confidence can be aprecious
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help when dealing with multiple faults whose symptoms may cancel each
other. Extension for nodes with multiple inflows and outflowsare worth to
be considered.

Container Terminal Operations Management: the container terminal model
proposed can be extended to include the opening and closing times for
cargo. This is an important phenomena that exists currentlyin the termi-
nal management relating theImport AreaandExport Areaat theCentral
Yard (see Figure 3.5). If this feature is implemented, then the containers to
be loaded into each vehicle are already at theExport Areawhen the vehicle
arrives at the container terminal. This means that the operations concerning
unloading/loading a vehicle can be decomposed to two unloadoperations:
one from theUnload Areato the Import Areaat theCentral Yardand a
second one from theExport Areaat theCentral Yardto theLoad Area. Re-
handle of containers at theCentral Yardfrom theImport Areato theExport
Areaare done during idle times at the terminal, and previous to the arrival
of the vehicle at the terminal.

Repositioning Empty Containers: hinterland and oversea transportation net-
works face unbalance import and export flows (Li et al., 2007). Import is the
major flow in Europe, therefore empty containers are being accumulated at
depots and terminals. Concerning the oversea trade, the Orient is exporting
more to than importing from the Occident, therefore empty containers are
lacking in the Orient. It is important to reposition empty containers where
they are most needed. The repositioning of empty containersshould be done
in coordination with the transport of full containers to take advantage of the
available transport capacity (Song and Dong, 2011).

Terminal and Network Cooperation: using the proposed modeling approach,
it is possible to access at any time the exact amount per commodity at
the node. This information can be shared with the rest of the container
transportation network to access the effective amount per commodity in the
network. The knowledge about container classes at the container terminal
can be used at a strategic level to developed distributed control strategies
between the node and the network. The development of a two layer con-
trol for nodes is possible. The highest layer focus on the relations with
the surroundings (cargo assignment, schedules negotiation, transport modal
split) while the lower layer will be responsible for controlling the handling
equipment inside the node depending on the final unload/loadrequests de-
termined by the highest layer.
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Appendix A

Canal Networks Library

A.1 Brief Description

The canal networks library has been developed in Nabais and Botto (2010). It is
a two stage product; in MatLabc© the discrete-time state-space pool model (2.43)-
(2.44) is created and in Simulinkc© the elementary components are available as
blocks to construct a water conveyance network. The librarywas developed with
special attention to create a flexible and modular product: the elementary blocks
(canal pool, gate and reservoir) are available in the library and by interconnecting
them it is possible to create different canal networks configurations. An overview
of the library is given in Figure A.1.

Figure A.1: Overview of the canal networks library.

The canal networks library is divided into five components:
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Figure A.2: General view for a two pool configuration canal.

Canal Pool Models: beyond the discrete-time state-space canal pool model also
the continuous-time canal pool model named Integrator Delay Zero (IDZ)
is available (Litrico and Fromion, 2004);

Canal Networks: some typical canal network layouts are made available: the
NuHCC canal (for one, two and four pools configurations) and the drainage
and irrigation large scale networks presented in Section 2.4;

Hydraulic Gates: the overshot and undershot gate equations are implemented
for typical cross sections (rectangular, trapezoidal, triangular and circular).
This component is used for computing the gate flow between canal pools.
Extension to other cross section geometries is possible through a simple
parameter change – wetted cross section or top width;

Hardware: this component gathers some hardware equipment useful whencon-
sidering canal networks. The dynamics of the gate elevationare defined
through saturation both in maximum amplitude and velocity.The valves
controlling the canal inflow, and offtakes are sufficiently well approximated
by a first order system with a time delay;

Geometry: computes the hydraulic cross section parameters for different geome-
tries according to the current water depth, to know: wetted area, wetted
perimeter, hydraulic radius, top width and hydraulic depth.

Figure A.2 shows the simulator for a two canal pool configuration. All water
canals composed of two canal pools use the same Simulinkc© model, they only
differ on the geometric characteristics of the canal leading to different canal pools
models and gate parameters. In MatLabc© the canal pool models are created and
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the canal initial configuration is determined from know water depths and canal
inflow, or from gate elevations and canal inflow. For solving numerically the
Saint-Venant equations it is required an initial configuration of the water canal.
The initial condition is composed of: nominal inflow, gate elevation and down-
stream water depths along the water canal. However, these parameters are not
independent see Section 2.2.3.


